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The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the role of retlection 

in teacher professional development. One of the assumptions of this study was that the 

school is not only a place of learning for students. but is also a place of work and learning 

for the adults in the building. The framework and assumptions were based on the notions 

that a) schools are learning organizations and b) teachers are adult leaners. 

Sixteen teachers took pm in a school-based reflective process in the hopes of 

gaining insights into the field of gifted education. The setting for this study was a newly- 

formed sifted and talented site. Participants had the opportunity to reflect upon their 

experiences in the gifted program through semi-structured interviews and a collaborative 

sensemaking process. A ~tlective document was compiled from the interview data in a 

systematic. organized document that was an adaptation of a Learning History (Senge. et 

d..1999) which formed the basis for dialogue and collabontive efforts amongst this staff. 

Through this informative and democratic reflective process. participants were able 

to "see" and "form deeper understandings" of their own theories and practice of teaching 

oifted students. The different perspectives that were shared moved many of the participants z 

towards greater understanding of their peers. and &geater knowledge of gifted education, 
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Happy is the man who findeth wisdom. 

And happy is the man that obtaineth understanding. 

For the merchandise of  it is better than the merchandise of silver. 

.And the gain thereof of  tine gold. 

M. A. Gutstein & D. Gnubart. The Holv Scriptures, 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

The Quest: In Search of a Question 

The teacher's world is divided into blocks of time called school years. Each year 

has its beginning. middle and end. [t is a story waiting to be played out. It moves through 

time with its own predictable patterns: a set of students. report card times. holiday times. 

professional development days. and regular schedules. 

Within these patterns. however. there are "disruptions" such as the implementation 

of new curricula and programs char cause teachers to stop and re-assess their work. Since 

teachers are the keys to school success (Sergiovanni. 2000), we must give more attention to 

the manner in which they deal with such changes. What happens when new program need 

to be put into place? How do teachers deveiop the insights and understandings of such 

changes and move into such situations:' How do teachers learn about their practice'? 

One way to understand the true nature of reaching is to go directly to those who 

experience it daily: they are the teachers in our schools. They are people who constantly 

move from their place of experience and knowledge into the action of their classroom 

practice (Schon. 1983). But. not onIy m they teachers: they are also adults at work. 

The objective of this research was to gain a better understanding of how teachers 

experience the world through reflection. Specificdly, this thesis focuses on a reflective 

process and examines the retlrctions of sixteen teachers who teach gifted learners in a new 

pro:- for the gifted education in the Calgary Board of Education. 



Beginning with the Context 

The GATE program. for gifted and taiented learners, has been in effect within the 

Calgary Board of Education since 1987. Within the past two years, the program has split 

OR into North and South sites for both elementary. grades four through six. and junior high. 

The south junior high site was opened in Fall 2000. It was up to the staff at the new site to 

become part of the existing gifted and talented program and create their own program 

within their existing. already-established school culture. 

Being part of a "start-up" program has its chdlenges. [n this particular case. the 

program had a history. the teachers had personal and professional histories, and the students 

had histories of their own. Parenrs were watching carefully to monitor the program's 

effectiveness and the children's progress: every child had made the transition from another 

school to this one in order to participate in this pro-pun. Transitions are never easy but 

schools have the responsibility to provide students with p r o z m  that will help them be 

successful (Hiebert. 1998). In this cue. perhaps the pressure to do so was even greater 

considering the circumstances. 

The question of survival and justification for different educational opportunities is 

always "out there" for public scrutiny (Sapon-Shevin. 1994). Within an ever-changing, 

fluid world of education where theories and cumcula are forever in transformation. how 

does a pro:- such as GATE stay atloat and survive? [t is for this reason that it is critical 

that teachers and administrators in gifted pro-prns have deep understandings of their 

practice and the beliefs that support their work. This means engaping in conversations that 

discuss and. perhaps. question the values and principles of the systems and prob- that 



affect our learning communities (Marshait. Rarnirez, Plinske, & Veal, 1998). New 

programs mean changes in the structure and tandscape of our schools. When a school's 

landscape - or culture - changes, teachers are expected to change. or re-frame. their already 

conditioned ways of thinking. When this happens. we must create a suucture in which the 

necessary adjustments may be made: a structure in which the community may work 

together towards a shared set of understandings and commitments to the students (Senge, et 

al., 2000). But this structure must also respect the individuals and recognize that not all 

participants will accept the changes in the same ways (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). 

Since the setting of this research project is considered a "special program", 

understanding of gifted learners and the specid program considerations for gifted learners 

had serious implications with regards to the interpretation and delivery of the p r o ~ m .  

Program considerations impacted on the entire school community as there is an inter- 

related system in place. each with its own expectations. histories and stocks of knowledge. 

One way to study practice specific to a school context may be through retlection, 

Each school has its own story. This is a story about one school: about its teachers 

and about their experiences. It is a study that attempted to understand. and help the teachers 

understand. the changes that this schooi had undergone during the implementation of this 

new program. 

This documented account of the teachers' reflections provides a thick description 

and valuable insight into what it is like to be a teacher in a new proznm for gifted learners. 

This study evolved into a study that has explored the retlective process and the insights that 

these teachers have gained through their experience during the implementation of this 

gifted p r o _ m .  + 



Reflection as Professional Development 

In schools, teachers are constantly pressured to make choices that encompass what 

they think and know. What they know and how they express their knowledge is centraI to 

student learning (Connelly. Clandinin. & Feng He, 1997). In recent yem, much attention 

has been given to rrjlrcrion as a means by which teachers. or student teachers. learn about 

their practice (Grimmett & Erickson. 1988: Henderson, 1992: Schon, 199 I ;  Wells. 1994). It 

is sometimes referred to as "inquiry" and much of the reflection is based on specific skills 

or knowledge that a teacher wishes students to acquire. The reflective process is usually 

about the teacher's process of reaching specific objectives and problem-solving. 

It is also a time when reflective practice is finding its way into our professional 

assessments. The Teachers Professional Growth Plan implemented by Alberta Leming is a 

process for professional development. It was created with the intent to have teachers. at the 

beginning of each school year. reflect upon their own practice and indicate their 

professional needs in an attempt to determine goals for professional development. In the 

post-modern tradition. educators are asked to engage in understanding what they are doing, 

why they are doing it. and whether they should continue to do it. Post-modem curriculum 

theorists ask educators to question the field's ~md-nmatives (Piirto. 1999). 

What becomes evident is that there is in existence a beiief that teachers' voices 

(Clandinin. 1992) should be provided with the opportunity to speak. be heard. and that 

retlection be given a space in our research journals and in the study of teacher professional 

development. In research on the experiences of teachers. teachers are being viewed more as 



"teacher as person" (Blackman. 1989'1. 'The teacher is not only a professional but a 

professional person with a unique life history and psychological king" (p. 3). 

What is missing at present is research on school-based teacher development 

(Wideen. 1992). Teachers need to be involved in learning in their own community as a 

community of professional learners (Fullan, 1995). They also need to be involved in 

professiond developmnent that addresses the issues that pertain directly to them in their 

school. 

Wideen f 1992) argues that in order tbr schools to initiate change and build it into its 

ongoing life there must be built into it tm ongoing capacity which acknowledges the 

imponance of the teacher's role in [he school change and the importance of the teacher's 

own development. 

Theorists of adult learning such as Brooktieid ( 1990) and Schon ( 1983) propose that 

we 3eek understandings of teachers through the reflective processes of adult lcarning in 

order that teachers may find ways to make sense of their work. They are primarily 

concerned with the developmental cognitive processes of learning and their belief is that 

adults pmess their experiences in terms of constmctin_e and making meaning of 

experiences. Recent research also suggests that it is critical that we make the effort to 

understand how adults learn as we consider learning experiences for teachers (Blase & 

Blase. 1998: Bmkfield. 199 1 b). 

This concern for the teacher as professional. as person. and as adult learner. 

suggests that a combined approach to professional development is needed. Teachers need to 

work through processes for development that are cognizant of their differences in terms of 

the information that they feel they need to learn and also the stage (Oja, 1989) at which 
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they are in their personal and professional lives. The views through which individual 

teachers see their professional development are both personal and practical (Connelly & 

Clandinin. 1990: Fullan Sr Hargreaves, 1992). 

Because reflection in adult learning is considered to be an important mechanism by 

which adults assimilate new information and move through the change process. I have 

developed a frame-zork for this study that emphasizes the importance of retlection in order 

to develop a deeper understanding of how teachers deal with the school experience. The 

basic understanding of this study is that the school is an adult workplace. a workplace 

where adults are continuously leming. 

Research Assumptions 

This thesis also addresses the research questions. both in terms of understanding the 

theoretical notions of the leming organization and in terms of the site in which this study 

is about. 

Exploring individual and shared visions (Senge. et d.. 2000) through a retlective 

process is the essence of the learning organization where people come together to learn and 

work. It is about thc essence of community and valuing what is imponant to its rnemkrs 

tSergiovanni. 1000). Scnge's work was used as a guideline for helping teachers understand 

their work. This study was not intended to rely solely on Srnge's work. but to explore it in 

terms of the understmdinp we already have within the tield and also in terms of funher 

development and understanding 11s it pertains to teacher professional development. 

One of the instrumcnb tbr reflection in this study is similar to the Learning History 

t Roth & Kleiner. 19991 described in the Dance of Change (Senge. et al., 1999) and again 

referred to in Schools that Learn (Senge. et d.. 2000). In t e r n  of the effectiveness of this 
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retlective model for this study. also asked. "What happens when individual reflections 

are summarized in a document similar to a Learning History that is meant to seem 

like a conversation amongst its group members and then 'made public" to the group 

for further reflection? Does this document become insightful? 

The school is 3 workplace. [t is a place that many will say is a place that is primarily 

for children: that is. it  is child-centered. believe that if teachers were attended to more. as  

learners. and we placed more emphasis on their growth. it would seem probable that it 

would translate into positive learning experiences for teachers and students. Perhaps within 

the cultunl norms. organizational structures. and intricate systems of the school 

environment. we are beginning to see the teacher more as a person as opposed to primarily 

someone who is to deliver curriculum. And in terms of professiond development. perhaps 

we are seeing the teacher as someone who takes part in professiond development and not 

someone to whom it is "done to". 

It is from the understanding that schools are learning organizations that this thesis is 

based. It is based on the notion that profound organizational change combines inner shifts 

in people'$ values. aspirations, and behaviors with "outer" shifts in processes. strategies. 

pnctices and systems. In profound change there is learning. The organization just doesn't 

just do something new: it builds capacity for ongoins change. 

By addressing the school as a learning orgmizatian. this study intended to address 

the issue of sustained change and continuous growth. This is in response to an 

understanding of the tensions that exist at chis time between teachers who are expected to 

act on imposed school reforms and the other inter-related systems that exist within this 

school structure. It is also intended to assist the teachers in sustaining the elements of 
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charge that they believe are effective and help them meet the needs of their students in 

terms of the teachers' understanding of the program implementation. 

In terms of this understanding of schools as leming organizations, these are some 

additional questions that I pondered: 

I .  How might a structured, intentional reflective process based on the notions of 

the learning organization help teachers*? 

2 Were there conditions that had to be in place in order for such 3 process to be 

put into place in a school environment'? 

3. What role did a school leader play in this type of learning environment? 

Research Framework 

This is a qualitative study that is process-oriented. Panicipants have had the 

opportunity to reflect on their own practice: they have move into a participatory. 

collabontive process with the other participants. enabling the group to reltect upon their 

Ieming together. The teachers in this study made their voices public: allowing [hem to 

"shim" their understandings. concerns. insights and questions. For the participants of this 

study. this was a time of introspection: an inquiry into teichers' perceptions of themselves 

and others amidst their work. For some it was a time of vulnerability and risk-taking. Even 

though my role initially was that of researcherfoutsider. I found myseif working through a 

mutual journey of understandin_g with the participants. As researcher and researched. "we 

k a m e  engaged in a diaiogue which can be described as a spinl web comprising 

experiences and discourses that together. us they encounter and interact. constitute a 

meanin~ful whole" t Black. 1992. p.65). 



purpose 

The primary goal of this research was to collect data pertaining to a school setting 

that would reflect the perspectives of the teachers in tenns of their involvement in a new 

gifted pro-m.  The purpose of this study was to: 

1. provide and examine data that informed us about the role of retlection in this 

school-based professional development opportunity: 

1, identify and examine any insights into gifted education programming that were 

provided by the participants of this study through retlection; and 

3. create written documentation from participant interview data for the 

participants involved in this study with the intent that this data was to be shared 

and collabontively "made sense o r  by the researcher and the participants. 

Research Questions 

In my thesis proposal. the question was. "Can reflection give valuable insight 

into programming considerations?" The reflection that I speak of is that which pertains 

to the notion of the learning organization and a reflective structure that allows reflection to 

happen in a systematic process. "How can teacher reflection be insightful in terms of 

their own experiences and the contexts in which they teach? It is critical that one 

considers the context within which this study is framed. Therefore. as this particular y-oup 

of teachers experience this particular reflective process the question must be. "What 

insights might we gain from this process of teacher reflection with respect to 

considerations for gifted education programming?" What has this group of teachers 

learned about gifted education through their lived experiences and through this 

reflective process? 
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Since all schools are unique and perhaps operate on their own set of theories. 

tools and methods (Senge. et al., 1000). it must be noted that this is the story of one 

"particular" site. The insights that emerged from this project were primarily intended to 

assist those at the site being studied and even though some may see this as a limitation. it is 

still quite possible that others may be able to connect this story with their own. 

Significance of This Study 

This study has theoretical significance because it adds to a growing body of 

knowledge that examines teachers' construction of knowledge and understanding abu t  

practice. Ideally. this thesis will increase awareness of how teachers come to know and 

make sense of the world in which they work using a reflective process. The suggestions and 

implications may help school leaders maximize learning and understanding af the work 

trachcrs do in their everyday experiences in our schools. It may help them come to terms 

with change. It may give some insights about the processes by which teachers may 

experience professional development that is pertinent to their own situations. 

Additionally. chis study pertains to a gifted setting and to the implementation of a 

new gifted prozam. It is hoped that the insiehts that emerge from this study will be useful 

to other sites. however the issue of gnedizability is subjective and for the reader to 

decide: it is not the intent of this research endeavor. 

There is always something to learn from our peers about the "crafi" of teaching. By 

demonstrating respect for others' thoughts within our profession. we are bound to develop 

stronser connections and support systems. We do not have to hnction in a vacuum in the 

teachins profession, nor in our school environments. Therefore. we are only limited by how 
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open we are to teaming, changing, and developing further understandings about the 

practice of teaching. 

For Further Understanding: Definitions 

The following definitions are included in an attempt to clarify some of the names and 

terminology used in this study. 

Collaboration 

This is a term refers to a group of individuals coming together to work through a problem, 

issue or innovation. It is the act of coming together to work on something that is the 

essence of this act. 

Congregated Setting 

This term is referred to when discussing a school where a group of people (students) is 

hrought together for their Ieming experiences in a particular place as opposed to the 

inclusive. or integrated regular classroom experience. In terms of gifted probmming, a 

congregated setting is one in which "gifted" students are brought together to experience a 

pmgnm spsci tically for them. There is no one way to structure a gifted p r o - m  so there 

are many variations on the congregated setting. 

GATE 

This is a pmgnm within the Calgary B o d  of Education specifically for the Gifted and 

Talented Child. .A specific procedure is in place for refemls. application. testing, md 

screening of these individuals. GATE stands for Gifted and Talented Education. What is 

dso made public is a commitment to specitic cumcu[um modifications and opportunities. 



Gifted and Talented 

There is a m g e  of definitions professed by numerous expew in the field of gifted 

education as they pertain to the gifted and talented learner. The acceptance of these 

definitions is not for debate by the researcher of this study. What will be critical to this 

study is which detinitions emerge from teachers' understanding. There is one nore. 

however. and that is that the GATE (see definition) p r o T E m  is based on assumptions that 

promote cenain definitions and philosophies of gifted education. In a pamphlet that 

promotes and explains the GATE program to schools and perspective families. giftedness is 

defined as 

a broad. evolving concept which addresses exceptional ability and/or performance 
in a wide range of human endeavors including: inteilectuid and creative domains: 
talent in kinesthetic areas. music and visual arts: and socio-emotional dimensions 
such as intnpersonal and interpersonal strengths. Some students have potentid to 
achieve that is not always demonstrated in their schoolwork or through the school's 
identification assessment and evaluation procedures. 

This information was taken from Tecrching Students who ure Tulented and Gqied Book 7 of 

Progrumming jur Sttidents with Spec-iul Needs Series. Alberta Learning Document. 

Gifted Learner 

For the purposes of this study. the gifted learners are students. In the case of the GATE (see 

detinition) students. they are students who have gone through assessments and screening to 

determine their acceptance into the CBE (see definition) program. Otherwise, within the 

Calgary Board of Education School System. they may be also those students who have 

been identified as gifted (Coded SO) but are not in the GATE program. Other gifted learners 

may be those who exhibit characteristics of the gifted learner. 
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Insight 

For the purpose of this study. insight is referred to as the data that emerged through the 

individual and collaborative reflective process involving the participants of this study. 

Insights refers to the individual and coilective experienced by the individuals of this study 

that were a result of connections made between the data, the experiences of the participants. 

and the analysis of the data. The understandings and conclusions that the researcher has 

gleaned from this study are also referred to as insights. 

Integrated setting 

This is referred to when discussing a setting that includes children of all capacities for 

leaning. It usually refers to the fact thac children with identified special needs are mixed 

with other children in the system in a regular classroom situation. It is most often referred 

to as the inclusive classroom. 

Reflection 

For the purpose of this study, it is to be noted that retlection is a process by which the 

teachers in this study produced data for analysis. It is a thinking process based on past 

experiences and present beliefs. Among the many objectives of this study. was the 

additional objective of detining the reflective process. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

This litencure review is a review of the important concepts relared to this study. The 

concepts are all connected in some way to Senge's (2000) beliefs about the school as 

learning organization. Senge views tbe schoot as a complex living system made up of 

interrelationships of processes by which people create knowledge. 

Senge contends that 

XI1 learners construct knowledge from an inner scaffolding of their individual and 
social experiences. emotions. will. aptitudes. beliefs. values. self awareness. 
purpose. and more.. . therefore. increasing teachers' awmnesses of these 
connections strengthens the process of learning. (p.21) 

It is through the retlective process that Seng believes that people become aware of 

these connections. 

Reflection 

Introduction 

Reflection is referred to frequently in educational research as is noted by the almost 

infinite number of journals. articles. and books written on the subject. The term is most 

often referred to as process of personal and professional _mwth but. in terms of research. 

we are now just learning of its impiications. The work of Donald Schon has brought 

reflecrion as a process of Ieming into the conversations of educators. and what has become 

most apparent. is that retlection is a process by which educators may learn about their 

practice ! Schon. 199 1). Exactly how reflection is wed. and what form it may take on. varies 

from situation to situation. What seems to emerge. however. is that reflection is a means by 

which we are able to 1e;m about our work lives. In terms of this learning process. reflection 
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has made its way into the discussion about teacher training and teacher professional 

development (Grimmett & Erickson. 1988; Henderson, 1992; Osterman & Kottkamp. 1993: 

Schon, 199 1; Wells. 1%). The field of professional development is now also linking 

practice with the principles of adult development (Blase & Blase. 1998) and it may well be 

that. for the purposes of this study, retlection is best understood in the context of sdult 

learning. 

Reflection and the Adult Learner 

There is a stream of education taking shape within the domain of education called 

urrdrugogy. a fmework of the basic principles of adult learning. Knowles ( 1984. 1990). 

describes andragogy u a model of laming that incorporates pedagogy. but a model that 

also canies with it a set of ~ssumptions and conditions unique to the adult learner. 

The basic principles of learning in adulthood have their origins in psychology. 

sociology and social psychology. The concept of mdmgogy is an "inte+mted approach to 

learning. Writings of Freud. Jung. Erikson. Maslow and Rogers (Knowles, HoIton, & 

Swan. 1998) form the mots of mdngogy similar to the way in which pedagogy has 

developed and assimilated new meanings and understandings through the years. 

Early examination of the concept of adult learning takes us back to the studies of 

Lindeman who "laid a foundation for a systematic theory about adult learning" (Houle. 

1984. p. 37). Lindeman was heavily influenced by the educational philosophy of John 

Dewey. One of Lindemm's major insights about sdult learning was that concerning 

experience. 

tt is. thus. imperative that in considerins opportunities for learning in the workplace. 

we must focus on the processss by which adults learn. We must concern ourselves with 
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those processes which are difficult to classify "since they are enduring or transitory, [and] 

range from the universal to the particulw. and are shaped in each usage by the mind of the 

learner or the educator" (Houle, 1983, p. 207). 

The andragogical model as defined by Knowles ( 1984) is based on the assumptions 

that adults begin to realize their need to know as it relates to their involvement in red-life 

situations and are motivated to the extent that connections and applications can be made to 

situations in life. Even though adults can be motivated by external motivators, internal 

pressures tend to have more influence on their learning. 

Therefore. in order to understand how adults are learning. one must go directly to 

the lives of the individuals involved in the act of learning (Houle. 1984). The core principle 

in adult Ieming goes beyond respect for the learner and views the adult as a source of data 

and as an active participant in the learning process. Adult learning is not merely a field or 

discipline created for the purposes of discussing how to deal with adults in terms of a set of 

procedures. Adult learning must be directly concerning the situations. the work, the 

"everydayness" within which adults find themselves (Stanage. 1987). 

tn terms of adult lrllrning and work. retlection may sometimes take on the presence 

of immediate retlection that Schon ( 1983) refers to as "reflection-in-action". It is the type 

of reflection that is embedded in our knowledge of the circumstances, that which happens 

in the presence of our actions, and moves us to action because we "know" intuitiveIy and 

tacitly. It is the spontaneous reactive retlection that happens when aduits are in the midst of 

their work. 

"Retlection-on-action" permits us to step back and 'take a good hard look rlt" 

something that requires that we attempt to see thing in it. It is the type of "vision" chit 
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enables us to see inside the thing itself and see how it fits into our world, in turn, helping 

us make sense of our being in the world. It is a way in which we are able to see how and 

why we are "becoming" and transforming. This type of retlection is about learning to see 

ourselves change and move ourselves to change the things in our world that we see as 

requiring adjustments and "fine tuning". It is a way of questioning taken-for-gmted 

assumptions. Perhaps it is also about the tension between being in the thing itself and 

stepping back. but i t  is the act of stepping out for a moment that is the essence of retlection 

that mllkes us rcrke nori~.e. 

When we take notice of something, we accept that it has a place in our world. Just 

by taking notice of it. we are acknowledging its existence. The importance we place on it, is 

dependent upon the time and energy we commit to raking notice. acknowledging. and 

prhaps even questioning it. When we stop and draw over words with a yellow hi@lighter 

we I r e  making a statement about the relationship between the words and who we are. It is 

about identifying pieces of who we are. When we choose a piece of literature or when we 

iue taken aback by something in the writing. and we may recognize something of ourselves 

in the words. but it is the act of bringing those understandings and making those 

connections come to the surface. that allows us to critically retlect upon the relationship. 

When someone else's words illuminate or contirm an insight that we privately realize. we 

feel affirmed and recognized (Brookfieid. 1995). We see something in it as we retlect upon 

it, either consciously or unconsciously. 

Brookfieid ( 1990) believes that, in terms of the adult Ieamer. "unless learners are 

exhibiting the behaviours associated with actively engaged, participatory learning ... then 

they are experiencing something less than the appropriate level of fulfillment they should 
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derive from the educational activity" fp.46). He also contends that within the framework 

of adult learning here must also exist a structure in place for reflective engagement. 

Brookfield ( 1989) acknowledges the importance of reflective thinking. and sees it in terns 

of its contribution to the prOCESS of criricnl fhinking. He sees critical thinking as the ability 

to imagine dternatives. Critical thinking. he suggests. involves reflective Ieming. 

Retlective learning. which closely resembles critical thinking. is the thoughtful process of 

looking inwards and examining and exploring an issue of concern. sometimes triggered by 

m experience. 

Through the act of reflecting on an experience individuals are able move to new 

undentandinp. This is the process by which adults become critically retlective "regarding 

the assumptions. beliefs and values which [hey have assimilated during childhood and 

adolescence.. ..Critical retlection can only occur as adults p a s  through experiences in their 

interpersonal. work md politicd lives which are characterized by depth. breadth. diversity 

and different degrees of intensity" (39). Distinctive to adulthood is the search for meaning 

in the contradictions. ambiguities. and complexities of these critically reflective insights. In 

t e r n  of this understanding of ldult  education. criticd retlection is the means by which 

adults make sense of their world. 

Brooktietd ( 199 la) describes four clusters of critical reflection that are cenual to the 

understanding of how adults make sense of their world. First. he suggests. that there is a 

form of ret'teccion that attends to our reaction to universd meaning and norms which 

addresses the notion of reasoning specitic to thinking about the contradictions as they 

pertain to our own experiences. This cluster of critical thinking is concerned with adults 

becoming aware of how context alters the application of mtiond logic through a dialectical 
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process of continuous exploration. It is about knowing how we have come to know. 

Similar to our understanding of metacogition (Barell, 1991). which is not particular to 

adults. this form of reflection is described by Mezirow ( 1998) as his theory of Critical 

Reflection of Assumptions. In this adaptation of his theory of critical reflection, he 

proposes that we cannot learn the meaning of something without understanding the sub- 

text: truthfulness. authenticity, and coherence. It is only when we understand why we are 

thinking in a certain way that we rzre truly able to adapt to our own desire's through 

"assimilation learning." We become aware ofthe importance of the context of validity of 

reasonins while making a commitment to what we value and believe in terms of our 

experience. 

In the second cluster of retlective thinking. Brookfield refers to theories of 

transformational or 'emancipatory' reflection. it is. then. part of the process called 

'perspective transformation' (Mezirow. 1988). Perspective transformation is the 

"emancipatory process of becoming critically aware ... it is the learning process by which 

adults come to realize their culturdly induced dependency roles and relationships and the 

reasons for them and take action to overcome them" (p. 145). Mezirow claims that 

perspective transformation should be viewed as a central function for adult learning. 

Mezirow. Daloz and Freire (Clark. 1993) commonly believe that that learning cannot be 

viewed solely as behavioral. Instead. it is suggested in Tmsformation Theory that the 

changes in consciousness can be attributed to meaning-making through reflective. critical 

thinking. 

The third cluster of concepts refers to the development of theory pertaining to how 

adults think they are learning. The central component of this cluster is learning to learn. or 
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the capacity for adults to understand how they learn and being able to adjust to different 

situations in which they find themselves. It is about understanding where our limitations are 

as learners and allows us to also know what we cannot understand. 

The fourth. and last cluster of adult critical reflection, as discussed by Brooktield, 

concerns the workplace and the notion that adults develop ideas about their work through 

reflection. It is this retlective process that has concerned many businesses and organizations 

in their pursuit for understanding about their practices (Argyris & Schon, 1978). Much of 

the discussion on the workplace has been noted by Schein (1992) He brings to our 

attention. the notion that workplaces are cultures that have deeply-embedded assumptions 

and meanings attached to them over time. tt is through critical reflection that workers are 

able to question those assumptions and develop new ideas. 

As one loob into the origins of reflection and learning, we see that Habermas 

( 198 1 ) h a  had a great intluence on researchers. many of whom have adopted his three 

aspects of retlective thinking - technical. practical and critical - into their theoretical 

notions of how adults learn about our work. The technical domain of reflection is that 

which is based on immediacy of action and tacit knowiedge: no credit is ~ iven  to the 

awareness, or conscious decision-making. that might be present at the time. Practical 

retlection concerns the back and fonh movement between theory and practice. Critical 

retlection is referred to in response to the emancipatory notion of adult learning. 

Freire (Kemmis & McTisgrrrt. 1988) refers to a process called "problem posing". in 

which adults become criticaliy conscious of taken-for-zmted roles and expectations that 

are in place in a specitic context. He refers to the uansformation in perspective or personal 

paradigm as 'conscientization*. Freire concerns himself primarily with the emancipation of 
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groups through education . Only through knowledge are individuals "freed from their 

dominating political structures; individuds and groups become transformed through 

knowledge and the ability to pose problems. 

Mezirow ( 199 1 ) emphasizes the importance of reflection as a process that enables 

us "to critically assess the content, process, or premises of our efforts to interpret and $ve 

meaning to an experience" (p.104). Not only does he see reflection as a way to deal with a 

problem, but also a process by which we can retlect on the strategies and procedures of 

problem solving, while taking action, or perhaps afterwards. to check back on the decisions 

we've made. It is when we are retrospective that we assess and sometimes check prior 

leming. Through reflection. Mezirow contends. that adults find similarities and differences 

between current experience and prior learning. It is a way of sifting through our ideas. 

creating order and coherence. Mezirow refers to the act of reflection as "thoughtful action". 

This theory of thoughtful action is similar to the connection Dewey ( 1929) makes 

with leming and the past. In order to know about something, there needs to be a reminder 

of a former experience. There must be a reminder of which direction the inquiry must take. 

Dewey's theory of "acquaintance" suggests that acquaintance with a situation means not 

only giving it meaning. but dso involves a jud-ment as to what the object of acquaintance 

will do in connection with other events. This is what Dewey referred to as insight -"sight 

is employed to form inferences regarding what is not seen ... To know about is to have a 

kind of knowledse which does not pass into direct response until some further term has 

been supplied (p.330). Through retlection, an individual may begin to develop insights as 

the individual is presented with new possibilities and new connections begin to surface. In 

becoming more acquainted with certain aspects of our work. when there is more attention 
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to recognition. definition. and classification, the events in which we participate become 

events with meanings. 'To contemplate is consciously to possess meanings" (p. 330). 

Mezirow ( 1998) also sees the process by which individuals process past experience 

as an integral part of the changes. or transformations, individuds go through. From his 

work with women in college reentry programs. Mezirow found that 

Adulthood involves a process of negotiating an irregular succession of 
formations in 'meaning perspective'. This term refers to the structure of psycho- 
cultural assumptions within which new experience is assimilated and transformed 
by one's past experience. (p. 145) 

"Insights" from learning ace associated with emotional states of being (Brookfield. 

199 lb). Adult learners who retlected upon their insightful leming experiences reported 

feelings ranging from rmbrunssment to exhilaration and the pleasure of knowing 

something. These insightful moments were also connected to physiological changes in the 

persons such as hair standing up on the back of neck. Learning episodes were remembered 

with emotional connectedness in such a way that there was some deeply felt meaning. 

These transformative turning points. or insightful [earning episodes, lead to changes in the 

learners' self-concept. 

In his work with college students. Robertson ( 1997) found that transformational 

learning and personal development were closely connected. if not one of the same thing. 

Beyond the simple learning that one experiences by developing and elaborating on practice 

cis dissemination of knowledge. transformational learning was acknowledged as being 

"insightful". This type of leming caused changes in epistemolo~cal systems. New insights 

gained through such leming have the ability to change one's woridview profoundly. 
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In much of the writing on reflection is the consistent notion that adult thinking - 

values, beliefs, assumptions -changes through the reflective process. This movement of 

change. or transformation is commonly referred to as "re-framing". 

Handy ( 1989) suggests that in order to start and keep the wheel of learning moving. 

one of the necessary conditions. or lubricants, is the process of re-framing. 

Reframing is the ability to see things, problems. situations or other people in other 
ways. to look at them sideways, or upsidedown: to put them in another perspective 
or another context: to think of them as opportunities not problems. as hiccups rather 
than disaste rs... it can gve the whole situation a new look. (p. 65) 

This is similar to E d w d  De Bono's ( 1984) theory of lateral thinking, which is 

based on thinking in new. creative ways: ways in which we open our minds to new 

perspectives. Thus. awareness of one's frames. reflecting upon them. and being open to 

refnming. then. is part of the learning process. It is about being able to lwk at other 

possibilities. 

When a practitioner becomes aware of his [own] frames. he also becomes aware of 

the possibility of alternative ways of framing the reality of his pmcrice. He takes note of the 

values and norms to which he has  given priority. and those he has given less importance, or 

left out of account altogether. Frame awareness tends to entrain awareness of 

dilemm =...One cannot be a member of a community without taking account of them 

(Schon. 1983. p. 3 1 1 ). 

Re-fnming is uansformationd as it is the movement from one perspective or set of 

ssumptions to another. In their research with college students. Kitchener and King ( 1990) 

found that by having a retlective structure in place within which adult leaners are able to 

question assumptions and are presented with different perspectives. there is a 

trmsfomation in knowing. They refer to it as the development of Reflective JudLment. 
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What was concluded in this study is that adults can learn to be more retlective if their 

assumptions are challenged. Otherwise. it was suggested, adults get "stuck" in their beliefs 

and consider them truths. 

Kitchener and King ( 1990) warn us that retlection may not always be widely- 

accepted and valued. They suggest that we must view "Lretlection" as a voluntary action, 

especially in terms of research and, therefore. we must be aware that individuals involved 

in reflection will approach the process differently. if at alj. What is important in their work 

is the notion that individuals may have very differing epistemological beliefs about 

understanding and solving problems. Therefore differences among individuals in a 

community may include the ways in which members view the notion of learning and 

knowing with their field. These differences may incIude the way in which reflection is 

viewed by its members. It may be quite possible that there are many individuals who may 

question the assumption that reflection is a good way to learn that they may have to re- 

frame their ideas about learning in order to accept the process of reflection as valuable. 

It is possible that participants in a reflective pmess may have to actively work 

through a process of re-framing. psuticularly if it is an acceptable forrn of learning within 

their community. This re-enforces the notion that adult learning must concern itself not 

only with the content of the experience. but dso of the thinking processes in which the 

learners are involved. 

As we continue to attempt to classify retlection as an act. in a behavioral forrn. it is 

quite possible that we are straying from the essence of the phenomenon. of the essential 

meaning of reflection. 'The meaning or essence of a phenomenon is never simple or one- 

dimensional: it is multi-dimensional and multi-layered" (Van Manen. 1990. p. 78). 



To give meaning to something is to classify it (Strauss, 1959). In classifying 
something, we understand how to act in its presence because it arouses a set of 
expectations towards the object. The classifications hold values that were formed 
through our past experiences with the things. persons or events being classified. 
'This is just another way of stating that the 'essence' or 'nature' of the object 
resides not in the object but in the relation between it and the name? (p. 24). 

As it is impossible for us to "get into another's head". in terms of professional 

development. we are speaking, then. of reflective practice as being a deliberate way in 

which we seek to bring our notions of a parricular phenomenon. such as teaching, into our 

view. We must realize. also that when thoughts surface. they do so through language that 

has already been transformed from its original stare (Van Manen. 1990). Reflection may 

then be the way in which we are able to access rich descriptions of everyday life in order to 

find meaning in our experiences. When we understand this. then we see the value in 

retlection as a process by which we "zmp the essential meaning of something .... the 

insight into the essence of a phenomenon involves a process of reflectively appropriating. 

of clarifying and of making "Lexplicit" of the structure of meaning of the lived experience" 

r p- 77). 

When retlection becomes purposeful. then. in terms of our d i l y  work. reflection 

moves beyond haphazard. tacit thinking chat is of no practical use in terms of understanding 

practice, Our thinking about what we do becomes insightful. It becomes practical in the 

sense that we m able to give "retlection" it distinct place in our learning as adults and in 

our professional development. 

In terms of adult leamine, Brookfield's 11991a) ideas are conzuent with the notion 

that. in order to understand adult learning. we must begin with an attempt at understanding 

how adulb think. As distinct from children, adults have more experience on which to 

retlcct. and they critically retlect on their experiences in order to make sense of their world 
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using. what is commonly known as higher-order thinking processes. It may be that 

determining the classification or distinctive qualities of an act of reflection into a specitjc 

cluster is truly a futile as one can see many crossovers in their descriptions. However, the 

knowledge that tetlection is seen as having a special place in an adult's work world is 

valuable knowledge for individuals interested in how teachers learn about their practice. 

Reflection and Teaching Practice 

Usher and Bryant ( 1989) maintain that adult learners have unique characteristics. 

They believe that theory. practice and research are so interconnected that they cannot k 

regarded without one another in terms of improving practice or enhancing practice. and it is 

through critical retlection that the connections are made between theory and the practice of 

"work". Retlection may be viewed. then. as a current through which ideas tlow back u d  

forth between action and thought in order to develop a grounding for practice: a means by 

which teachers are able to make the connections and decisions about their work. 

It is through retlection that teachers may recognize. and or. develop their own 

philosophies of learning and teaching (Scott. Chovanec. & Younz. 1994). Understanding 

philosophy is a way to understand where beliefs and values are situated and may inform us 

of the reasoning behind our theories-in-use our wor[dviews. pavitation to specific teaching 

styles. and our limitations. Refection. in the form of dialogue. is one way in which teachers 

may be able to express their teaching philosophies. 

Brookfield ( 1995) believes that in order for teachers to flourish, they must be 

engaged in a process called "criricul ruttonale". a process by which practitioners are 

critically retlective about their practice. "Embedded in this rationale are criteria for judging 

to what extent your pr~ctice exhibits features that you feel are essential to good teaching 
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(p. 15). He believes that it is the only way teachers will be able to survive the ambiguities 

of teaching. As advice to teachers, he also suggests that "when combating pressures from 

above, it is enormously helpt'ul to be able to express your[selfj in terms of a contidently 

articulated rationale.. .a sense hat your position is grounded in a welldeveloped and 

carefully conceived philosophy of pnctice" (p. 17). It is the "intellectual buoy that helps us 

stay atloat on the temptuous sea of change" (Brookfield, 1990, p. 2 I ) .  

"Adult success rests in large measure on the extent to which the individual adapts to 

new challenges necessitated by changing intellectual equipment and changing 

environmental circumstances" r Torff & Sternberg. 1998. p. 122) Teachers are constantly 

Faced with new challenges in the classroom md everyday world of teaching. 

Henderson ( 1992) states that good tctlchers pay attention to reflective pnctice. The 

three chancteristics of retlective pnctice are an ethic of caring. a constructivist approach to 

teaching. and artistic problem solving. In his discussion on constructivist theory. he 

contends that one acquires new knowledge by relating it to past experience. He suggests 

that teachers "who examine their experiences and purposes are able to critically evaluate 

the various philosophies and methods they encounter in terms of their own goals. values 

and principles" ( p. 30). 

Reflective practitioners redize that their identity is defined by educational. social. 
and political factors and that there is opportunity for change and improvement in 
themselves. their work environments. and society. They do not accept the everyday 
reality of their work as the only alternative and have the courage and desire to 
recognize and ex~riment with drernatives. They rue able to use criticd reflection 
to break out of the mechanical routine of making decisions based on intuition. 
impulse. tradition. and au~horiry. (Fien & Rawling. 1996. p. 4) 
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Reflection and Teacher Identity 

Teaching is a very personal act. There is a strong connection between teachers' 

experiences and the way in which they perceive themselves. As is noted in much of the 

literature about teachers. as teachers continuously develop theories about their own 

teaching. they also develop their sense of self. 

Embedded in Mezirow's ( 199 1)  work is the image of self and the impact of 

reflection on self-image. 

The meaning of this felt sense of self is implicit: that is. it is never cquai to specific 
cognitive units. We explain a felt sense by interpreting it and reflecting on our 
interpretation. using it as 3 criterion for assessing the correctness of our 
interpretation of our situation. ( p. t 4) 

Our experiences. then. are interpreted through ourselves. 

Palmer ( 1998) also alludes to the notion that ow identities and sclf- 

knowledge may actually shupr how we teach: 

Teaching. like any truly human activity, emerges tiom one's inwardness for better 
or wo tx... viewed from this angle. teaching holds a mirror up to the soul.. .If I am 
willing to look in that mirror ... I have r! chance to gain self-knowledge-and 
knowing myself is m crucial to zood teaching as knowing my students and my 
subject (p. 2). 

Reflection may be a way. then, ofdeveioping self-knowledge: of creating an 

identity. perhaps specific to the world of work: in this case. that of teaching. However. 

Clandinin and Connelly( 1999) found out through their research. while wondering about the 

connections between knowledge. context and identity. that as a teacher ret'iects. one is 

forced to recognize that reflecting. searching for meaning in one's work can often be that 

which is a difficult soul-searching experience, an experience that may not be so joyful. 

Palmer (1998) susgests that teachers frequently act through fear and thereby stay 

disconnected [from thinking about their practice] purposefully: 
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If we peel back our fear of conflict. we find a third layer of fear, the fear of losing 
identity. Many of us are so deeply identified with our ideas that when we have a 
competitive encounter, we risk losins more than the debate: we risk losing our sense 
of self (p.38) 

Snyder and Fmmkin I 19801 stare that as teachers retlect upon their attitudes and 

beliefs. they discover the uniqueness about themselves. Because reflection may help a 

teacher establish an identity and confirm the notion of the sort of person that teacher seems 

to be. the rtzllective process may be useful in developing a teacher's self-esteem. 

Reflection and Research on Teaching 

.Much of Schon's ( 1983) work has been focused on teachers reflecting on specific 

student behavior and how reachers might change their thinking. This is what he refers to as 

reflection-in-action. One example of the type of retlection Schon refers to in his theory of 

retlection-in-action was that of the teachers involved in a project at the Mrissachusens 

Institute of Technology where teachers researched their teaching of simple tasks within the 

domains of math. physics. and music. The teachers were learning how to reflect: on 

behaviors that they observed of video-tapes of students in classrooms. In this study. 

teachers were dlowed to become confused about subjects they were supposed to know. and 

try to work through their confusions by refnming their thoughts about teaching and 

learning. 

Schon's 1 1983) work with in-service teachers was primarily concerned with the 

~tlection of the teachers as they moved through their work with the students. What 

emerged tiom this srudy was the significance of the thinking after the activity: that which 

allowed the teachers to step back and reflect upon their experiences. The teachers were abIe 

to think about their experience. share their notions of h e  experience and move through the 

process of change and refnming. Schon considers the idea of framing as integral to the 
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thought processes of reflective activity. He suggests that individuals use re-framing in 

attempts to deal with phenomena "As he tries to make sense of it, he also reflects on the 

understandings which he surfaces. criticizes, restructures and embodies in further action" 

(p. 50). 

Research on reframing and teacher professional development (Russell & Munby, 

199 1 ) suggests that teachers r e f m e  when an initial theory-in-action (Schon, 199 1)  is 

puzzling or surprising. Back-talk stimulates re-framing. suggesting that new actions and the 

initial theory be revised. Re-framing can be also found in the language teachers use to 

describe their work. particularly in their use of metaphors. Teacher professional knowledge 

tmerges within the form of teacher's activities as "new actions and new frames for teaching 

hand in hand" (p. 185). One of rhe main problems in researching teachers' work is in - 
determining teacher re-framing. It is very difficult to really pinpoint the origin of the 

fr~1mr.s: to understand what makes teachers change their ideas. notions. and theories about 

their work. Perhaps it is much too difficult to determine the insights gained from reflection- 

in-action. the intuitive. in the moment reflection that is referred to in the works of 

Habermas and Schon. 

In his study of reflection with pncticum teachers. Kilbourn ( 1988) noted the 

problems with Schon's theory of reflection-in-action and personal reflection. Even though 

personal retlection may be relevant in that school teiching is primarily an isolating 

experience - typically of the life of a teacher - it may lead to habitual practice and 

decision-making. He believes that in their day-to-day activities. teachers do not effectively 

retlrct and think in different ways. He sugsests that teachers look outwards. to others' 
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stones of experience. It is through these stories that we may find teachers' reasons for 

doing what they do in the classroom. 

The work of Clandinin and Connelly (9000) has been devoted to understanding 

teachers' narriitives. They believe that teacher namtives are good "learning oppormnities" 

for educators and that through namtives. personal practical stories. we are able to 

understand how teachers understand curriculum in the context of a teacher's past. present 

and future considerations. Otherwise. they state. we are unable to redly understand the link 

between what the teacher is thinking, or reflecting upon. and what he might do in the 

classroom. Connelly and Clandinin's ( 1988) case study research, was prirnarity concerned 

about specitic teacher stories. What is important about their research is that their research 

supports the notion that teacher knowledge is an essential component in improving 

educational practice. We need to be concerned about what it is that teachers know and to be 

more concerned about the environment in which they work. Teachers do make a difference 

in that they are not merely individuals who tmslate others' intentions and ideologies and 

put them into practice. 

Clandinin and Connelly ( 1999) discuss the phenomenon of attempting to capture rhe 

idea of experience in s way such that teachers are seen as "knowing persons". Through 

nmtives of teacher's experience. teachers retlectins upon their stories of experience. 

teachers are able to reconstruct the past and intentions of the future in such a way that 

furthers understanding in dealing with present experiences. It is pertraps this thinking about 

practice that is inherent and much of the essence of teacher retlection. [n a conversation 

with Connelly and Clandinin ( 1991). Schon a-pxd that teacher reflection as a means by 



which teachers are able to share stories of their experiences is valuabie in terms of 

practice and explains that reflection can be judged in terms of how it moves teachers to 

change. 

thinking about the retlection [sic] from the perspective of how it might influence 
[sic] future inquiry ... How does this reflection on action lead the person to think 
differently in such a way that she might inquire differently or better on the next 
round of experience:' (p. 5 )  

Scort. Chovanec and Young ( 1994). in their research with university teachers, found 

that one's philosophy of teaching influences the methods and strategies used in the 

classroom. outcomes of teaching are defined differently depending on the 

phiiosophy that one holds. 

In the study of student teachers by AJexander. ~Muir. and Chant ( 1992). the "truths" 

they established were in the forms of namtives developed throu@ teacher reflection. They 

believed that in studying teacher practice. it was more useful to examine these nmtives in 

terms of transferability from one site to anather due to the "heterogenity of conditions in 

which teachin? occurs" (p. 60). It was believed that with tmsfenbility as a goal. the 

"framed" nmtives would become part of the teacher's future practice. 

In her research with teachers. Keiny ( 1993) noted that through retlective discussion. 

teachers were able to improve their practice or revise cumcula while undergoing a process 

of professional zowth. This study was primily based on action research with students. 

however. teachers also worked through a collabontive process. retlecting upon their 

cl;lssmom experiences. However. in terms of the impact of retlection on the school as a 

whole. not only did the dialectical process of reflection prove to be practical in terms of 

curricuturn development. but it also proved to be instrumental in developin, a a more 

"*e,oalitarian social climate" among the staff. 
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Inquiry and dialogue play an imponant role in the model of reflective practice of 

Osterman and Kottkarnp ( 1993). In their work with school leaders. Ostermm and Kottkamp 

( 1993) created a collaborative. reflective process that proved to be highly effective with 

school leaders. tn the Re tlective Practice Model. designed by Osterman and Kottkarnp, the 

researcher played an important role in moving a group of administrators into a reflective 

learning process. The objective was to have the participants reflect in a number of ways, in 

order to determine the correlation between their espoused theories of education and their 

actual work in the field. The practitioner-participant was seen as a learner and the instructor 

was seen as a facilitator of that learning. The primary goal was to enable the individual to 

develop competence as a school leader. The focus was on knowledge creation. specific to 

creating a statement of their beliefs about their work. something the researchers believed 

was necessary in terms of the demands of practice. It was a process by which 

administrators were able to get feedback about their work from other participants. Learning 

was social and moved into a collaborative activity that included numerous individuals in an 

"interdependent". interrelated process. Results of the study noted an increased awareness of 

*If-understanding and introspection. Participants found that this reflective process moved 

them to action. They also noted more "undetstanding of other perspectives" and perspective 

changes in themselves. 

Professional Development 

Group Learning 

Group learning is not a new concept when one considers the notion of professional 

development. For several years now facilitators have worked with goups in an attempt to 

inspire. transform. and teach. What has become more apparent is that professional 
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development is moving into the workplace and away from the workshop and conference 

mentality. even though there are still such opportunities available. Structures are now being 

put into place that promote learning at work. Much of this learning becomes the 

responsibility of specific _pups. which explains the focus on the subject of team-building 

currently dominating the pages of management-leadership literature today. 

Conversation is central to adult learning (Fiddler & Marienau. 1995). It is through 

reflective activity that adults make sense of their world. Our being md becoming is rooted 

in the composing of meaning. The human experience of time is one of process: the present 

is always a "becoming'. and then as it moves away. present action recedes into the past. 

Reflection helps us classify the past. present and hture (Stnuss. 1959) and, in turn, we 

develop an understanding of ourselves in relation to "other". Through retlection and 

conversation we tind that our present expectations are directly related to our past 

cxptrnences. 

Groups take on a kind of shared personality. The Symbolic Convergence Theory 

(Beebe & Masterson. 1997) suggests that over time groups develop a shared consciousness 

with shared emotions. motives and meaning. This ,pup awareness is developed through 

the sharing of group stories imdfantusirs. Fantasies. in the context of _pup  communication 

as identitied by Bonnann (Beebe & :Masterson. 1997) are the creative and shared 

interpretations of events that fuIfill a p u p  need- By being mindful of the fantasies of 

croups. one may ,o;ain insight into what the _goup vdues. 
b 

;Uvesson and Skoldkrs (2000) state that through "modem consciousness" people 

possess the capability and capacity to question tnditiond values and beliefs and create 

change when and where they feel ic is necessary. It is "communicative dialogue and 
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competence" that people are able to work through the tensions created by these worlds; 

exploring the possibilities through language. The notion of "critical inquiry" supports 

consensus achieved through communication. The very possibility and development of this 

ability to inquire critically, by way of didope,  into statements are at the very heart of the 

'rationalization' of the lifeworld ... 'The creation of meanings and values. .. becomes that of 

mediating uadition while also inquiring into and changing it" (p. 120). 

Group Ii fe is organized around communiciltion ( Stnuss. 1959). Communication 

consists not only of the transmission of ideas: it also signifies shared meanings. Terms 

arise. not onIy in  that they are alike. but as a means by which emup members understand 

each other and allow for community action. 

Brookfield ( I99 I b)  noted in his work with _graduate students that a collabontive. 

non-competitive environment promoted learning. The assumption that learning is based on 

rnutuat inquiry supported his aim to create rr supportive, ernotionily sustaining learning 

community. 

Cook (Arzyris & Schon. 1978) suggests that the term "organizational learning" has 

been created in order to understand the types of intervention in place in organizations. He 

refers to the "orsanizrttion as p u p " .  a collection of persons, who interact on a regular 

basis and share a sense of collective identity. When individuds learn to interact together in 

common activities, one can speak of the :goup itseif as learning. Cook suggests that 

perhaps this category is truly that of the phenomenon of :pup behavior and the processes 

by which group climates develop and change. 

Spaces must be created for adutts in the workplace for both individual and :goup 

collabontion. Groups are parr of a larger social and insticutionzll context. The interaction of 
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the group and its environment is critical to understanding the nature of the group and its 

situation as groups are influenced by social climate and they dso cause socid climate. The 

environment. or climate. in which adults work is fundament& to the learning experiences of 

those adults (Armstrong & Yubrough, 1996). 

A Climate for Adult Learning 

Clearly within the theoretical literature pertaining to adult learning. group 

communication. and organizationd learning is the acknowledgment of "'climate" formation 

as directly having an effect on how we work and relate to others. The climate. or 

environment. that is formed is related to both physical and psychological atmosphere 

( Knowles. 1984). .-A ciirnate [hat is conducive to Iearning is o prerequisite to effective 

leimiins" (p. 14). Knowles suggests [hat the characteristics of such a Icaming environment 

consist of mutual respect. collabontiveness. mutual trust. supponiveness. openness and 

authenticity. pleasure and hummness. What becomes apparent in the discussion of adult 

learning is that if we are to expect adults to learn in a situation. they too. Iike children. need 

to feel respected for who they are and require a learning environment that is safe, caring. 

supportive and accepting. Teaching and the processes by which teachers lean about their 

practice. are personal (Myers. 1997). The type of atmosphere. or cfirnate. in which teachers 

find themseives. must be given close consideration. especially when considering 

opportunities for learning where reflection is part of the learning process. 

Within the literature on communication theory md organizations (8eebe & 

hiasterson, I997') is the notion that leaders play an inte_@ role in the climate formation of 

their or~anizations. Advocates of the functional approach to leadership - focusing on the 

behaviors of leaders - leaders will have to move between that of a task kader to that of a 
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process leader. Task leadership concerns itself with keeping groups on track, hetping the 

group to accomplish its tasks. In the function of process leadership. there is the distinct 

acknowledgment of the human being within the organization. The process dimension is 

often cdled "group buiIding and maintenance" and is reIated to behaviors concerned with 

"facilitating a climate satisfying to members and conducive to accompiishing the group's 

task[sl" (p.2921. 

Thus, it is the Ieader's responsibility to coordinate discussion among its group 

members or at least set up the opportunities for coIIabontion and dialogue. In terms of 

communication theory. this refers to the "gatekseping" function of a process leader 

particuiar ro the contribution of group members as input. It is pan of the democratic process 

in which members of a group are able ro voice their thoughts on a particular issue. event. 

problem. or task whereby individuals are able to experience more personal satisfaction. 

Leming and change cannot be imposed on people. If the leaders of today want to 
create organizational cultures that will themselves be more amenable to learning 
they wiII have to become learners themselves rind involv[ef others in the learning 
process (Schein. 1992. p. 392). 

Action Research 

Introduction 

Much of goup work in research pertains to action research which has its origins in 

the work of Kurt Lewin. For Lewin (Adelman. 1993). action research was a systematic 

method of inquiry in his quest for p a t e r  effectiveness through democratic participation in 

mups. Lrwin was initidIy interested in working with minority groups. but his work 
b 

moved into the workplace. He has been particularly remembered for his work in -.group 

dynamicsw. 
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Lewin was particularly interested in the discussion on how to proceed beyond the 

initial act of retlection. Even though Lewin was primarily interested in the process rather 

than the outcomes he believed that action research had to include the action part by those 

who had to carry on the work. Lewin's research proved that throuzh discussion. decision. 

action. evaluation. and revision in participatory democratic research. work became 

meaningful and dienation was reduced (Adelman. 1993). 

[t is in the business world, and their understanding of collaborative action research 

that education may see the original intents of Lewin's work and develop the types of 

understandings and clarity of function necessary for researchers to participate in effective 

collaborative inquiries. 

From a Business Perspective 

There are numerous action-learning p rozms  in existence in business that have 

been developed in order help workers become critically reflective about their work, 

Marsick ( 1990) refers to an example based in Sweden. the Management Lnstitute in Lund 

(Mi l ] .  Workplaces. she states. "were not typically associated with reflection or critical self- 

reflection. ideas that are often considered "soft" and somewhat irrelevant [to the] results 

oriented world of business" (p. 23). Reflection used to be considered more academic and 

heady than useful in the business world where things went unquestioned and work was 

focused on "mindless repetition of a proven formula. MIL staff members now design 

programs to help people learn how to I cm -to understand problems. to work with other 

people in the process. to challenge one another's thinking about related topics. and to gain 

self-insight. The work that is done is based around seminars that are focused on reflection 

and d i a l o ~ e  based on redl problems that often require ourside intervention. The pro_pms 
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that are in place integrate action. reflection and the building of one's own theories. 

Cenual to the reflective process is participation of managers in situations where they are 

forced to ask questions of what they had previously taken for granted. This prognm of 

action learning was also designed to incorporate differences and develops opportunities for 

employees to see things from multiple perspectives. 

Weisbord ( 1991) presents examples of how Future Search Conferences have helped 

move groups to change. In these conferences. stakeholders are involved in a process of 

retlection where a group collabontively searches for a way to improve or change a 

situation, The assumptions of the Searches are based on Asch's Conditions for EfFective 

Dialogue: 

I .  The group is working together in a shared psychological field 

7 - Genuine dialogue occurs when people perceive an increase in freedom of 

choice along with increased understanding 

3. Consensus is only valid to the extent that each individual w e n s  his own 

relation to facts and retains his own individuality: there can be no genuine 

agreement unless each adheres to the testimony of his experience and 

steadfastly maintains his hold on reality 

4. Connections are to be made among events in extended social fields 

The notion of "searching" is the focus as opposed to training. Gmup members participate in 

a process wherein the participants share the goal of intetlectual search amidst a high level 

of persond involvement and responsibility. 

Greenwood ( 199 I )  describes his experiences with the Fagor cooperatives in Spain. 

it was a lengthy study that involved the workers of ~Mondragon. Based on the 
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anthropiogical notions of culture and diversity, the project allowed the diverse voices of 

the workers to be heard and their diverse experiences to be shared through reflection. It was 

that diversity. Greenwood claims that that created acontradictory, but accurate picture of 

the cooperatives. He suggests that it is this respect for diversity that couId be the key to 

successful organizational learning and change initiatives. especially as it pertains to 

reflective practice. He emphasizes that the tensions. debates and changes that emerged due 

to the ongoing rettection of its participants were signs of life of the organization and not a 

sign of failure. Thus. he states. when describing a culture. it is necessary to allow for 

diversity and not to expect or desire homogeneity in reflection nor in the retlective 

practices. He found that reflective practice is a multiple. diversifying sense-making process. 

Participants tended to join in for differing reasons and they left having learned divergent 

lessons. 

These examples of action research and participatory contribute to our understanding 

of retlection in research. They also inform us of the value of. and the need to create. 

research opportunities for group collaborative Icming in workplaces. 

Education and Action Research 

tn terms of studying teacher experiences and retlection. the field of ucrion research 

seems to claim a large stake in such resemh endeavors. Because of its seemingly unique 

epistrmological s t a n c ~  and focus on retlection. it has been given its own space in the pages 

of chis thesis. Thew is also. I believe. s strong connection between the historical roots of 

action research and the emphasis on collsbontive. _pup-focused learning that is central to 

the understandings of the learning organization. 
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Until recently, most of the action research in schools hlls been classmm action 

research (Kemmis & McTaggan. 1988) It has been studentcentered and based on the KoIb 

model of retlection in learning where teachers have observed. retlected, and acted upon 

student participation and behaviors in the classroom. The impetus of such action research 

has been in teacher identification of issues pertaining to practice as problematic. It has 

primarily been about problem-solving and ongoing research on one issue penaining to a 

teacher's practice. The initial goal was to have the teacher become "researcher" and to 

become u social and political actor in the teacher's work (Noft'ke. I991 ). Instead the teacher 

role became one of struggling professional. 

Stenhouse developed and directed the Humanities Curriculum Project. which was 

developed to wppon reachers' work in the classroom. The focus was on the curriculum and 

student decision-making processes. It was not until action research became more 

collabontive that teachers began to feel the benefits of their work in the m a  of action 

research and started experiencing heightened self-esteem. Unless there is some level of 

coIlabonrion with teachers. it seems that classroom-based action research will continue to 

be isolatins and time-consuming for teachers. and research that is "done to" participants, 

Action research has taken on a new perspective (Carson & Surnars 1997). Action 

research is taking on a larger scope. as being a way in which people are able to learn more 

about the lived experience. and in the case of teachers. about their practice. It is a "set of 

relations among persons. their histories. their current situations. their dreams. their 

fantasies. their desires" (p. xx). Carson and Suman claim that my fonn of inquiq that 

seeks to learn about the relationships of lived experience and fulfills the criteria of being 

either research. educational. and or transformational, may be considered action research. 
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Multiple forms of action research support individual and collaborative ways of knowing, 

thinking. and doing, including reflecting upon one's experiences. 

Mattingly ( 199 I ) .  in her action research studies. found that reflection was useful in 

gleaning narratives from participants in her research. She found that stories about work 

could be analyzed in order to investigate the underlying values and assumptions people 

hold about their work. Through this reflective exercise. the participants made the unknown 

known: they were able to recognize not-known beliefs and see possible moral 

consequences to those held beliefs. Stotytetling, Mattingly states. represents the world of 

action. In her research projects she relied on the pluralism inherent in the storytelling. They 

fact that different actors told different versions of the same story became critical to her 

understanding of the importance of narntive as resexch. She contends that one of the 

criteria that suggests this is action research is that the subjects of this study became 

researchers. She docs w a n  other researchers that there are individuals who may not 

willingly want to take part in research that uses narrative retlection in data collection 

because of the risk involved in sharing persond stories and the fear of personal exposure. 

In his work with teachers who were implementing gifted programs in their schools. 

Smits ( 1955) believed that reflection formed a base for theorizing about gifted education. 

but more importantly. it gave the two teachers an opportunity to work through the process 

of "coming to know" the meaning of the pro_gam in their respective lifeworlds. their own 

particular texhinp contexts. What started out to be m interpretive study. concerned with 

technique. ended up being a study of critical self-refection for both teachen. 

What becomes evident is that refection is considered p i  of action research and it 

seems that it plays an important role in teacher professional +pwth. Bryant ( 1996) s ~ s  so 



far as to ask if rellective pnctice and action research are the same things. Reflection, he 

proclaims. is a way for participants to or &goups of participants to understand and change 

situations. Reflection is about thinking about actions: it is not based on behaviors. 

Retlection is about thinking about situations in terms of acting appropriately, which could 

potentially mean re-framing how we think about a situation. Bryant emphasizes the 

impoflance of the pmicipantlobwrver role in action research where the participants 

become change agents in the process. 

In their action research model. Colton and Langer ( 1994) propose that participants 

be allowed to identify problems themselves through the process of reflection on their 

practice. Problem-framing comes about through the active participation of the participants 

instead of having the research be motivated by problems identified by an outsider or 

"othei' not directly involved with the particular lives of the participants. 

?loft')re( I99 I I suggests that we should concern o u ~ l v e s  with the reasoning md 

ethical issues connected with action research. She suggests that we re-visit the notion of 

_mup dynamics. it is most Iikely in the area of group work to which she refers hat action 

research is able to contribute positively to the possibilities of professional development 

opportunities for teachers that rtre in line with the framework and assumptions related to the 

learning organization. 

Notions of community-baed action research take notice of the importance of 

collabontive investigation into practice (Stringer. 1996). Positive aspects of such research 

include the democratic processes and rhe necessity for a sense o i  responsibility on the p a t s  

of the participants to the research endeavor. 
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Bnnnan and Noffke ( 1997) suggest that data in action resemh has the ability to 

inform participants of the situations particular to themselves, about themselves, their 

setting, and about their capacity to acr. They believe that "evidence" then becomes a 

relational concept based on joint practice and conversations over separate but related issues. 

h their research. data was collected in order to funher communicative action of members 

of s group. Conversations about data contribute to the redefinition of "knowei' in research. 

Brennan and Noffke suggest that if there is no reflexivity in the use of data and no 

recosnition of the interdependence of the "knowers". then the data is k i n g  used improperly 

in research. With reeards to their discussion of the three aspects of reflection in Habermas's 

theory. Brennan and Noffke suggst that there is no need to decipher between the three and 

to conceptuaiize reflection in such separate terms. They believe that reflection. whether i t  is 

technical, practical or emancipatory. is redly a process that connects all three. and it is 

futile to attempt to separitc them. 

711e interesting thing about these notions and concems pertaining to action research 

is that many of these concems are those of adult Ieming theorists and of those who 

propose that we attempt to crate collaborative learning orsanizations in our schools for 

teacher JeveIopment and professional zmwth. Action research dso conuibutes to our 

understanding of reflection and its place within the realm of research. Reff ection is 

presented as a valued method of inquiry. 

It may very well be that any of the action m a r c h  models that promote reflection 

and generative processes are redly of the Pmicipatory Action Research model. Kemmis 

and McTs~gm 120001 discuss the beliefs associated with such resemh in terms of the 

followins ideas. Pmicipatop action research is that of: 



1. shared ownership of the research project 

2.  community-based analysis 

3. an orientation towards communicrttive action 

Perhaps. then. the processes of professional development based on retlection and 

collaboration are truly that of participatory action research. 

The idea that action research may be con-pent with the notions of adult learning 

theory and organizational learning is enough to promote further investigation. It is, perhaps. 

the efforts of the business world to create collaborative learning opportunities that we must 

take notice of if we are to create effective learning opportunities for teachers in their 

workplaces. However. the term ucrion rrsettrclt still lends itself to some confusion, and it 

may be beneficial to those who promote action research in the field of education to 

collabonte on some clarity of definition and purpose. 

Existing Tensions in School Life 

Schools are hiemhical organizations. or systems. affected by an infinite number of 

interdependent variables. Teachers are involved in a structure - an organization - both. at 

the system level and also at the schooi-site level. Principals, assistant principals and vice 

principals are signiticantly placed by name md role "above" department heads - or. 

curriculum leaders - who. in rum. we assume. play a significant role beyond that of the 

teacher. Within the structure is a larse goup within which smaller _pups emerge and 

eventually. we find the teacher. 

Teachers sometimes feel powerless and done. Concerns about teacher efficacy, the 

power to be able to produce "desired effects" in their work. have become an issue for many 

teachers. Tensions exist between the holistic view of the teacher - the developing self and 
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facilitator of leming -and the individual acting out the demands of the larger 

educational system (Sergiovanni, 2000: Palmer. 1998). 

Sergiovanni (2000) discusses this tension in t e r n  of Habermas's presentation of 

the fifeworld and s?-stemvorkl. Habermas believes that the 'lifeworld'. "a concept taken 

tiom phenomenology. stands for those contexts of meaning, that cultural horizon. through 

which people seek to interpret and understand their situation and their environment" 

(Alvesson & Skoldkrg. 1000. p. 1 16). "Culture. meaning, and significance are parts of the 

lifeworld of the school" (Sergiovanni, 1000. p. 4). The systemsworld is that which are the 

systematic bxses for school organization and management. Sergiovanni believes that to 

attain a "unique" school environment is one that balances the two worlds: one in which 

everyone is allowed. then. to lead more satisfying lives. 

Sense. et a1.(2000) note that the kinds of problems our schools face are always 

intluenced by the attitudes. beliefs. md assumptions at large in the system. In order to 

improve a system, they believe that people must first move towards an understanding of 

how people think and interact together. In order to understand any school changes. and 

expect teachers to shift how they think or act. they have new opponunities in which to 

explore these changes. This is only possible if teachers are able to study their "tacit". taken- 

for-granted understandings of how meanings about their practice are created. and through 

inquiry and reflection. develop understandings of others' perspectives. 

Senge. st al.(2000) believe that all classrooms improve when schoois improve. 

Schools should be meeting grounds for learning. where aduIts in the school m continually 

expanding and enhancing their awareness and capabilities. Within schools there must be the 

climite for inquiry for which leaders are primarily responsible. 



The School Leadership Responsibility 

School leaders will have to come to terms with the idea that professional 

development of teachers must be colhborative in nature. They will have to work on 

developing an omtosphere within which teachers may be engaged in the learning processes 

similar to that of action science, which acknowledge the other systems at play in the scl;wl 

organization. Rather than knowledge from experts. a topdown, authoritarian style of 

leadership. there will need to be an understanding of systems thinking. where individual 

learning and organizational changes are addressed simultaneously and support one another 

t Sparks & Hirsh. 1997). 

Fullan and Hargreaves f 1992) propose that we seek new ways of researching 

teacher development. In dealing with educational change. we must look more cIoseIy at: 

1. the teacher's purpose 

2. the teacher as person 

3. the red world context in which teachers work 

-I. the culture of teaching: the working relationship that teachers have with their 

colleagues 

"Collaborative work cultures that actively promote ongoing teacher development 

are very much in the minority and rue held together only by the ex~~otdinary efforts of a 

few." Fullan and Hargreaves also suggest that there is very little research pertaining to 

m u p s  of teachers deaiing with the same phenomenon of change. These thoughts are 
C 

congruent with the notions of adult learning and the idea that an adult's identity is dixctIy 

connected to his work. There is a lot to be learned h m  some of these models of reflection 
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and collaboration especially in terms of helping participants develop understandings of 

their own practice within the tensions of school life. 

tf acknowledging differences and the desire to allow individuals to voice their 

opinions are valued by leaders, and these aspects are viewed as critical to the sustainable 

leming organization, it is implied that the leadership role. that of the principal. is critical in 

attending to the needs of teachers and assisting them to develop their own personal visions. 

and shared vision for the school community. 

"[deir:ity is concerned with the fatetul appraisals made of oneself - by oneself and 

by others. E v e ~ o n e  presents himself to the others. and to himself. and sees himself in the 

mirrors of theirjudgmcnts" (Striuss. 1959. p.9). Senge's ( 1999) notion of the leming 

orzanization addresses the needs of the adult learner while being aware of the notion of 

"the teacher person". 

Schutz ( 1967) proposed the notion of three basic interpersonal needs. one of which 

is inclusion. 

[nclusion refers to association between people. being excluded or included, 
belonging . togetherness. The need to be included manifests itself in wanting to be 
attended to.. . Being a distinct person. that is. havins an identity, is an essential part 
of inclusion. An inte-pI part of being recognized and paid attention to is that the 
individual be distinguishable from other people. He must be known as a specitic 
individual: he must have a particular identity. The extreme of this identity is that he 
be understood. ( p. 1 17) 

Senge. et d. ( 1994) explain retlection and inquiry in terms of "taking notice" of the 

individuals in the organization. It is tension between our vision of ourselves. and how 

others see us. that plays itself out over and over again. This issue of "laking notice" is 

described (Senge. st al.. 1999) through the cultural understandings of a South African tribe: 

... the importance of acknowledging other people in such a way that we bring 
another into existence. Among the tribes of Northern Natal in South Africa the 
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most common greeting, equivalent to "hello" in English. is the expression: Sawu 
bona It literally means, "I see you." !f you are a member of the tribe. you might 
reply by saying "Sikhona". "I am here." This exchange is about bringing people into 
existence. It is a part of the "spirit ofubuntu. a frame of mind prevalent among 
native people in Africa ..." If you _mw up with this perspective, your identity is 
based upon the fact that you are seen - that the people around you respect and 
acknowledge you as a person. (p.3) 

Senge ( 1999) presents a view of leadership within an organization that is, as he has 

stated. perhaps not new, but is presented in such a way that we might understand 

professional development of teachers dit'ferently. Senge ( 1999) views leadership as "a 

capacity of a human community to shape its future. and specifically to sustain the 

sigiticant processes of change required to do so" (p. 16). He states that "leadership 

actually grows from the capacity to hold creative tension, the energy generated when 

people articulate a vision and rell the truth (to the best of their ability) about current reality" 

(p. 16). Scnge. st al. (2000) see leaders as the stewards of the learning process. 

The "learning organization" view of leadership is not of leaders' actions and 

formulae. but on _pwth processes. It is the tension between seeking a model of inquiry and 

the openness of the lived experience that is integral to this understanding of leadership. The 

movement of organizationai learning and change is similar to that of a dance and it is the 

leader's role to help people continuously shape and reshape their work. "like dancers 

performing" (Senge. ct d. 1999. p. 298). The "Dance of Change" is the metaphor used by 

Senge. st al.( 1999) to describe the essence of his work on the learning organization, What 

Senge and his co-authors suggest is that a learning organization "builds its capacity for 

doing things in a new way - [and] builds capacity tbr onzoin,o change" (p. IS). Their view 

of the leadership role is most clearly stated in their desire to see the Five Disciplines as part 

of every learning organization. 
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The Five Disciplines 

The core of learning organization work. according to Senge. et al.( 1993), is based 

upon tive " learning disciplines" or "lifelong programs of study and practice" (p. 6): 

I. Personal Mastery: learning to expand personal mastery while creating an 

organization which encourages dl members to develop themselves. 

2. .Mental ~Models: reflecting upon our internal pictures of the world. and seeing 

how they shape our actions and decisions 

3. Shared Vision: building a sense of group commitment and shared 

understandings 

1. Tern Learning: transforming conversational and collective thinking skills. so 

that goups of people can work together: and 

5. Systems Thinking: a way of thinking about. describing and understanding 

systems. 

This work is also based on the notion that the tive disciplines llre the means by 

which the deep learning cycle - the domain of enduring change - is activated. In the deep 

learning cycle is situated skills and abilities. attitudes and beliefs. md awareness and 

sensibilities. It is perhaps the holistic view of existence and communication within the 

learning organization. the concern for the individual and the acceptance of multiple 

interpretations of the world. that is invites me in on a conversation. Within this notion of 

the learning organization it is evident that reflection plays an integnl role in the learning 

and change process of individuals within organizations. 

Personal Mastery is the term associated with learning to keep both a personal 

vision and a clear picture of current reality. It is that which produces "creative tension" in 
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ourselves. There is a sense of being able to see where one is heading and the motivating 

force behind many of our actions. Personal mastery is about making choices about our 

actions in terms of what we believe our destiny to be. This mental process. perhaps that of 

playful learning, encourages creative thinking and experimentation. "Working with 

personal mastery means entering the redm of matters ofthe heart. Developing a personal 

vision means tapping into a deep well of hope and aspiration. and the desire to have a 

joyful life" (Senge, et a].. L993, p. 199). 

One key ability for personal mastery is reflection. Your own theories and models of 
the world are part of your current reality. Personal mastery gives you a cornpellin,o 
reason to reflect on how your underlying assumptions may block you from realizing 
your vision. You may be able to develop and test new mental models ... which allow 
you to direct your own learning md development more effectively. (p. 232) 

Having this awareness of self and must be connected with the actions we take. We 

act. and our actions and reactions of the people around us form our experiences. These 

experiences may be seen in terns of our mental modeis. 

"Mental models are images. assumptions. and stories which we cany in our mind 

about ourselves. other peopie. institutions. and every aspect of the world. (p. 135) Mental 

models explain why two people can have completely different perspectives on one thing. 

Our basic klief systems are also developed in mental models. It is through retlection and 

inquiry that one develops one's mental models: awareness of one's attitudes and 

perceptions. "Working with mental models can also help you more clearly and honestly 

define current reality" (Senge. et d.. 2000. p. 7). Becaux mental models are usually tacit. it 

is only through retlection. bringing these ideas to the surface. that we are able to examine 

and test them. There seems to be constant movement between personal mastery and mental 

models. and what seems most evident is that both are necessary in the change process. 
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It would seem that perhaps Senge's naming of personal mastery and mental 

models is consistent with Dewey's notion of reflection in experience and how reflection 

and experience must be connected in order for learning, and change. to take place- As 

Dewey ( 198 1 )  stated. it is not merely the action that creates meaning for us. "When an 

activity is continued into the undergoing of consequences, when the change made by action 

is reflected back into a change made in us. the mere flux is loaded with significance. We 

learn something" (p. 495). Reflection. he noted. is the "'discernment of the relation between 

what we try to do and what happens in consequence. No experience having a meaning is 

possible without some extent of thought" Ip. 499). 

Srnge notes [hat when we an= confronted with multiple interpretations of 

when we slre conhnted by multiple interpretations of the "real world". the 
alternative to seeking to determine which is "right" is to admit multiple perspecrives 
and seek those that are most useful for a particular purpose. knowing that there is no 
ultimately "correct" interpretation. 1994, p. 27) 

As Sengr continues to discuss these interpretations. he suggests that the purpose is 

not necessarily to adopt them without giving them undue thought and consideration, but to 

find a way in which these ideas. when integrated into our other experiences and to give any 

actions purposeful meanins. Here is an example of the ongoing discussion that pertains to 

the interrelatedness of theory and practice similar to that of Habermas's "practical" form of 

knowledse. Senee ( 1994) believes that theories heip us understand why we make the 

choices that we iio an3 suggests that theories may help to explain why actions hi1 or 

succeed. He names these theories guiding ideus and feels that without siding ideas, 'There 

is no passion. no ovewching xnse of direction or purpose" (p. 36). With this sense of 

purpose or direction, he contends. there is deeper learning in the organization. Retlection is 

u way in which :soups may develop that sense of purpose. 
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Schools as Learning Organizations 

Both Senge and Sergiovanni are perceived as leaders in their field. At first glance, 

they seem to have similar basic notions and beliefs about schools. Both consider schools to 

be places of learning, not only for the students for the community as a whole. Sergiovanni 

(2000) sees schools as "learning communities committed to learning. gowing and 

inquiring" (p. 59). "A learning school". states Senge ((2000), "is a meeting ground for 

learning dedicated to the idea that those involved in it would be continually enhancing and 

expanding their awareness and capabilities" (6 ) .  Sergiovanni. however. suggests that 

principals and teachers must reflect on their practice and 'search for solutions' to the 

pmblems they face. He also contends that there needs to be a social covenant amongst the 

members of the learning community who s h m  ideas and values. They are communities 

that sacritice self-interest for common good. It becomes evident that Sergiovanni's work is 

focused on problem-solving and is primarily outcomes-based. It is not that concerned with 

the teacher as individual within the community. His ideas seem to promote the need for 

teachers to conform to a shared vision: one would have to look hard to find where inquiry 

fits into the picture. 

Designers of organizations as communities will immediately get into questions of 

infrastructure. and how the people in these workplace communities will govern themselves 

(Brown St Isilacs. 1994). One would think that this means including adminisvators and 

teachen in a collabontive process. 

Ssnge 1 1999) believes that in the right atmosphere, people will contribute and make 

commitments because they want to learn. want to do good work for its own sake. and want 

to be recognized by others. This brines us back to the importance of retlection and the 
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freedom that is connected with such an act. It is important that we are aware of the 

conditions under which adult human beings are able to l e m  best, but adult learners also 

require conditions that also allow them to think about their learning. 

Senge. et al. (1000) claim to support reflection and collaborative inquiry as criticai 

to the workings of a learning organization. 'Through reflective questioning the teacher can 

consciously engage the moral dimensions of schooling connected to his or her relationship 

with the students and their access to knowicdpe" .... It is only through study. retlection. and 

inquiry that we. as educators, can come to understand the impact of our decisions" (p. 278). 

Integral to Schools r h ~ i r  Leum is the understanding that we must create situations for 

learning about ourselves and our belief systems. which includes developing a shared vision. 

in order to create change within our learning communities. The focus of Senge's school 

model of the learning organization is one that focuses on the process of learning that all 

members of a school may participate. It is a model of inquiry about work that addresses dl 

four elements of teacher professional development that Fullan suggests are missing from 

such processes. 

What becomes apparent is that Senge believes that iFone professes to be part of a 

learning organization. then both reflection and inquiry - yaup reflection - must be part of 

the Iearning model. As mandated by Alberta Learning, in terms of the Teacher 

Professional Growth Plans. an opportunity for "individuaI" retlection is in place. However. 

it  would be wasonable to suggest that if schools are to become learning organizations 

school leaders have the distinct role of creating effective learning opportunities for their 

staff members that also include "group" retlection. 
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Senge's work is a commitment towards the act of retlection, not only in terms of 

individual, but also in terms of zmup dynamics and group communication. We emphasizes 

the importance of acceptance and acknowledgement in his discussion of mental models. 

Two types of skill are central to this work: retlection and inquiry. He defines reflection as 

the "slowing down of our thinking processes to become more aware of how we form our 

mental models" (Senge. 1994. p. 137). Inquiry. he suggests is about "holding conversations 

where [people] share views and develop knowledge about each other's assumptions" (p. 

The value of these skilis.[of retlection and inquiry. are] perhaps most apparent in 
their absence. Individuals who are undisciplined in retlective thinking have 
difficulty hearing what others have to say. Instead they hear what they expect others 
to say. They have little tolerance for multiple interpretations of events because they 
often only see their own interpretation (Senge. p. 237). 

Rose ( 1996) believes that the fascination with the learning organization in business 

stems from society's desire to move away from the improvement of product towards the 

importance of reaction and organizational flexibility. The necessity of dealing with constant 

change is also part of this interest. Rose also suggests that organizations are being viewed 

as having human attributes. with the ability to reflect new knowledge and create new 

insights. Change in a learning organization is viewed as a "journey of learning" or the 

"dance of change". These images conjure up metaphors that are more positive and hopeful: 

images that may seem quite welcoming when there is a need for change. 

It is perhaps for these reasons that educators are also interested in learning 

organizations. There is a sense of hope in the change process when one thinks of a Iearning 

organization model. Learning organizations are also based on human interests and on the 

processes of learnins. not on assessments and outcomes. Fullan does warn us that even 
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though he believes schools should be learning organizations, that the transformation. if 

desired, will not be a simple task. Both Fullan ( 1995) and Senge, et al. 12000) note that 

creating Izming organizations is a slow process. It may well be, then. that even 

incorponring pms of the learning organization, perhaps one element of the five disciplines, 

would be positive in terms of positive growth for our schools. 

Systems Theory 

Vision is a term that is used a great deal in business and education today to describe 

common aims and goals of a goup or organization. Within school Growth Plans (Alberta 

teaming) is a distinct objective of defining school vision. It is supposed to be a 

collaborative effort. Unfortunately. schools tend to develop visions at the beginning of the 

school year. write them out as their basic motto for the year. and forget about them in terms 

of their everyday existence. Senge suggests that leaning organizations must continuously 

focus on change and continuous ~ m w t h  in order to be sustaining and effective. He believes 

that Team Learning is a critical element in this process of vision formation. 

Systems Theory is that which concerns itself with the inter-relatedness of all of the 

systems and variables that affect the leaning organization. In terms of a school. simiix to 

Sergiovanni's definition ofcomrnunity, we may Look at the impact of a school and its 

stakeholders. Wi~h a learning-organization systems view. not only are we seeing the 

dynamics between these goups. but we dso inquire into the makeup of the goups 

themselves: we ~ a i n  insights from their understanding of the world. 

In discussing group communlcrttion. probably the most prevalent approach has been 

that of "systems theory" ( Beebe & Masterson. 1997). Systems theory encompasses the 

"vast may of variables that intluence [sic] _mup behavioi' (p. 41 1. There is a basic 
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understanding in systems theory that a &=up does not operate in isolation: that it is 

continuously affected by interactions with its environment. Systems theory reminds us that 

a full understanding of group cornmunicacion involves the broader contexts or 

environments in which groups operate. Seeing the school as a p u p ,  where the teachers 

become learners in a :pup and practice group communication. may be a way for educators 

to move beyond the "quiet reflections" of our craft to audible. active declarations of who, 

what and why we are all about. 

The Learning History: A Reflective Model 

Two writers of The Dance of Change (Senge, et d., 1999). Roth and Kleiner. 

present a model for retlective practice, which they claim to be consistent with the nature of 

organizational learning. The term given to this process is "Leaning History" and it was 

created in order to develop a reflective infrastructure in organizations. The authors claim 

that "if people could build upon one another's collective experience in some reliable way. 

then new _groups of innovators could stand on the shoulders of those who had gone 

before'7p. 460). It is susgested here that by moving through this process. people would be 

able to look at the past in order to [earn from each other's experiences. It is intended then, 

that not only would this process be of value to those participating in it. but it would also 

benefit those who referred to i t  thereatier. 

A learning history is a dclcument that tells a critical organizational story in the 

words of many of the people involved, each with his or her own perspective. The document 

is viewed as a transitional object - an "artifact" that helps suike open-ended reflective 

conversations. 
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This collective. collabontive process involves the participants in such a way that 

they are able to retlect on their experiences, question their own assumptions about their 

work, and participate in a dialogue with their peers. It is a process that allows participants 

an individual voice in their collective story. It calls upon the need for a written document to 

be formed and shared in order for the participants to have access to the information. [t calls 

upon the need for a follow-through: a way in which the participants are asked to [critically] 

reflect upon the information presented to them. 

We create learning histories through a rigorous. multifaceted approach to story 
"getting" and storytelling. This approach brings together techniques and theories 
from social science research, theater, anthropology, oral history. process 
consultation. and journalism. We gather material primarily through reflective 
intemiews .... written to help the reader think about these particular quotes. After 
the document is finished ... people meet together ... in a retlective conversation. 
C p- 460) 

[n terms of the climate that the Learning History is intended to create. the authors 

offer rhis metaphor. 'The writing weaves together people's comments in a tlow that cails to 

mind a tribal cathering - a group of people sitting around a campfire. each with his or her 

own piece of nanative to offer" (p. 460). 

As adult learners. we are caught in our histories. However good we are at making 
.sense of our experiences. we dl have to start with what we have been given and 
operate with horizons set by ways of seeing and understanding that we hive 
acquired through prior learning. ( Mezirow. 199 1. p. 1 ) 

Within the name "Life Histories" is embedded a cultural connotation. Habermas 

( 198 1)  claims that cultural anthropology and sociology are very closely connected. Both 

disciplines are concerned with everyday practice in lifeworld contexts. "Every process of 

reaching understanding takes place against the background of culturally in~pined 

preunderstandins" (p. 100). How a culture is orzanized reflects its philosophy of learnins. 

The culture in which tr~chers teach is the school community. Connelly. Clandinin and Fang 
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He ( 1997) refer to the teacher's work environment, as a 'Teacher's Professional 

Know ledge Landscape" ( p. 673). 

What is most compelling about this model is that it presents a model of retlection 

that is also systematic. It is a model. with an intended structure, that can be used at anytime 

during a school year a+s a way to incorporate thoughtful. reflective, and informed 

deliberation about one's practice into an individual and p u p  inquiry. Such an exercise 

may be extremely valuable in terms of learning about special settings that are set up or 

iniposed upon school communities. 

Kleiner (2000) notes that approximatety five learning histories have been created so 

t'ar in schools. Participation in this process of retlection assisted these organizations in 

listening to themselves and learning from their experiences. These learning histories were 

successful in that they sparked conversations about things that d-fected the individuals in 

the schools. and most importantly. they were vehicles for educators to live through episodes 

that affected them at their own schools and work through these episodes and talk about how 

to do things differently in the future. 

It is for this reason that much of the emphasis of this review has k e n  about 

understandins retlective processes in order to choose one in which a group of teachers will 

explore and understand their own teaching experiences. It has become apparent that in 

order for a sroup of individuds to become involved in a reflective process pertaining to 

change. the process must consider the notions and assumptions associated with adult 

education. action research. individual and p u p  retlection and coiiaboration processes, and 

the climate for learning pertaining to the learning organization. It is imperitive in any 
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research endeavor pertaining co change and reflection. that the research endeavor 

concerns itself with rhe context - the environment - in which the participants are involved. 

Gifted Education as a Landscape 

GATE: A New Site 

The program that is specifically administered with gifted students in mind, and 

which is referred to in this research. is that of GATE (Gifted And Talented Education 1. 

GATE has been developed within the Calgary Board of Education. which prides itself on 

the formation of a congregated se~ting for gifted learners. 

GATE consists of four sites. two of which are elementary pro_enms from grades 

four to six. and two of which ;tre junior high sites. One site is situated in a high schmi 

setting. The newest site in a junior high setting is made up of only &grade seven and eight 

students within a resulx setting of _grades seven. eight and nine. In all four sites. GATE 

students attend classes together. In the junior high settings. students attend option classes 

with the rest of the school population. At present. the population of the entire GATE 

program is 548. The new John Ware setting has a totd of 82 students. 

in the fall of 2000 the GATE progrm at John Ware became a reality. Preparation to 

include the gifted program beem the previous year in a decision by the Calgary Board of 

Education to open up a south junior hi@ site. The p m _ m  is similar to a school-within-a- 

school in that i ts  students stay together for their academic classes with a core g~ooup of 

te~chers. It is unlike a schml-within-a-school because its administrators for the program are 

the same individuals. the proL- is within the Calgary Board of Education, and the 

students are inte~ated with the rest of the population for their options and gym classes. 

This research project is speciticdly intended to study the teachers who teach the ,slt'ted 
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learners in the new site in order to gain insights from the teachers' reflections concerning 

considerations for gifted education pro_pmming. 

A Revised School 

Sometimes teachers are told to see something in their students that they are not able 

to 'see' either through lack of knowledge or because of their deeply-embedded beliefs. For 

example. when a pro-pm of gifted and talented learners is imposed on a teacher who is not 

familiar with the special needs of the gifted learner. it is bound to affect the teacher in terms 

of her belief system. 

What happens when a special program is imposed on an already existing site'! Is it 

important that entire schools or :pups within a school come to a consensus about the 

overall delivery of gifted education p ro~mming  while working in a "special" environment 

such as the GATE pro_-? How does one contend with the notion of difference within the 

whole school environment if a "special needs" has been inte_mted into a regular. already 

existing school setting:' What happens when there are differences in the way teachers 

perceive the notion of giftedness and its  implications to teaching and learning:' What if you 

are a teacher in a regular school proLenm where a gifted program is implemented and you 

are expected to teach some of those students? 

If the child is coded 50. which the G A E  children are, then there is an obligtion as 

mandated by Alberta Lsming to address the needs of those students in her classroom as 

they relate to the philosophy and objectives of the overall pro+mam. However- it is not an 

easy situation to be in as a professional and a difficult one to implement. Teachers in such 

sintations become both the subject and the agent of change (Fullan & Hargreaves. 1992 1. 

The change is dl about how the individuals involved really come to terms with the change- 
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How the individuals deal with the change is bound to differ, however, there are some 

common reactions amongst teachers in these types of situations. 

How individuals cope. what they do and how they do it. is a direct reaction to their 

interpretation of what the changes mean for them. In other words, prior beIiefs and 

experiences dic~nte rhe overail assimilation of new ideas. which, in turn. translate into 

actions (Fullan & Hargreaves. 1992). This is congruent with the notions of adult leaning 

md Transformation Theory. Intentions, in the form of actions, are dictated by this 

transformational process- As indicated already in this review. is the notion that teacher's 

identity is connected with their beliefs and values so if a teacher is in a situation where her 

beliefs are questioned and tested. it will most certainly lead to some discontinuity md 

uncertainty about her role s teacher. 

In terms of the school as a culture. there is usually a loss of meaning. confidence. 

confusion. and a kind of dienation. at least temporiIy. This changes as efforts are made to 

help the group make sense of the situation and build up a new set of beliefs (Fullan & 

Hargreaves, 1992). It is recommended that administrators spend money on "comforting" 

teachers in some way during this process to mise morale and provide money for the 

chanses that are to be imposed. 

Learning cannot be imposed on people (Schein. 1992) but when there are situations 

that are imposed. it should concern u s  as educators as the situation may warrant learning. 

One can only imagine the impact of the implementation of a new program within an 

dready existing school. Because impiementation of a program is directly affected by 

teachers' ideologies. caring for teachers at times of such change is criticd to the care 

teachers feel for the children they t e ~ h .  
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Book 7: Guidelines for the Teacher of Gifted Education 

In terms of guidelines for program development and implementation, Alberta 

Leaning. a Provincial Government Department. has recently published a document entitled 

Teachine Students Who Are Gifted and Talented Student, Book 7 of the Programming For 

Students With S~ecial Needs Series (2000). The document, which is approximately 350 

pages in length, is intended for teachers. administrators. and counselors. In Section I it 

states: 

The Mbena Government. through the School Act and education policies and 
regulations. requires Alberta school districts to take responsibility for the education 
of students with special needs. The Guide to Education for Students with Special 
Needs (Alberta Education. 1997) states that one category of specid needs is Gifted 
and Talented. (Alberta k i i n g .  1000, p.3) 

The term "requires" places an ethical obligation on the parts of educators in terms of 

siving students who have k e n  identified as gifted what they deserve in terms of their 

education in Alberta. The extent to which Alberta Learning documents actually affect and 

teachers' practice is a difficult concept to determine. One would think that the statements 

made within a provincial document would be inte-gal to the overall planning and 

implemenrarion of special needs p m _ m  in Alberta, 

Contents of Book 7 include: Administration of Programs for Student.. Who ye 

Tdentcd and Gifted Students. Conceptions of Giftedness, Identification, Characteristics of 

Creativety Gifted Students in the Visual and Performinp Arts. Strategies for Desiening and 

[rnplementing Instruction: and Post-modernism and Gifted Education. 

The document contains an overview of much of the theory behind gifted education 

specitically that which addresses identification practices and characteristics of the gifted 

learner. Considerable suateges for planning are dso  included. Most of the information 
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pertains to modifying "regular" learning experiences so that it is more con-pent with the 

learning needs of the gifted and talented. Teachers using this document would have to make 

deliberate choices about the material as there are a number of strategies to choose from. 

Also. they would have to develop their own ideas beyond this document in terms of their 

own content. Perhaps what is most important are the statements concerning the accepted 

Alberta Learning definition of giftedness and the stated commitments to the learning 

experiences gifted learners will be exposed to. 

In terms of its usefulness. the true value of the document may only be determined 

by the teachers and administr~tors who have read it. retlected upon it. and used it. Engaging 

in dialope about Book 7 with such individuals could also be u-wful to the educational 

community at large in that many of the system's gifted students may not be identified as 

uifted. and there are many others who have been identified and are not attending GATE. In D 

these cases. Book 7 may be useful in terms of an initial understanding of gifted education. 

What is most relevant is that teachers who teach students who have been identified as 

"Gifted and Talented and are coded. are mandated by the Alberta School .Act ( 1988) to 

deliver a modified "specid needs" program to the students and to assess them according to 

an Individualized Propam Plan. 

Gifted Education and Special Needs 

The Coded 80 students are those identified as gifted and talented with regards to the 

following ~idel ines:  

The student who is sifted and tdented is one who by virtue of outstanding ability is 
capable of slrceptiond performance. This is a student who requires differentiated 
provisions and/or pro-grams beyond the replar school pro-gam to realize his or her 
contribution to self and society. 

(Alberta Learning. 2000. p.2 I 
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The notion of "special" implies difference. When we usually think of "special 

needs". we tend of think of a deticit in learning. which qualifies for some form of 

intervention. "Outstanding ability" seems to be the "special" attribute in the case of the 

learners qualifying for the GATE prob- as mandated by Alberta Learning. 

The detinition of giftedness as stated by the Book 7 Document emerged out of the 

following belief about giftedness: 

The emerging paradi-m views giftedness as having multiple forms and as being 
diagnostic. developmental and process-oriented rather than stable, unchangeable 
and equal to a score on an inrelligence test. In the emerging pmdi-m. 
identification is baed on performance rather than on test results. It recognizes the 
nature and importance of gifts and talent in rhe arts. vocational domains. social- 
interpersonal. psychomotor rts well as academic-intellectual domains of giftedness. 
A core belief is that context is cruciai to the development of giftedness and talent. 
which may not be expressed or developed without special intervention or 
opportunities. (.Uberta Leaning. 2000. p. 16) 

Also noted. is the detinition of giftedness. which has been adopted by Alberta Leaning: 

"Giftedness is exceptional potential andor performance across a wide range of abilities in 

one or more of the following areas: general intellectual. specific academic. creative 

thinking. social. musical. artistic. kinesthetic" (Alberta Learning. 2000. p. 17). Added to this 

list is the note that even though leadership has not been singled out amongst the abilities. it 

should not be overlooked. mese abilities are a combination of Marland's definition of 

giftedness and Gardner's Multiple Intelligences. The assumption. then. could be that the 

GATE progrim has been developed with thex statements in mind and that delivery of the 

special needs program would consider these beliefs to be at the core of the propnm. 
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Considerations for Gifted Education Programming 

In terms of p r o - d n g  for the gifted learner, there are some aspects of schooling 

that are prevalent in the litenture. Programming considerations include such subjects such 

as identification. pro-mm format, cumculum considerations. personnel considerations, and 

student assessment (Borland, 1989: Feldhusen. 1985: Maker. 1986). 

.L\ v a t  m y  of ideas pertaining to pro+- considencions with a diverse range of views on 

every subject is available for those who are interested in gifted education. 

A Critical Issue 

There is a growing concern about the structures and delivery of gifted propms. 

Dettmer ( 1985) claims that education for the gifted need to "grow up" and claim its right in 

public education. She claims that gifted education has not yet become what it needs to 

become: that it has "tended to function as target practice in the dark (p.7). iUI too often. 

proyams of the gifted have not specitled adequately the expected outcomes of the p r o m  

nor have they demonstrated effectively srudent outcomes. This issue may be contributing to 

the lack of acceptance towards gifted education in the greater community. 

Programming must be conceptualized in terms of the needs of the learners in the 

p roGms and should be services or activities that are not ordinarily provided by schools 

(Maker, 1986: Van Tassel-Baska. 1985). The question remains. however. as to the notion 

of difference. Tomlinson ( 1996) asks if it's truly possible to create a $led prok- that 

would not be good for dl children. 

.h specified in Book 7. "specifl does imply some form of intervention Maker 

( 1986) susgests that we look at the curriculum for the gfted as being essential. appropriate. 

or that which is not beins used in the replarclassroom. How we determine what those 
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different learning activities and experiences might be is more difficult and perhaps a non- 

issue until we determine why we are creating the difference. in the discussion, the issue that 

emerges as the most critical is that of the 'defensible" differentiated cumculum. The 

defensible curriculum is one that is educationidly appropriate and uniquely different from 

the norm (Borland, 1939: Kaplan. 1986: Maker. t986) and is the type of cumculum that we 

should be referring to when discussing considerations for gifted learners. Some experts 

have suggested that we look at the notion of "defensible" in terms of "moreV(Borland, 

1989: Berliner. 1986). Gifted learners are "more" verbal. "more" intelligent. etc. This is 

consistent with carascrophe theory (Berliner. 1986). which suggests that when you reach a 

certain point. "more" trmsforms itself into something d~gerent. For example. when you 

heat water. you can heat it until you have so much heat that it begins to evaporate: it's 

transformed. The issue is that it must have so much more to become different. Difference is 

then perceived by the degree of the '-intensity". With regards to the gifted learner. this 

understanding of difference rnay be useful in terms of understanding the differences in 

behaviots and capacities for learning m o n g t  the learners. Recognizing and identifying 

differences in these terms. makes i t  possible to understand propmming considerations and 

plan accordingly (Tomlinson. 1996). 

There is also concern within the gifted education community about the 

interpretation of the term "qualitatively different" as it refers to gifted learners. Foster 

( 1936) believes that we can only see differences in gifted individuals in retrospect: 

giftedness is demonstrated by the way individuals live their lives. Therefore. we should be 

able to look at the traits that the gifted have exhibited over their lifetime in order to 

understand giftedness. If one believes that traits are the main indicator of 8ftedness. then it 
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may be that a modified education will have no impact at all on the outcome of a child's 

life. This theory also lends itself to criticism when a tested-gifted individual does not 

exhibit the traits that are suggested. This view of the gifted learner may not be very helpful 

nor hopeful for educators who are interested in working with children and adolescents and 

wish to make certain that giftedness and excellence is realized by those with potential. 

Instead. educators may wish to accept the "qualitatively different" theory that 

suggests that giftedness is a product of genetic. psychological and environmental factors 

(Berliner. 1986). Then. we are able to accept the notion of intelligence tests along with 

other forms of identification as indicators of intelligence. and teachers are able to see 

themseives as integral to the development and learning experiences of gifted students as 

facilitators and teachers (Seely, 1985). How one defines "qualitatively different" seems to 

be the key to the delivery of a specific gifted programming (Maker. 1956 1. 

Acceleration and enrichment are commonly used terminology and strategies 

professed by gifted education advocates. However. some believe that. too often. notions of 

enrichment get lost in higher-level thinking exercises like T i e s  and cognitive exercises of 

whim and of external events that do not even connect with pulposefui content or mastery 

I Borland, 1989: Van Tassel Baska. 1985). They suggest that firm understanding of a field 

of inquiry must precede "creative dabbling" and that enrichment and acceleration should be 

connected. not separate entities ( VanTasel-Baska. 1985). Does "special" mean delivering 

foundational p r o p m  for gifted education within the basic domains of knowledge? Most 

imponantl~. what is a common thread amongst these experts is that the cumculum should 

be matched with the "needs of the learner". specific to the attitudes of the peopie in the 

school. 
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Fears are zgowing amongst advocates of gifted education about the haphazard 

ways in which curricula are being experienced by gifted learners. Unless things change, 

they fear for the survival of gifted p r o e m  (Tomlinson, 1996). Kaplan ( 1986) suggests 

that such a discussion about progmnming considerations is meaningless without 

clarification of the target population. This means developing a commitment to a definition 

oj-gifredness from the various conceptions of the term and from there. developing 

programming considerations (Borland. 1989). This would seem logical in terms of the 

logistics of teaching and the need to set goals and objectives specific to learners. Teachers 

are constantly faced with the challenge of a multitude of definitions and conceptions of 

giftedness and forced to choose amongst them. Perhaps teachers would find it easier to 

"buy into" the notion of giftedness and also feel more comfonable and confident when 

faced with teaching gifted learners. 

It becomes evident. that curricular materials and personnel considerations must be 

directly related to the needs of the learner and the definition of giftedness as accepted by 

the stakeholders of the pro-mm. Lenrning outcomes must be the product of the thinking of 

the people who know the school and its students (Borland 1989). Therefore. it is critical 

that educators of the gifted. and particularly administrators. be concerned with clearly 

identifying their "target population*. Then. and only then. will the school be able to deal 

with the educational needs of the learners. 

What is also suggested is that the constant issue of elitism and gifted education will 

rest only when advocates and program pianners of gifted education programs are more able 

to articulate why gifted programs are different and what they plan to do about it. Only then 

will we be able to plan and implement learning experiences and special progrms for the 
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gifted learner more conducive to the iearning capacities and needs of gifted learner. 

experiences that are truly different from the regular school program (Kulik & Kulik, 199 L). 

What becomes obvious is that how p r o m  are delivered stems from the school or 

system's notion of giftedness and overall philosophy of gifted education. How stakeholders 

in a school view giftedness. if they even recognize it at dl, is critical to the success of a 

program (Borland. 1989). The beliefs. values and assumptions that teachers hold about 

giftedness and gifted education are especially critical to the delivery of the program and its 

success. 

Good Practice in Gifted Education 

To be truly effective in gifted programs. it is suggested that teachers in gifted 

prognms do have more knowledge in at least one specific content domain. Those teaches 

with experience in gifted education tend to more enthusiastic (Seeley. 1985). Teachers with 

eood self-concept. who have the ability to shrug off tough criticism tend to do well in sifted - 
programs. 

Working with students with "special needs" and creating appropriate learning 

experiences for the students is. and always has been. a very demanding and challenging 

objective. Because it is with a sense of responsibility, care (Noddings. 1996). and concern 

that most teachers attend to their work. it may be assumed that teachers who choose to 

work with students in a gifted program would be committed to the notion of gifted 

education. In turn. teachers would have to attempt to create the best possible cxppropriure 

learning experiences within their understanding of .qodpmcriCe. 
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The notion of "good practice'' must always be an issue within the educational 

framework. We add to the complexity of this issue in terms of a specialized program 

because we are also dealing with the notion of difference. 

As Senge. et al. (2000) suggest, work is about "breakthroughs of the mind and 

heart" (p. 5). It remind5 us that teaching and learning are human activities, where logic and 

emotion both play a role in the world of work. Teaching is an ethical endeavor and 

therefore. a teacher must question the assumptions underpinning the technical approaches 

or the way she approaches the problems and challenges of her work. Through retlective 

practice. a teacher is able to examine the m o d  dimensions connected with schooling and 

the relationship with her students. It is only through retlection and inquiry that Senge sees it 

possible for teachers to understand the consequences of their choices. The issue of choice is 

a huge moral responsibility for teachers. 

Sergiovanni 11000) has devoted much of his work to the issue of values in 

education and suggests that schools should be a retlection of the values of the school's 

stakeholders. He believes that we should focus more on character sducation. the obligation 

to create good schools. 

Elbaz ( 1992) reminds us that teaching is a mod issue that deserves its own 

consideration. not purely as an intezated theme that is relational. but one that has  major 

impact on teaching. She calls for the "invention of a language and conceptual categories 

which will support new ways of thinking about teachers' work and thought'. (p. 423). She 

supgests that we consider characteristics of hope. attentivenes and caring for difference. 

'Teachers express an ethic of caring through caring thoughtfulness. To c i  a?; a teacher is 

to be ethically bound to understand one's students" (Henderson, 1992). 
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Noddings( 1996) suggests that teachers must not restrict themselves to "abstract 

problem solving on matters of schooling. Teachers must also contribute to the growth of the 

whole child. Teachers must take the time to wdIy look at their students. 

Through reflection and collaborative retlective inquiry, teachers may be able to 

develop an awareness of and come to terms with their own intentions and obligations to the 

students they teach. This may be particularly helpful in deding with special programming 

considerations. Cambron-McCabe (1000) suggests that by embracing our mod 

responsibility, we ask ourselves how our thinking impedes children's learning. We 

"question the assumptions underpinning those technical approaches or the way in which 

[we've] framed the problem" 1p.2773. 

Reflection and Gifted Education 

Interestingly. within Book7 (Alberta Learning, 2000). are statements with regards to 

teacher professiond development congruent with this research study. Firstly, there is 

iicknowledgment of the need for a connection with the university resources and educational 

opponunities: as a researcher. this is comforting. Also within the document. is the notion 

that the 'Transformation in Worldview". a post-modern view of Ieaming. is "synonymous 

wich learning modeis and philosophies central to the evolving held of gifted education" 

( p. 194). This "worldview" states that "post-modernism is a recreative process. It questions 

uaditiond assumptions, unsettles static foundations and thrives on possibilities" (p. 188). 

The document goes on to promote this worldview as being in place in order to develop a 

climate of leaning. These ideas are very similar to the transformational learning processes 

of critical theory in adult learning. [n line with this thinking. the writers of Book 7 propose 

a retlective process of for the teachers of students who are gifted and talented. 
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The goal of constant transformation should y i d e  not only student learning but 
teacher learning as well. This requires that educators contemplate and question their 
pedagogical assumptions. A teacher's process of inquiry can be guided by [a set ofI 
questions such as: ... What values underlie this issue'! Connect your pedagogical 
concerns to personal. educational philosophies and beliefs, as well as to the needs of 
your students. (p. 196 I 

Embedded in this statement is the very nature of the importance of retlection in 

terms of inquiring into the beliefs of teachers as they relate to their practice. What is 

acknowledged and stressed again is the huge imp~ct basic values and beliefs have on the 

way teachers act out their obligations. 

Studies of Reflection in Gifted Education 

In response to the notion that contributing to the development of inteliectual 

deveiopment in children was undemocratic elitism. Mmhall. Ramirez. Plinske. and Veai 

( 1998) have engaged their school in retlective processes based on the assumptions and 

beliefs of the learning organization. The Ulinois Mathematics and Science Academy has 

now put into place a retlective structure intended to engaze the school in dialogue in order 

to articulate the principles of identity. information. and relationships of their school. The 

leaders at this school believe that in order to deepen understanding, they must begin at the 

thinking level and not at the behavioral level. 

Through a retlective study of teachers implementing gifted pro_gnms. Srnits ( 1988) 

found that even if teachers believed in the progm. and initially ascribed to its philosophy. 

there were still problems of practical matters to contend with. The issue of time for 

plmnin~ and programming was a major concern. Teaches believed that they did nor have 

enough opportunities for dialogue with their fellow teachers. With regards to considerations 

prurioulx to program delivery in gifted education. teachers found that even with the model 

of autonomous learning and the basic understandings of gifted learning. teachers still found 



it difficult to give up workbooks. The primary importance of this research as it pertains to 

reflection is that the teachers in this study feIt that reflection helped them "come to know'' 

or understand their own particular gifted procams more than they had really understood 

previously (Bochek & Zroback. 1988). 

Rohrer's study of teachers' conceptions of giftedness ( 1995) may not have actually 

referred to the term reflection. however. the framework of questions were designed to 

stimulate thought. jog memories of past experiences. and elicit beliefs and attitudes which 

is similar to that of the retlective process. [n this study of four teachers. the teachers were 

found to have been able to recognize inteilectud potential in students who were not 

stereotypical white. tit. weII adjusted. high achieving students which was a new insight 

considering past studies in gifted education. 

One of the most imponant recent studies on gifted education. pertaining to this 

study. was called In the Public Inrrresr fTomlinson, Coleman. Xllan. Uddl. & Landrum. 

1996). This study focused on a coIlaboritive effort between the educators and 

administrators tiom the tield of gifted education and those who advocate for the more 

general education phiIosophy. Data was gathered throush interviews. Interview notes and 

syntheses of the data were formulated into a draft form for review. The message that came 

up strongly from the results was that there is a need for communication and collabontion 

amongst the two different tields. A11 interviewees talked about the importance of such a 

dialogue and joint efforts. It was noted that collaboration between the two tields would: 

I .  hcilitate balancing roles of equity and excellence to the benetit of all students: 

2. reinforce the reality that the fields share many of the same goals: and 
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3. maximirnize the strengths of both generalists and specialists to the benefit of 

the total school. 

The gifted educators were afraid of losing their identity for fear of losing their 

opportunity for advocacy and were feeling cautious about the process. There was also 

obvious animosity exhibited by both sides about the other in the forms of suspicion and 

mistrust. It was also noted that in order for the collaborative efforts to occur, it would have 

to be the gifted educators who initiate the process. 

The three categories of benefits of collaboration that were common among the 

interviews were: 

I .  Collaboration enhances understanding and trust between gifted education and 

general education. 

1. Collaboration supports professional development of all educators. 

3. Collaboration enhances student learning. 

in the Public Interesr promotes the type of research. in process and in content. this research 

study of school-based reflection amongst teachers specializing in gifted education and the 

generd staff. is attempting to produce. Collaboration is the essence of the learning 

organization. 

Confessions of a Researcher 

It is this deep sense of m o d  responsibility that is perhaps driving me to understand 

and heip others understand what responsibilities go along with teaching the gifted and 

talented. Children who participate in the GATE p r o _ m  are "air-lifted out of the regular 

prognm with the notion that different is better for them. Given that this is the case. besides 

the government mandate of Book 7. we are obligated as educators to present them with a 
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"different" learning experience from what they have experienced or would have 

experienced in the regular p r o ~ m .  As choices are deliberate in the classroom setting, in 

terms of meeting the needs of students. then it could be assumed that deliberate choices 

would be made in terms of gifted and [dented education and the learners in the program. 

In terms of understanding, teachers have an obligation to know who their coded 80 

students are and must come to terms with the implications of a coded student. I come from 

a parental and teacher's close-up view of gifted education. From my experience. 1 can attest 

to the fact that the labe! "gifted and talented" is probably one of the most misunderstood 

"special needs" in our school system, and perhaps in our society. 

Concluding Thoughts 

This study is intended to crerlte undentudings and develop connections between 

reflection, the adult learner. organizational Icming and gifted education. The connection 

being made between the "organizational management iiterature" and the "school" 

experience is not a new one but Senge is presently receiving much attention. 

As I look back now at the road I have taken to work through this literature review. 

think that perhaps what has k e n  most inviting about Senge's work is the seriousness with 

which he has accepted a quest for understanding change within the workplace. There is 

acknowledgement of the need for continuous personal and group retlective processes as 

necessary components of learning within organizational structures. Reflective practice is 

not a new concept to education and learning theory. however. there is much to be learned 

from Senge's work in that he promotes  continuous" learning. working towards a 

sustainable learning organization. and not that which is based on outcomes and "one shot" 
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goaldirected reflection. The Ieadership role and the relationships developed within the 

leaning organization are criticd to its success 

I. however, do not claim to accept his work without noting and assimilating my past 

experiences and understanding of the field of education. I believe that if we accept one 

theory and one theory only. as many schools and businesses have done. we move into a 

world of "educational fundmentdism". We must be caretirl in gifted education not to 

claim that one way is the only way. Wc must continue to accept combinations of ideas, but 

stay informed about basic notions ofgifted education programming such as the importance 

of understanding the identification process and the need for detinition of "target 

populations" within &led programs. What bt~omes evident is that we must be very clear 

about our visions of gifted education. Oniy then will programs not be considered elitist. 

unfair and unnecessary. 

The exploration of Senge's work and also the quest for understandins the role and 

effect of reflection in adult learning and teaching practice are the vehicles in which I am 

able to move through the underst.uldings as they relate to the field of education. specific to 

gifted progr,mming. It is not about disregarding what has already been acknowledged in 

education. but addins to it. and creating new connections. 

In order to maintain professional and substantive selves (Day. 2000). teachers are 

always seeking new ways in which they are able to come to terms with the arnbivdence of 

teachers' work. They shouId be in a continuous state of learning as professional 

development. that which is more conLguent with a post-modem view of education and 

or,oanizational learning. 
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Perhaps the main concern of research in gifted education should not be about 

trying to define what gifted education means. nor about seeking teaching methods for gifted 

learners. but instead. to develop a framework or process in which individuals grow to 

understand the specitic needs of the gifted learners in their environment. This 

understanding is possibly the driving force behind this study. lsn't the teacher's job to make 

sure that the students' needs are addressed and met in the most appropriate way possible'? 

As Senge suggests. we should be more concerned about developing a process of continuous 

learning. of constant development of vision (O'NeiI, 1995). Perhaps we should be, as 

educators. more concerned with how teacher's persond practical knowledge develops in 

context of, and influences. the landscape -environment - in which we work (Connelly. et. 

If teachers are allowed to retlect upon their kiiefs. practice and theories of 

education - their teacher knowledge (Connelly. Clandinin. B Fang He. 1997) - they should 

be able to produce insights that may be useful for considerations in their own school 

The most important area [in teacher knowledge research] is what teachers know and 
how their knowing is expressed ... teacher knowledge and knowing affects every 
spect of the teaching act. It affects teachers' relationships with students: teachers' 
interpretations of subject matter and i t s  importance in students' lives: teachers' 
treatment of ideas whether as fixed textbooks gvens or as matters of inquiry and 
reflection.. . One of the main ways to improve education through research is to 
study the construction and expression of teacher knowledge. 

(Connelly. et. al. 1997. p. 666) 

In their research with teachers. Connelly, Clandinin and Fang He ( 1997) found that 

'-we need to be concerned with what it Is chat teachers know and with the knowledge 

environment in which they work (p.674) in order to improve educational practice. It is 

hoped that this study will otfer the opportunity for teachers to learn about their own 
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practice through the act of retlection, thinking about their own teacher knowledge, and 

listening to others. It is also about understanding what it means to be part of a learning 

organization and being defined as "special programming". There is much to learn within 

this study about a process by which educators can understand their practice and improve 

upon it. 

In terms of adult learning. this study is a way in which teachers not only question 

their assumptions. knowledge and beliefs about their practice but also examine the way in 

which they acquire knowledge and develop insights about the pnctice of teaching. It means 

being attentive to the act of inquiry: focusing on both individuai and group reflection. 

In terms of the learning organization. this study addresses the climate that is 

conducive to learning within 3 school leaning environment: one that is accepting of 

differences and strives to create a shared vision. A carehlly thought-out. generative 

structure for retlective practice is essential in order to create an opportunity for meaning- 

making by its participants. Reflection assists teachers in being retrospective about past 

teaching experiences. "A person cannot reflect on lived experience while living through the 

experience ... Retlection on lived experience is always recollective: it is tetlection on 

experience that is already passed or lived through" (Van Manen. 1990. p. 10). 

We need to pay more attention to the categories with which we f m e  and 

understand teaching I EIbrtz. 1992). "Voice" is not only about recognizing and describing 

knowledge. It means inventing new categories and language that will support new ways of 

talking about teachers' work and thought. It means being attentive to notions of caring, 

difference. md hope within the m o d  structure of the act of teaching. 



Where this study is perhaps different from most h u t  teacher retlection is that it 

values teachers and the manner in which they learn with other teachers. Teaching does not 

have to be isolating: as a matter of fact. it should not be. 

Their involvement and participation are needed diagnosing what is going on. 
tiguring out what to do. and actudiy doing i t  The more turbulent. ambiguous, and 
out of control the world becomes. the more the learning process will have to be 
shared by all the members of the social unit doing the learning. If the leaders of 
today want to create organizationid cultures that will themselves by amenable to 
learning they will have to set the example of being learners themselves and 
involving others in the process (Schein, 1992). 

"Schools will never succeed until teachers. individually and collectively. become 

inquirers. lemers and improvers as u normal part of their everyday work (Fullan.1994. p. 

viii). School leaders need to see themselves as stewards of learning potential. Places of 

potential offer people the opportunity to Iearn and grow. They are places where people have 

visions. because without vision. there is no hope. 

In our work with children. teachers must be hopeful - hopeful that what we do is 

truly "good" for them and hopeful that the things we do might make a difference in their 

lives. Through studies such m this. teachers have the opportunities to access their actions 

and beliefs. share them. and think about how they might improve their pr~cticc. In teaching, 

as in all life. learnins is ongoing and continuous. We must always be striving for new ways 

of looking at our personal and professional development and the impact that these 

processes may have on the pmctice of teachin,o. 



CHAPTER THRE;E 

Me thodo logy 

Introduction 

This qualitative research project is a school-based case study of a group of teachers 

involved in a gifted and talented program. Participants were sixteen teachers/administrators 

who were involved with the gifted and tdented students at a junior high school. Four of the 

teachers worked directly with the gifted students in the academic subjects. They are 

referred to as the "core" teachers. Three of the participants were administrators, one of 

whom was the coordinator for the gifted and tdented program. The other nine participants 

were those other teachers in the school who directly or indirectly have some impact on the 

vifted and talented students. l%is group included the option te~chers, guidance professional z 

and teacher-libmian. Only one of the potential participants in the school rehsed to take 

part in the project. These educators represent the majority of the school staff. but they do 

not represent the entire staff. Those who were not included have no direct responsibilities 

with the $fled and talented students. The avenge number of teaching y e m  for this _ p u p  

is sixteen years. 

The site was chosen for this research because it is a site that has recently 

implemented a gifted and talented propun within an existing school. The structure of this 

program is not new to the Calgary Board of Education. However. being in a newly formed 

educational setting would most likely involve a :sat deal of decision-making as a teacher 

or administrator in terms of the way tfie program is administered and implemented, This 

research study was designed to determine the effectiveness of "reflection" in an effort to 
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produce insights about the choices in gifted education programming made by these 

teachers and administrators at this parricular setting 

The Qualitative Research Approach 

Assumptions and Unders td ing  

Qualitative research is a tool by which researchers are able to study something in- 

depth. but it is different in competencies (Kvde. 1996). or basic assumptions (Cohen & 

Manion. 1985: Creswell. 1994: Dewin & Lincoln. 2000: Merriarn. 1998) than one would 

consider when executing quantitative research. The basic epistemology driving this 

~ w m h  study is that "knowledge. .. is based on experience and insight or a unique and 

essentially personal nature- (Cohen & Manion, 1985, p.7). Moreover. it was also 

understood (Guba & Lincoln. 1998: Merriarn. 1998) h u g h  the course of this research 

process that: 

1. The knowled~e in this study is based on the participants' experience. the rrnic, 

or insider's perspective. in order to create understanding and meaning of the 

lives. experiences and suucrures of the participants' world: 

7. I. the researcher. m the primary instrument for collectin,o data and analysis: 

3. The process involves what marchers  cdl fieldwork-going into the 

environment in which the participants are located and do their work. It is 

crucial. therefore. that a researcher concentrate on creatins a relationship with 

the participants that will be advantagous to the study objectives: 

4 This study is primarily inductive in nature in that the analysis comes from the 

data: and 
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5. Since this research is process-driven and its primary objective is to create 

meaning and understanding. words and pictures are intentionally used to create 

a document that is "richly descriptive" in nature. 

"Qualitative research redresses the imbalance between empirical insights and the 

insights of creative and divergent thinkers" (Guba & Lincoln. 1998. p. 198). I see myself as 

a cre~tive and divergent thinker who believes that qualitative research is more succinctly in 

line with my own mode of thinking and learning. Since we make very distinct choices as 

researchers. I have chosen the methods of research and the process in direct alignment with 

my own beliefs about learning and education. 

Case Study Application in the Qualitative Research Project 

This is a case study in that the population of the study is bounded (Merriam, 1998) 

by the role of the participants within the chosen school setting. In this case. the participants 

were those teachers. administrators. option teachers. and other professional staff who, either 

teach in the GATE pro,om. or who have the opportunity to teach or advise the GATE 

students on a regular basis. This also included the administrative team -the individuals who 

were integril in the development and implementation of the new GATE program. They are 

dso teachers. Teachers who were not included were those who did not teach the GATE 

students. even though it was possible that they may have had gifted students in their 

cl;lssroorns. This differentiation in the case study was based on settins the boundaries of the 

study that consequently brought the study into a manageable endeavor. The study questions 

were intended for a focus group of participants who were directIy involved with any of the 

students in the Gifted and Talented p r o ~ m  which limited the John Ware staff population 

for the purposes of this study. 
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Case study research is particularly suitable when a researcher is interested in 

process. The case study with a process focus may be viewed in two ways (Merriam, 1998). 

The first meaning of process is monitoring, describing the context and its population, that 

could be interpreted as defining the terms of program implementation. The second meaning 

determines the causes that contributed to implementation as is revealed through the 

participants' dit'ferent perspectives. The case study approach was chosen in that this is a 

unique situation in which to study gifted education and the "story of new program 

development and implementation" as experienced by teachers going through the process. 

A qualitative case study. such as this. may be particularistic. In this case. the study 

is particular to one group of teachers who teach a particular set of students. at a particular 

school. This approach is "important for what it reveals about the phenomenon and for what 

it might represent" (Merriam. 1998). Qualitative case study is an excellent way to study 

how groups of people solve problems. The problem of implementing a successful p r o - m  

may be viewed as this ?goup's primary problem. 

It is beiieved that there is a need for more case study research in gifted education 

(Moon. 199 i ). Case study research. Moon sugeests. should be used in exploring the change 

process in school settings and programming efforts. HopehlIy this study will be useful in 

the field of gifted education. but it should be noted that. unlike Moon's beliefs. I do not 

profess that this study is about determining prediction and causation in the field. That idea 

is uncharacteristic of qualitative. interpretive research. Instead, my goaI is to seek 



The Research Process 

Initial Contact with the Site 

The research project was discussed initially with the principal of John Ware to 

determine the level of support from the school population. After a member-check by the 

principal. the project was accepted enthusiastically as a positive learning experience in 

terms of developing the prognm and professional development. The initial contact with the 

school was to solidify the particulars of the study and to assure a smooth acceptance of 

approval from both primary institutions to which I was responsible in terms of the research. 

The routine ethical considentions with the University of Calgary and the Caleary Board of 

Education were put into place and the study became a reality. 

Prior to the interview process. a participant consent form outlining the details of the 

resrllrch project was distributed to school staff involved with students in the GATE 

progm. The research project was completely voluntary. Sixteen members of the staff 

accepted the terms of the research study bound by the ethics proposal. After official 

approval, the interview questions were administered in a four-day interview process. 

Subject Participation 

Pmicipants cach took part in an interview that was approximately forty-five 

minutes in length. Three of the interviews were over m hour in length. Once the lengthy 

interviews were transcribed. participants reviewed the transcripts. not only for vdidity buc 

also to assist the researcher in identifying key elements of the responses for the written 

document. the Learning History. Further to this. the participants engazed in a sense-making 

session approximately three months following the interviews in order to review the 
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documents and take part in rt collaborative session. The sense-making session was three 

hours in length and took place off-site. 

From the beginning of the study, it had been decided that this research endeavor 

would proceed beyond interviews into a collaborative, sense-making session in which the 

analyzed material would be discussed and analyzed by the participants. This was requested 

by the participants. primarily the administration. in a move towards democratic 

understanding and with the objective of making the information usehl to the site. 

Data Collection 

Primary Data: Interviews 

The primary data. and initid data-colIection for this study. was gleaned through the 

interviews. The questions were semi-structured in that I had allowed some leeway in the 

depth of the depth of response. Also. I was prepared to allow the interviews move into a 

conversation if necessary (Clandinin & Connelly. 2000). The questions were formulated to 

"get at" the heart of the teacher's decision-making process as it pertains to teaching in the 

Gifted and Talented f rogram. The criteria for interview procedures were borrowed from 

current literature (Kvale. 1996. Memam. 19981 that addresses interview procedures in 

qualitative research and the understanding of the importance of the teacher's landscape in 

shaping how a teacher lives out his teaching work. The term "landscape" is that which is 

referred to by Connelly. Clandinin and Fang He ( 1997) as the "environment in which 

teachers work. Their discussion of "teachers personal practical knowledge" is based on the 

premise that "everyone works in a context" (p.673). This context dso includes present and 

past experiences that contribute to a teacher's own knowledge of teaching. 
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Multiple Data Collection 

The interview process was oniy to be the first of many datacollecting endeavors. 

Data collection also inciuded collecting documentation in tern of booklets. pamphlets, 

Book 7 of the Special Needs Series. and later in the process, a handout about the GATE 

program that was created by the CBE for distribution amongst all its schools. The data 

produced from the interviews, analysis of documents, multi-leveled analysis compiled as 

documentation. participant verification, :goup sense-making, and the questionnaires were 

also elements of the data collection in this research process (Yin. 1994). These elements 

becmc data as well as part OF the analysis because of the two-tier process. One tier 

consisted of collecting data for the purpose of informing the p u p  of their reflections. The 

second tier consisted of an analysis of rhc study pertaining to the retlective processes. 

Since "research methods act as filters through which the environment is selectively 

experienced" (Cohen & Manion. 1985. p.254), multiple data sources raised the researcher's 

confidence level in terms of feeling comfortable that the data generated represented the 

participants' world of experience as reliably as possibly. In terms of being valued as "good 

research this process is deemed as necessary and valued by other researchers (Yin. 1994) 

if one is aiming at credibility. 

Data Recording 

Interviews were recorded on audio-cassettes. Two sets per interview were gleaned 

as a security measure in case of mechanical failure of one of the cassette recorders. Also. at 

the time. it was unknown as to the nature of the transcribing machines. and therefore. a 

re,aulu cassette recorder and a mini-cassette recorder were used. The sense-making session 
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was also tape recorded for the main reason that it in retrospect, it would be impossible for 

me, the researcher. to remember and reclaim much of the dialogue purely through memory. 

Transcripts 

Initially, the job of transcribing was given to a professional typist who was 

recommended by my university project advisor. However. as warned by many a researcher 

expert. the endeavor became extremely costly. and I found myself seeking other methods of 

transcribing that were ethically acceptable. I settled on typing the transcripts myself, using 

a computer software program called "Voice Express 2000". The typing became 

excruciating at times. as the transcripts of the interviews totaled almost three hundred 

pages. However. considering the expense, it was well worth it. The experience. I believe, 

was useful in that I found myself already analyzing as I moved through the data. 

The Interview Questions 

The questions were designed in order to have the teachers reficr upon their 

experiences. beliefs and thoughts pertaining to their involvement in the newly-formed 

gifted setting. They were aiso designed with the goal of gleaning the reasoning behind 

some of the choices that were king made and had been made with regards to the design 

and implementation of the p rozm.  

Ethical Considerations 

Questions were reviewed by one of the participants in the school site. Thus. the 

final set of questions was formulated through internal validity. As suggested by the 

principal. teachers were given the questions three days in advance in order to have the 

chance to retlect upon them. It was suggested that the teachers. who were always t'eeting 

the pressure of time, would appreciate having the questions in advance rither than being 
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asked spontaneously. It was also intimated that I would probably get more valuable 

information if this happened. I agreed. This was the beginning of a process that was 

continuously negotiated and verified in an attempt to balance my needs and desires with the 

needs of the staff at the participating school, 

Content of the Interview Questions 

Question # l  was specific to the participant's role in the school, Question #2 

pertained to the pmicipant's background and experience whereas question #3 was aimed at 

determining the professional development that the participant had experienced which was 

specitic to gifted education. Initially, these two questions were formulaced in order to 

determine if there mieht have been a connection between the implied beliefs of the teachers 

towards gifted education or the gifted learner and previous experience. Question #-I was 

asked to determine teacher's knowledge and understanding about the Alberta Learning 

Document. Book 7 of the Special Needs Series. to determine the [eve1 of knowledge and 

responsibility felt by teachers with regards to this provincially mandated document. 

Question #5 was included to examine a specific incident in a teacher's life that mi@t have 

been insightful with resards to gfted education. This was based on the notion that stories 

about teacher experience are insightful in terms of understanding teacher practice. Three 

questions (#6. #7 Sr #9) were designed to understand the phenomenon of teaching gifted 

students. in particular, in determining the differences between teaching sifted and non- 

gifted students LS perceived by the participants. Participants were asked a question about 

their involvement in the newly-formed pro:sam (#8). The question was asked in order to 

"get at" what the experience was like, #10 specifically pertained to [he issue of the 

congregated setting in order to address the tension between the inclusive and congregated 
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paradigms. The final question (# 1 I ) was open-ended and allowed for any other 

information the interviewee wanted to discuss pertaining to the GATE program and her 

involvement in it. 

Dealing with Researcher's Bias 

XI1 of the questions were formulated from my experiences and knowledge of gifted 

education including intensive reading on gifted education programming. An effort was 

made to design questions that were clearly articulated in terms of developing understanding 

about gifted education. were pertinent to the participants' situation. and allowed for teacher 

reflection. 

Adjustments to the Interview Process 

The oniy change that occurred during the interview process was the order in which 

the questions were administered. I realized. after one interview. that one question was 

thematically more appropriately placed with like-minded questions. The interview process 

developed into rt smoother. more conversational manner that was less disjointed btIowing 

this change. 

Data Analysis 

Interpreting the Dah 

This case study is interpretive in that the data has been analyzed in order to develop 

insights into the phenomenon of teaching in a gifted setting Ibloon. 199 1 ). The nature and 

the extent of the insights were also reflected upon in order to determine the effectiveness of 

retlection in cresting and developins insights into prozgarn consider-,tions pertaining to 

propmming considerations in gifted education. 



As described by Merriam ( 1998). the analysis is already happening once the 

interviews begin. During the course of the interviews, I took notes about recurring issues. 

concerns and emerging themes. and. while transcribing the interviews. I continued to rellect 

upon the material. However. in terms of the actually writing about the analysis. the first 

level of analysis included a reading that produced the elements of the Learning History. 

First Level of Analysis 

A document was designed included the key elements of the answers from the 

interview in order to compile a document that represented the interview process and also 

retlected some of the elements of the Learning History model (Roth & Kleiner. 1999). This 

level of analysis was primarily dictated by the questions and the straightforward act of 

answering the questions as directly as possible in a summarized form. 

[n order to prepare the document for the staff for the sense-making session. key 

elements of the data were underlined in transcript copies and given to the participants for 

verification. The elements that [ chose to pick out from the data were images, phrases. 

sentences. and stories that I believed represented the thoughts of the group. I had 

considered the idea of eiving them the transcripts without markings. however. i knew that 

time was a huge concern tbr this group of teachers. Many of them would not have time to 

read through all of the pages as systematically and as carehlly as [ could make time for. 

Instead. participants were asked to verify the importance of the statements. clarify 

misconceptions and errors in the writing. and to add or delete any information they did not 

want shared with the public. 

Once these transcripts were reviewed. the Learning History was prepared based on 

the Learning History model of illustrating a group's perceptions on a particular theme. 
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phenomenon or issue. This was to become the data the participants would use for their 

analysis in the group sense-making session. The questions were centni to this analysis. 

Second Level Analysis 

The next level of analysis involved multiple readings of the exposed data and the 

Learning History. still using the questions as the basis for the analysis. I used basic 

description and the construction of categories or themes to capture some of the recumng 

patterns as evidenced by rhe data. A constant comparative method was utilized in that there 

was a constant comparison of respondents' remarks, description of incidents, and overall 

responses. Units of data - bits of information - were sorted in order to develop connections, 

and therefore meanings out of the words. phrases or sentences (Merriarn. 1998). 

M y  analysis was formulated with an understanding of the nmtive aspect of 

research analysis as discussed by numerous expens (Clandinin & Connelly. 2000. Cohen 

& Manion. 1985: Creswt.II. 1994: Kvale. 1996: Richardson. 1000: Van Mancn. 19901. 

In the written analysis. in determining a deeper level of understanding than one 

could discover srrictly by examining the data at first glance. I uxd the foilowing nmtive 

conventions: a)  intertwining quotations from the text with my interpretations. b )  using 

indents to signify informant quotes. c) using the first person or uoIIective we in the 

nmtive  form. d) using metaphors to extrapolate meanings. e) using category names from 

the informants to inform the reader. Ovarying the length of the quotes: and g )  scripting 

conversations.These means of presenting data were used separately or in combination in 

order to present a rde r Van Maanen. 11385) of the John Ware site. 



Sense-making: Looking Over the Data Together 

The focus of the sense-making session was to reflect on the documents and 

determine what might be learned from the data and data analysis as it pertained to the 

program in which these teachers were directly involved. 

During the sense-making session. participants were asked to reflect throughout the 

morning. Highlighters were given to them so that they could pick out anyttung From the 

data that they felt was important to them. Mso. boxes with slots, similar to those one would 

see at an election were placed on each of the tabIes with pens and paper so that individuals 

to write down retlective thoushis about the process or about what was being said. I did this 

so that constant retlection was going on and so that all participants felt that even if they did 

not have the chance to speak a11 the time, at least someone would read what they were 

thinking. Once :pups discussed some of the documents. each was represented by a 

speaker. who gave a summary of the group's discussion and insights. 1 recorded their 

comments only because I was certain that I would not be able to write quickly enough to 

capture all that was being said. They were kind enough to give permission for that. This 

was also to become data for analysis. 

The final data collection during the sense-making session included a questionnaire 

which focused on the process itself with the purpose of drawing out any extra information 

that the participants could offer in t e r n  of the reflective process and the effect i t  had had 

on them. I was primzlrily concerned about knowing how effective reflection was as a form 

of professional development. 
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The participants were asked to respond to one more questionnaire the week 

following the study in order to extrapolate more information regarding the usefuIness of the 

Learning History. 

A Researcher's Dilemma 

During the entire process of this research study. the most difficult decision was in 

terms of analysis: not how the data should be analyzed, but in terms of which data I should 

pursue in terms of a deep analysis. I decided that it was impossibie for me to distance 

myself from the entire slew of documentation md  moved forward in time through the 

material. [t was too difficult to move back and attempt to see what I had seen before 1 had 

written the Lsming History in an attempt to recapture what I thought I had known before. 

I wa5 already in the midst of it dl and I knew and understood more every time 1 retlected 

upon or read the data. I had decided to make available the discoveries I had made by the 

time we got together if I felt that [hey would be useful. I could not stop myself from 

working throuph the marerid. I was already on the train that takes us on the incredible 

journey of research. The route was not linear. It encompassed twists and turns and choices 

to be made about the directions I would take as a researcher. I decided that I would vust in 

the process. allow the participants' retlections. my analysis. and the wnse-making session 

to create coilabomrive understanding of the data. 

After the Lkaming History had been prepared. 1 found myself constantly 

forrnuIacinp questions about the participants' involvement in the gifted program. I then 

produced another document for each participant which was an interpretation of their 

interview and which acknowledged the view in research about adult learning (Usher & 

Brymt. 1989) that one way tr, redly understand how individuals see themselves in a 
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particular context is to seek out their levels of participation. I call them Portraits. These 

Portraits were particular to each participant's participation and would be shared only with 

the corresponding participants. 

Learning Histories were distributed to the participants prior to the sense-making 

session. Poruaits and other documents were handed out during the session as data for the 

participants' review and analysis. The main objective of sharinz all of this data would be 

similar to constant-comparison method and not one of chalIenge and "proving" that the 

participants or the researcher were "right". This information was to be retlected upon if the 

participants wished to do so. 

I had decided to have some of the nmtives of past experience presented orally. as 

data. at the sense-making session. Each was presented anonymously and randomly. 

participants offering to read them aloud. Here war fieldwork being cast in dnmatic form as 

referred to by Richardson (2000). My feeling was that this staff would benefit by hearing 

these stories that were so much a pat of some of the teacheis lives - stories. that I 

believed. had shaped these teachers' notions of giftedness and gifted education. 

Validity and Reliability 

Careful considention has been given to the way data has been collected. analyzed 

and interpreted in this research study. Findings have been verified by the participants 

throughout the process. This is referred to a s  internal validity (Meniarn. 1998) in the form 

of "member checkins" (Creswell. 19%). In terms uC information and insights. Richardson 

t 2000) proposes that we consider "crystallization" as an objective in qualitative. 

interpretive studies. Qualitative studies pride themselves in the main objective of producing 

"understanding" and since this study focused on the process of multiple meanings 
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converging, I feel that this metaphor best describes the dynamics and process of the 

experience. Since there is no singIe truth in the qualitative. interpretive pandi,p, texts 

validate themselves. "Crystallization provides us with a deepened. complex, thoroughly 

partial. understanding of the topic" (Richardson. 2000). 

Treatment of the Data: Staying True 

I decided to deal with e ~ c h  question individually at first as many of the initial 

insights surfaced due to the questions that were asked. It was the only way that I was able 

to see the key points in the transcripts so that I could make some choices about the 

Leming History. I asked myself "what is it that I want the participants to see?" And yet. I 

also wanted to share things that I was questioning and wanted to ask. "What is it that you 

see?" 

During the analysis. I used pseudonyms to identify individuals as to respect their 

desire for anonymity. That desire varied amongst the members of the participating focus 

goup. 1 was surprised as to the number of people who felt quite at ease sharing their 
L 

thoughts openly without feeling any fears of repercussions. Finding that balance. I knew. 

would be difficult at times and it meant that I hdd to do a regular check of the teachers' 

requests. 

For the purposes of this study. simply for simplicity sake. I refer to the all 

complementaries/option teachers as "option" teachers when referring to the following 

subjects: art. music. drama physical education. French. library. and technology. This is 

because the std-f preferred anonymi~y by subject. and secondly. to eliminate ~ m d  

explanations as I move throu~h the data. Some teachers have allowed me to mention them 
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with pseudonyms, so I have done so when I klieved that a single teacher's story or 

comment was pertinent to the discussion. 

Intent of the Researcher 

As it was the purpose of this study to develop understandings of a particular site in 

the form of a case that was interpretive in nature. it was critical that I. as researcher. 

attempted to deepen our understanding of the data in terms of the questions that moved me 

into this research. The Learning History simply presented the data as narrative and. even 

though some researchers believe that there is something to be learned from this raw data in 

case study analysis (Yin. 19941. in order to truly acquire an understanding of a 

phenomenon. and for deeper sense-making of the data. I have also chosen to use theme- or 

catesory-development ( Merriam. 19981. 

Considerations for Gifted Education Programming 

In terms of seeking insights to considerations for pro_gnnming. I had only asked 

one question that directly addressed the issue. The other questions opened up discussion 

about teacher beliefs. background and experience. and knowledge about gifted education. I 

had hopd and assumed that somehow that issues pertaining to gifted education 

programming would emerge through the conversations. What will follow is an 

investigation and analysis of the data. What is referred to as a consideration will be 

determined by the subjects. issues and concerns chat arose from the experiences and 

perceptions of the participants of this study. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The Emerging Story 

Listening to the Answers 

It became apparent to me that patterns and recurring elements of the newly-formed 

GATE program at John Ware surfacing early in the interview process. I took some notes. 

but waited to revisit my thoughts during the time that I typed out the transcripts, md even 

more certainly. once the transcripts were completed. 

Seeking Insights: Asking Questions 

Thinking About the First Question 

The first question asked of the participants was "Describe your role in the school 

and specific involvement with the students in the Gifted and Talented Program." What I did 

know already was that each of these teachers was involved in the GATE pro,  ram as a 

teacher. administrator or a supponing staff of the curriculum or guidance department of 

the school. I knew that the students in the GATE p r o g m  were all Coded 80 and on 

IndividuaI Program Plans. That implied that the teachers were involved with students with 

-'specid needs." 1 looked tbr that "different way of lookins at their prictice". I wanted to 

hear how they defined their roles in terms of their involvement in the pro,-. 

First Thoughb 

,Js one would expect, there was a noticeable difference between the ways that the 

staff views themselves in terms of their role in the GATE proEm. It did not take long for 

the story of John Ware to begin unfolding. What was evident immediately was the 

administntion's deep comrniunent and overall sense of obligation to the GATE Pro-gin. 
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The Fortunate One 

The principal (who I will refer to as Fannie) had been asked by the School Board 

three years ago. when she was first hired at John Ware. if she was at all interested in having 

the GATE program at her school. Her response at the time was that she viewed this 

possibility as a "'challenge". most of all. because it challenged her beliefs at the time about 

settings such as GATE. Up until then. she had believed in the inclusion model of education. 

and had held onto the basic understanding "that all kids' needs could be met in the 

community school". She was willin_g to test and re-structure her thinking. however. in 

order to make a program work. How was it that she was so willins to chan_geS? Was it that 

she wanted to be viewed as someone who wished LO conform to the Board's wishes or was 

she being genuine in her response? 

When the plan did play out. and the challenge was put in front of her. Fannie took it 

upon herself to ask the question. "How can we successfully open a new p r o L m  [and} how 

could we learn h r n  the mistakes of the psst?" Her commitment to making this work was 

becoming a reality. She also made a point of getting a financial commitment from the 

Schoc)l Board. which included the hiring of a GATE coordinator. Right from the starr. 

Fannie was determined to demonstrate a commitment by the School Board and the only 

way she figured that was possible was by a show of financial support: 

It was very important to me that we had some money so that the staff could see 
that the Board was recognizing that this was a significant change at John Ware and 
they were willing to put money into this to make this work. And 1 feel that that 
redly helps eliminate the cynicism that clln happen when things are dumped on you. 

Fmnie redized the importance of the notion of "difference" early in the process. 

She states directly that these were -'specid" circumstances that required rx tn  funds to 

work. This leader wies serious about this p r o ~ p m  and she was beginning to think about the 
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impact that this new program would have on her staff. Whether this step helped 

eliminate the cynicism is difficult to say, but it might be something to watch for, especidly 

in the question about the start-up of GATE. 

--The most important part 1 played was last year," she stated. refemng to the 

importance of the prepition. Fannie had made it her business, in her role as  principal. to 

get a commitment from the Calgary Boid  of Education in terms of hnding and to have in 

place a staff member who would oversee the implementation of the GATE Prognm, This 

demonstrated a strong commitment and positive attitude towards the GATE Proem: that 

was for certain. 

The GATE Coordinator 

The G.JITE Coordinator (who we will refer to as Dry) claimed to be the person 

"who's really responsible for the whole pm_enm. I was the one who set up the p r o g m  in 

the first place." he stated. So. here was another person who accepted the responsibility of 

the GATE Proznm. Further readins identified that his role was primarily in the area of 

information gathering and then. creating the program. He admitted to collaborating with 

Fmnie on the "refining" of the pro-m. What seemed redly imponant to him was the 

work he had done in the form of a GATE Booklet for the school that was a means of 

cornmunicatine the vision of the pro-pun and a collection of the material that he had 

gathered, What was evident during the interview. as with the principd. was a deep - 
commitment to. and enthusiasm for. the p rozm.  He. like Fannie. seemed determined to 

make it work. 
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The Bridge 

The third administrator. the assistant principal, (we'll refer to him as Bold) believed 

that his role was to "help the staff interpret adjustments that they could make to make the 

program run smoothly". He was responsible for busing. which meant that he was 

responsible for making sure that the GATE students were taken care of. He saw himself as 

very '-a pxt of the groundwork that began Iast year about receiving input from the staff. He 

dso saw himself as the bridging role between the GATE pro-mm. and what they were 

trying to accomplish. and the integration process of bringing a new program into a school. 

Bold raised the issue of balance as he stated. 

the integr~tion component [sic] presents some complications when a person is 
blending two pro~nms together because the various people have different 
perceptions and I really sce my key role as being the person ... I see myself as very 
optimistic that programs can k blended rosether at the same time keep their own 
identity ... so they dl feel part of the same building ethos. 

There was an awareness of possible concerns related to the blending of the two 

programs that Bold believed would probably need to be addressed. Bold was prepared to 

help be the "bridge". 

Guidance 

The gidance counselor saw herself as "quite involved with the GATE kids". She 

had received many referrals h r n  teachers and she has found that many of the GATE 

students approach her with 3 variety of concerns. 

Administration 

What was consistent with the administrative te rn  was a deep commitment to the 

prognm. silch of them feeling that they had played key roles in its development and its 
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implementation. There is a high level of optimism about the Program and a sense of 

hope and determination. Issues such as communication of an overall vision of the Program 

and communication had b e y  to play themselves out well before the propam was 

officially implemented. 

Teacher's Perceptions of Their Roles in GATE 

It was in this first question that some of the staff brought immediate attention to the 

differences among the thinking about the GATE students among the different groups. The 

different perceptions and issues pertaining to the integration of GATE were fresh in the 

minds of some of the staff members. just as Bold had suspected. First of all. the notion of 

difference came up in the term "regular" when teachers referred to things or people that 

were non-GATE such as " r eyh"  kids and "regular" seven. eight and nine classes. Om of 

the teachers referred to the non-GATE students as "locals". This same teacher also accepted 

this opponunity to state right up front that she "acruaily didn't pay attention at all to who 

was gifted and who wasn't ... it's just whoever is good at what they do." What became 

evident was that a few of the staff did not see the need to address the specific needs of the 

gifted leluners in their particular option programs. They believed that due to the nature of 

their programs. such a focus would not be necessary: maybe even detrimental. 

The GATE core teachers (whom I will refer to as simply the GATE teachers from 

now on) clearly had accepted their mles and responsibiIities within the GATE program. In 

describins her role in the progm. one teacher k c m e  fairly descriptive about her role as a 

tem-teacher and her responsibiiity with reear& to pup ing  students according to their 

needs. She mentioned that there was a lot of tlexibiiity built into the prozm.  She seemed 

neither excited nor negative about the situation. it was stated matter-of-factly as her job. 
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Another GATE teacher accepted responsibilities beyond the classroom, She 

believed that her role was to provide the students with extra-curricular p r o _ m s  because of 

the students' "talents". "I'm involved in all the [sic] competitions that are available out 

there ... I wasn't told it was my responsibility: just feel that's what they need to be 

involved." she stated. 

Question Two: A Question of Background and Experience 

Thinking About the Question 

With the second question "Describe your educational and teaching background and 

experience so far" I was really interested in finding out about the participants' journey 

through their careers in order to understand what may have been usehl for teachers in their 

understanding or lack of understanding and acceptance of gifted progamming. 

Thinking About the Answers 

As suspected, there was more education and experience pertaining to gifted 

education amon,ost the first goup. but it surfaced primarily in the form of the "special 

education" experience. All four of the adminisuative/counseling group had been involved 

in school resource positions where they had provided support to special needs students. 

None of them had every worked in 3 gifted pmz'am previous to this experience. 

Bold had worked with DeBono's 'Thinking Hats" as a means by which people rue 

taught to think more creatively. 

Part of this approach was to help broaden reachers. to give them a little more skill. 
[sic] to help them address kids that were at the upper end of the thinking skills level 
and expand their tlexibility in terms of assisgments. 
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He also admitted to having a number of books in his library on gifted education. Both of 

these experiences. he believed. were important in preparing him for the GATE 

implementation. 

The guidance counselor had taken a course on the social-emotional development of 

the gifted and had been doing a "quite a bit of reading on [her] own on giftedness". Her 

background included university courses in psychology, testing and measurement. She had 

also been educated in peer support issues such as suicide prevention. 

There was a balance in the GATE group between knowledge specific to gifted 

education and depth of knowiedge of rt specific content ma.  Two teachers seemed to come 

from an understanding of giftedness. whereas the other two seemed to have strong subject- 

area strength. It seemed possible that there had been a distinct move towards hiring teachers 

with certain strengths. 

One of the GATE teachers had a Master's level degree in gifted education and 

twenty-eight years of teaching experience behind her. She spoke with enthusiasm about her 

experience in Oregon. where she had studied for her Master's. specific to her experience in 

the gifted education pro-m. 

The courses were practical. ..I took everything I could on gifted and I worked in the 
summer school prozpm for my pncticum. They call it "Super Summer" and gifted 
kids go for the summer.. .The attitude was so positive. The State of Oregon put in a 
public law for the gifted ...[ that] has changed. 

But it was the course at the University of Calgary that she took as a second choice. 

bec~use a computer course that she intended on taking was full. that "changed [her] 

forever." 

I wanted something so pmnts would say, "What makes you elisble to teach my 
child'l" and I say. "Look. have a piece of paper." That's what they are asking us to 
do because they needed credibility with their teachers. So when I took the gifted 



ciass, I thought, I can do this with my LD kids and then lo and behold there are 
gifted LD kids and nobody believes that. And that is where I want to be. That is 
where I shouId have been all the time. 

There were numerous considerations pertaining to gifted education programming 

surfacing through this statement. The issue of cndibiIity was raised and was specifically 

mentioned with regards to parents' perceptions of the program. This teacher suggested that, 

for the parents. it was important to know that their teachers were knowledgeable in the area 

of gifted education. There was also a statement about the ignorance and disbelief 

surrounding the notion of the gifted tD students. What was dso  evident was this teacher's 

passion towards her work in gifted education and one sensed just how deepiy it had become 

a part of her identity. 

One of the other GATE [exhers had been teaching for about ten years. 'This is my 

tirst real year of traching humanities so it's not as if I have a big pIan or huge 

understanding. I'm learning as I'm going." As remember from her interview. there was 

something that related to her understanding that has nothing to do with her teaching 

experience or her formal education. ( 1  waited for the related question to explain.) 

The other two teachers seemed to be very knowledgeable in their content mas. 

Both had junior high and high school experience in rheir areas of expertise. 

I have extensive fmiliarity with different levels of students in mathematics, from 
grade seven to twelve. ..I would say extensive curriculum experience. which is 
why.. .was probably more of a reason that I could teach these kids; because of the 
high school back~ound as opposed to necessarily a lot of specialist training in the 
gifted area 

Here the teacher was t ~ i n g  to make sense of the hiring choices of the 

administration. What became evident was the balance between knowledge of gifted 

education rtnd content area competency between the four core GATE teachers. 
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In this site, the importance of content-area understanding beyond the junior high 

curriculum seemed to be an imponant consideration, especially in the areas of math and 

science, in this school. 

Most of the teachers have stayed within their subject areas during their teaching 

career and many had been at John Ware for a significant amount of time. One teacher who 

had been teaching for nineteen years had been at John Ware for his entire teaching career. 

There was a sense of stability that one senses as m outsider. This may have had bearing on 

the commitment the administration and the Board had made to this school. 

Surprisingly. the present principal at the school had brietly taught at John Ware 

some time prior to taking on the administrative position. To have had the experience of a 

teacher and administrator in one site is unusual and one would think. would prove to be an 

asset. especially if she was redly "tuned in" to the needs of the staff and the school 

community. 

Question Three: Professional Development 

Asking the Question 

Question Three was "Describe the professional development opportunities you have 

participated in that pertain to sifted education. Which have been the most uwful?" I had 

suspected that there had been some intensive professional development tbr the entire staff, 

especially considering the funds that had been made available to the pro-m.  Were those 

resources put towards professional development'! 

Answering the Question 

Three of the staff members were unable to think of any professional development 

that they had experienced pertaining to gifted education. This was surprising only because 
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the majority of the staff had mentioned on-site experiences that seemed to include the 

entire group. Were they aware that they had been involved in a session that pertained to 

gifted education:' If so. there was definitely a lack of understanding with regards to the 

subject. Perhaps the entire staff had not been involved in any of these sessions prior to 

school opening, or just as it opened. and that meant that some of the staff members had no 

idea about the gifted learner and how the knowledge may have implications on their 

teaching. I started to wonder about the overall commitment of the staff towards the 

acceptance of the program and was uncertain as to how Alberta Learning Book 7 tit  into 

this picture. What was even more interesting was the attitude that seemed to accompany the 

response to this question. One teacher stated. 

In terms of PD specitically related to dealing with GATE students. nothin, = comes 
to mind. So. frankly. if we did it. it didn't register ... it doesn't matter if the student is 
in the GATE p r o w  or the student is on some other IPP or a learning difficulty or 
whatever. I don't believe in having separate assignments or programs. What I 
believe in is providing an assignment that allows flexibility of any student. So 
there's always choice built into the assi, ~nment. 

What was assumed by this teacher is that gifted education. and "special needs." 

are primarily related to choices within the assignments. Within this statement. there didn't 

seem to be any understanding of critical issues that pertained to intervention of any sort. be 

it for the student who was strugsling due to detjciencies in learning ability. nor to the 

student who was gifted and talented. 

In terms of Fred's need for professional development. his response was. "from an 

awareness point of view. sure. It never hurts to know more." What became evident was 

that Fred did not view himself to be responsible for any modifications to the [option] 

program in terms of the GATE students. Therefore, he would not need any professional 

development relating to the tield. 
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'There's been so little specifically." said another teacher, 'The GATE one was 

good specifically for learning about those kids. ..just a person coming in talking about it 

basically. 

For one staff member. the staff development issue pertaining to gifted education had 

been confusing. "I've only taught them for two months so far, I haven't pursued any 

professional development opportunities. so I don't know which ones have been most 

useful. 

Different Forms of Professional Development 

Generally. the overall attitude towards professional development was quite positive. 

Dialogue and observation had become an integral part of the staffs professional 

development. Prior to the opening of the GATE program at John Ware. a few of the staff 

members had zone to Queen Elizabeth Junior-Senior High School to dialogue with staff 

about the GATE program at that site. This experience warranted responses such as. "I had 

opportunities ro dialogue with the teachers at QE ... that was useful". K.C. was uncertain as 

to whether she could call her involvement in this type of experience professional 

development. "I went over to QE for the day and looked at their program. observed the kids 

in their subjects.. .just got myself familiar with them ... so observation. I guess. but that's 

not professional development.. . I  guess it is. in a way." 

Some of the staff members had taken part in an on-line course pertaining to Book 7 

through the University of Calgary Centre for Gifted Education. Fannie, in particular. found 

the course a little too constraining for her schedule. but enjoyed the reading. She also 

commented that it was difficult to present an idea as in a real conversation. 

I Found the chat p i  way too frustrating because I would question and then four 
other people would ask somethins else before I would set an answer and I found it 
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very jumbled. I much prefer reading the document and reading the artides that 
were there. The articles were good. 

Two members of the staff seemed to take on the role of gatherers of information. 

Both Bogie and Dry had made special efforts to gather reading material for the staff. Dry 

gathered information about all kinds of issues pertaining to gifted education. especially 

focusing on gifted programming. Bogie concentrated her efforts. and is still continuing to 

do so, on t he social-cmot tonal concerns of gifted learners. undemc hievement in the gifted 

population and gifted LD. Bogie had started a binder in the staff room with the articles 

she'd collected. 

Reevs. one of the GATE teachers has a Master's Degree in gifted education, Her 

passion for gifted education. especin1ly pertaining to gifted LD, was evident when she 

spoke of her experiences. She had had an opportunity to work with Renzulli. and had taken 

numerous courses on gifted education through the University of Oregon. "My gifted 

courses.. .It  was part of me. It was like 1 was fated to do it."There was something to be said 

about her understanding and passion of gifted education. It is very seldom that one hears 

someone speak so passionately and enthusiastically. What she loved about the $fted 

courses was that "you had the freedom to be as creative as you wanted.. .. It was the 

creativity that you set a chance to do." The most profound Ieming in her past had to do 

with sifted LD. "[ would move there tomorrow." she stated. in terms of the United States 

and. what she referred to rts, their o v e d l  difference in attitude towards giftedness. 

The most profound impacts of professional development were felt by two of the 

administrators. Dry and Fannie. This would make sense. considering that they perceived 

themselves as the main information-gatherers and decision-makers in the implementation 

process. 
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Fannie saw professional development as a "highly complex integrated pmess 

that you weave through over time" This was evident when one reviewed the professional 

development that she had pursued in relation to informing herself about gifted education. 

She had found diaiogue and observation an important part of that process, especially as it 

pertained to a school visit in Toronto. 

1 went Iat spring to Toronto and spent a whole day at their school where the gifted 
program was. I actually got to go and spend the day there and I. got to teach a 
ciass.. . I met with the p~ncipd and that was really p a t .  

Fttnnie viewed the time she and her staff had spent at Queen Elizabeth School, engaged in 

dialogue and observation. with teachers and students. as an integnI and critical part of the 

program planning for the John Ware site. 

There was professional development where we all sat around with tei1chers. there 
was rime we (referring to herself. the GATE coordinator for John Ware and 
approximately seven other teachers from the school) just spent in classrooms 
... to learn about the progiam and that was very imponant in changing the mind set 
or preconceived notions that people had about gifted. It was important for us to 
build relationships and to hear what they (the students) had to say about the strength 
of the program that we needed to continue. It was important that we developed a 
strong enough knowiedge base that we didn't copy ... what we copied would be a 
conscious choice ... chat it was the right thing for us to do. 

Fannie aIso mentioned the irnponance ofcoilecting feedback from and working 

with the GATE Advisory Cornmittee. This is a committee made up of the principals of the 

different GATE sires. pmnts on the GATE Parent Council Executive. and Calgary Board 

of Education staff who are involved in special services. 

Reading about a subject was one form of professional development that "[did] not 

mean anything" to Fmnie unless she was able to make the connections between the theory 

and actually "king with the students ... The combination of reading and my visits to QE 

md my visit to Toronto [were the most useful] ... absohing. listening. watching. listening to 
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what they said versus what I was reading''. So, to Fannie, in order to gain an 

understanding giftedness and gifted programming one would have to do some reading. bur 

one would also have to expose oneself to the actual experience of being with gifted and 

talented students. 

Teachers. parents and students became informants in terms of Fmnie's professional 

development. A team approach to learning has also been part of Fmnie's learning. She 

admitted to using Dry as one of her reading informants who sifted through articles and 

passed on to her articles that he believed would be of interest to her. My sense was that ti-ie 

two of them were very different types of learners and that the issue of rime was rut issue to 

Fannie. 

Dry viewed the experience of implementing a gifted and talented program as its 

own "self-directed study". He reflected upon his experience as the "most profound 

prufessional development opponunity [he'd] ever had". Much of his focus had been on the 

Iitenture. unlike Finie's approach. as he admitted to loving re~ding in pursuit of 

information. Dry's main objective was to develop a vision for the pro5 am. 

I felt in order to come up with this plan [ had to have a pretty clear idea of what was 
soing on in the gifted world. spent a lot of time reading both at the theoretical 
level. which I love. but also at the pncticd level as well. 

Dry viewed his job in the school as one of an ongoing learner. He took _mat pride in the 

bookiet that was produced which reflects the John Ware p m c m  vision. 'Yudging by the 

parents' response to this bookiet ... 1 must've done some things right in terms of putling it 

Herein was a statement. similar to one made previously by a participant which 

addressed the role OF the parent in giving credibility to the prozm. Pmnts were perceived 
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in this school as judges. They were viewed as people from whom administrators md 

teachers sought approval. What was being suggested here was that parents played a large 

rote in the acceptance of the p r o p m  and there is a desire and need to please them. Their 

approval or disapproval seemed to have an effect on the way these teachers perceived 

themselves as teachers. So. in terms of professional development. Dry was concerned 

about meeting the needs of the students and the parents. But. Dry did not try to distance 

himself from the parents. He saw them as involved individuals in the process of learning in 

their school. and as helpers. "I actually had a parent go [to the Gifted Centre at the 

University] and photocopy. I think for a day and a half. articles that the [University 

contacrs] thought were really useful for me to be h i l i a r  with. 

Dry referred to Book 7 as a point from which discussion should evolve. He believed 

that there wasn't enough attention placed on 'That ta lk  at the Cd_gary Board and he felt 

that it was his and Fannie's responsibility to "re-create" it again "in order to bring their 

understanding and maybe the system's understanding in some kind of sense to where it was 

and to where it [was] becomin,o." 

This Study as Professional Development 

There was an mazing commitment to my research at John Ware Junior High 

School. Right from the beginning. there was the attitude that this was a win-win situation. 

and that even though I had things that I had to get done in terns of a commitment to the 

University of C d g q ,  it was also communicated by the principal to the staff that this w s  a 

professional development opportunity at the school level. Much like the commitment she 

had received from the Board for the p r o _ m .  I too felt the commitment in terms of time 

and hnding. Substitute teachers were put into place during the interview process. for which 
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I was partially responsible. I was given time during staff meeting and the principal gave 

me much of her valuable time for discussing the process. She supported me in issuing e- 

mails and notes. and documents to the participants. Some photocopying was allowed at 

their expense. And to "top it off'. the tinal sense-making session, which was off-site, 

carried with it a financial cost. That commitment for the morning included room rental. a 

charge for coffee. juice and muffins. and the expense of having the participants at the 

session by providing substitute teachers for their classes. I don't know if I will ever be able 

to express my thanks enough to all of them. particularly to Fannie. I know that she has been 

the decision-maker in terms of decidins the degree to which this study would impact on 

John Ware in terms of time and money. This action in of itself, was reflective of the 

commitment Fmnie had towvds the GATE program. in general. and to the notion of 

reflection as insight. As she had said to me. 'This is professional development". 

Reflecting on the Responses 

The professional development experiences relating to gifted education vaned from 

what was perceived as nothing to a Master's Degree. Much of the professional 

development for the teachers had been in terms of opportunities provided by the 

administration of the school as opposed to opportunities pursued on their own. Professional 

development was interpreted by this staff to be anything that helped them to understand 

more about siftedness and gifted prozgwnming. Such learning took on a variety of forms 

such as dialogue with other teachers. expen in-servicing. and professional reading. 

Attitudes towards the need for professional development differed greatly. However. 

some of the staff members were feeling that they needed more in order to make any 

modifications to their prozms. There was more enthusiasm and passion towards the 



GATE commitment and working with gifted [earners with those who in the core GATE 

soup and administration than in the rest of the school population. There seemed to be a 
b 

reluctance to accept any responsibility specific to gifted prognmming amongst a srnaI1 

group of teachers. dl of who taught options. 

Question Four: Gifted and Tdented as ''Special Needs" 

Asking the Question 

Question four addressed the concern for Book 7 of the Alberta Learning Special 

Needs Series. Xlbena Learning. representing the Alberta Government. has mandated 

responsibilities towards specid needs students. which includes gifted students. 

Book 7 

The reaction to the question pertaining to Book 7 was extremely diverse. FolIowtng 

are some of the responses particular to those staff members that had no prior knowledge of 

the ~iocument. 

"I looked for it yesterday. Couldn't find one." 

"Nothing. Someone may have mentioned it in their speeches. but I never wrote it 

down ... It could be something I could pick up: it's not like I'm not interested at all. [just 

don't find ... that they're any different" 

"I'm aware of it. I have not really studied it so I don't really know. I mean. I pess  

it's available but it doesn't loom I q e  in my life." 

"I'm interested in i t  in a peripheral sort of way." 

The most interesting answer was from one of the option teachers. She stated very 

bluntly at tint. " No. never heard of it until you said it on your sheet." She then proceeded 

to say. "It's not on my P G P  (Teacher Professional Growth Plan), because actually I figure 
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hat in their own way. the GATE class, they should work on it a Iot." This teacher was 

certain that she was not going to accept any responsibility towards the Gifted and Talented 

One teacher had made a point of looking for a copy in the school. 

Liz: I'm not awm of ic. [ would be interested in looking at it. After I saw the 
question. I went and asked 'Where is that*? Where can I find it'?' 
Me: Do you know the answers to that now:' 
Liz: No. I still have to find out. asked the wrong people. 

As expected. the key players in the GATE program had seen the document. All 

agreed that it  was useful. however, the issue of time to really look through the document 

was raised as ri issue. One GATE teacher felt that they were "flying by the seat of [their] 

pants" because "thing have been so cnzy and busy." Another stated that she hadn't gone 

through it 3s thorou~hly as she felt she should because she just hadn't had the time to sit 

down and do it. 

One of the GATE teachers had found it practical in that there were some ideas about 

[ndependent Study that she hid used. The fourth teacher found it extremely useful 

especially since she is new to gifted education. "So. everything they said was helpful 

whether I took it directly as it was given or took it as a jumping board off into some other 

m a  that f thought I could use." 

Dry. the GATE Coordinator felt that it was an hors d'oeuvres in that it succeeded 

"in terms of presenting delicious morsels in a very clear way-. He was particularly 

interested in the tension between .Marland and Post-:Modernism 3s they are presented in the 

Book. This just illusw~ted the depth with which he had read the document md the level of 

thinking hat he was now able to do because of the knowledge that he had acquired while 

preparing the school for the GATE experience. 
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Fannie had an ethical issue to raise with regards to Book 7. She believed that 

every principal should have a copy. In her role on the CLC 7 Vision Committee she 

planned to bring the Book to the attention of the principals "talk about how it's our job 

under the policy to implement if'. 

Reflecting on the Responses 

I tried to find in Book 7 a distinct statement that outlined which subject areas were 

exempt or included in the responsibilities. I didn't tind anything. When I read the definition 

of giftedness. found that the acceptance of the MarlandJGardner definition meant that 

some of the students could be musically gifted. or artistically gifted while being generally 

gifted or specitically gifted in an academic subject area So. I began to wonder why we 

wouldn't want to build on those sifts too. especially since the options could probably 

address some of the interests and talents of the GATE students. Was this purely an 

academic propm'! 

1 was struggling now with the tension of being an outsider. a researcher. Was I 

posing a problem that was not a problem at all for these teachers:' Was it my subjectivity 

that was getting in the way of seeing a level of understanding that was a given amongst 

these teachers'! 

Question Five: .An Insightful Experience 

.Asking the Question 

The first part of question five was. "Describe one event or moment which you 

believe was truly insightful with regards to gifted education and made you change your 

thinking about working with gifted learners." This was probably one question that produced 

the most interesting and lengthy responses. What was captured in these answers were some 
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of the reasons why the participants felt the way they did at this time about gifted 

education. Most of the answers produced stories which, standing on their own, tell so 

much. It is for this reason that I offer these stories of insight. 

Responses 

Nmtives #I. #2. #3and #J are dl of stories of past experience: stories that the 

individuals have brought with them. The others are stories of experience in the schooi. 

stories that have changed the way these individuals think about gifted learners and gifted 

education. 

Narratives #I 

She spoke, no\%. \%+here \c.us she that she spoke that we heard her. she \%*US crt un AGEUS 

r.-lssc~ciurion fi)r Educ-urion r.$Gifred L'r~drruchierin~q Stuclents) Cunfermcc I think ix 1r.u~ 

trn d she 's u kc-ondeflitl womcrn und she 's re? inspirational. She's worked in gifted 

eciirc-urion u l(~r. I think ir affecred me more than it affected working rr.itl1 gifed kids. but she 

rulked uborir childhood pussion (md how she was doing u PhD. study on the presidential 

scholurs in the States. 15 !ears ujier rile hacl graduated from high school and going back 

to see \vlrat the! were doing \r.ith their lives. because everybod! said "Oh vou hare to be 

rilis becuirse vou 're gifted und you haw to be this bemuse yo11 're gifred" und she fuicnd 

[hut. well she didn't rulk aboitr u11 of them. but she talked aboitr three or four oj-rhrm and 

she found [hut u lot of thent. many of them. had gone on und done what people said r h q  

should do bec-uuse they were gqted und they had. it wusn 't them and they had gone back to 

whtrt \rvrrs rheir otigincd chilclhood pussion when the! were growing up. And she said rhut 

whut y u  Itare u pczssion for is who you ctre. She suid t!~ut when you're little. it *s ultnosr 

likr i f 's  innaxe. Shr doesn't h o i b -  if it's something that you're tartght or if it's jisr 
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something thut ~ o u  crbsorb from your environment or wherher it's jicst something that P 

there.. . . 

So she hud i ~ r  rhink aboiir \.vhar our pussions were and braas it still part of our life. 

you blorv, and rr*hy nor, cud rlrur's whur got me back into writing becuuse that wus mv, I 

used to 1r.rite und muke ~ t p  srories trnd scrupbooks and I wus alwuys muking things icp yoic 

kno\~ because ! didn 't have TV, I r m  in a small Suskatchelvun rorrrn. So then, I came back 

und I srarted tuking writing courses and things and so I've ulwa?-s tried to encourage that 

naturul kind of passion in rhe kids so they don 't get ntmed o f  into something thar rhey think 

they should do bec.unse. like I had u kid suy thar ro me the other duy. "Well I know this is 

imporrunt her-uusr I 'm  gvtrd arid I htrve tr responsibili~ tu the wurlrl. " And I strid " What 

uboiit yotcr responsibility to yoii:'" 

Narrative #2 

I tlidn 't  hure uny ideu ur the rime that this wtrs hcrppeniny thur this n.uuld give me some 

sense for the gfled world. iVIy father trnd my grandfather and mv lmcle had a biisiness in a 

small town where I grew icp. And diiring the Fear t h e  ifled to take stock. It wus an ariro- 

electric business. T h e  htttl lou of sirelves. I don't know how man!. maybe LOO boxes that 

Itud purrs in it. right? I hurt. nvo sisters right. the younger of the nvo sisters would come in 

untl do stock crnd she remrtnbrred how many items were in the bins from last year.. . so yoii 

L-un imrr,qine 2tM bins r ims an average of 20 to 30 items in each bin, rmd so she had thar 

kind ofubilig crnd in grade 9 she won the Govemor Generut's mvard for the school 

district. She hud the hi,yhesr rntrrkr: she was nor onl! u really good strident bur she had thar 

kind. \r.itlrout bring diugnosed us ,q@ed und ttrlented. I c-errainly think she h~rd u lot of those 

chtrrac-teristics of sumebdy who kr.crs. rvas rvtrlCv bright. When she went to nnir.ersitv cr 
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jriend ojmine who is now d psychiarrisr. slie med ro bear him in chemisrq clll h e  rime. 

S/w hud higher marks rhnn he did ull: tlzclt. thur kind of thing. So at rhe rime I really W n  't 

nrndersrand.. . I t v ~ ~ s n  ' r  reallv punicidflrly inreresrerl in gfled and talented rdircarion birr 

what she provided mr rvirh is u kind of model of somcbdy who was succeeding in.. . in 

schooling and who did  re^ re? rvell- And so she tr*crs, I rhink u good model ofsumclbod~ 

~r*ito was u strccrssful gifted und rulenredperson. Interesringly enough. even dloiigh she 

fotrnd leurning reully e u q  \r-hen she \vent ro univcrsi? she UL-riirrllv got married quite early 

on ill ltniversi~ und her husband, she und her husband went to Ausrrcrliu. He bras there on 

trn e-rchonge. cmd she \LYIS originrllly going to go inro probably marine biology or 

sornertrin.q like rflur. She ended rrp heing in Quernsiund where her hirsband WUS reuchittg 

und ur thar rime rmiversic educurion ,r*usfree. So she ended irp going ro unir.ersig, in the 

etltrcarion tvorld, ond she's becomr u te~~cjrer in junior high school and she ucrurrlly spends 

ntust otlier rirnr reaching urt und ... und site does u little bit of nmrh und I rhink French, She 

in sorne sense I sirppose. she mu? r e p r m r  un itndcruc~hiet.er roo. She easily conrld /iuve 

becume I;  doctor if she /tad br+unled to hare hem. or (1  mrdicul doctor or.. . or rr-hnrevrr she 

rr-unred ... she cerrainl_\-. hud thur ~rbilip brir in some sense. slre .. .utrrl I'm cerrrrini! glud hus 

site hcrs becomr cr reuc-her becuidse the rrur.tring ,r.orlJ htis curruinl~ benejiredtrom her, 

jkom her .qreaf rerrching bur in oriter smses I don ' r  knorr: qshe reall! feels. I don ' I  know, I 

press it's h-ind of o srnrggle prr iwrr did she acrirally. "Did sire c.it-tut~Ilyfilflll lrrr 

porrnti~d? " There's rlror kind of question that goes ulung wirh thur as r~.cil. 

Yarrative #3 

I iu~t.e rn. prrsonul e-rpericnce. itfy son is gijred: has been identified us gifrecl. now. !re's 

31. now SO ire 'S nor in rhe Fsrrrn un!more. brrr ir rr-us ir IVUS u nrrrnber ofyears ugo. jusr 
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when I was starring reaching and I Jidn '1 know v e y  mlrch uborrt g#ited an J he was 

i~lenrifsed. He went to Universi~ Elementary School and somebody kvas doing a Muster's 

rhrrsis, I think on testing the g i w .  unnd he tvus jiisr taken into, crs a resf, and it \.as 

discovered (hat he IL.U.T gifted. And. I didn 't know what to do wit11 it, he went to the GATE 

pro,qrant for a while und rirrn I pulled him becmse of the busing, and found that it ~vcrs the 

worst thing I c-oiill huve rwr  donefor him. He did not huve u vew happy jiinior high or 

senior high school esperience and I think that possibly that had a lot to do with it. I think 

now iI1ut I IIULY more experience in teaching, cmnd looking buck ur that e-rperienc-e I see a lot 

of things rizur mctkr me emputhetic towards the students und cinderstunding of where they 

nre ( IS  c*ililrlrm, nut so m1cc.h the educurioncrl side but the personal purenful side und so 

tlrur's brphiit, when this cume irp. to c-umc into h e  gijied progrutn, I thought I \c.ould like to 

rv to clo that and see. e-rplore [hat u bit more, perhaps help my son with some 

tmrlerstutrcling, rvrn thorigh looking buchurds right. so that's where ir lvus - thut wus if. I 

think jrisr haring [hut r-rprriefrce with my own son. gives me a good relationship wiih the 

kid.$. 

Narrative #J 

The bad onr or [he good unr ? The bud one was when I wus doing m_v practictrm and it was 

gume rIrut h~intlreds of c-lasses hud liked. and no kid had ever nor played. und ojcourse 

rlte jirst time unv girl birrsr into teurs crnd refused to phy  it. rt.firsed ro go  in the circle. 

refirsed ro I1al.e [myone looking err her. unil it ~t.m the GATE kid in the clan. 

[It rrcrsl u gume ... And she jlrsrflur orrt reftued, the kids were really good. it was a 

good c.iuss. iliev were positive cind t h e  were nice LU her..- She made nte v e v  fnrstrcrred 

brctrrrse I conldn ' r  think of un easier sitriation ro 0 bur she just rrficsrd to r ~ ;  she just did 
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nor rclant anybody looking at her- n u t  was so funny and yet she haci tons ofpeople 

looking at her while she was having rhisfir aboicr nor doing it. So ir )c7us kind of strange. Ir 

rvas very strunge. Ir mu& me not e-rcired about working with kids who would be muybe 

clinging to their "differenmess" and sort ofnvasring time. I felt that she \vas wasring rime 

in a rruy rulking about horv ir rvasn 'r riyhr for her. I griess that sorcnds like a strong thing in 

tr rouv bur in anorher rcuv I guess she wasn 'r, in a groicp cluss. I rhoughr. vou need to buy 

into ir N little bit. You need ro be willing ro tukr some of those risks. 0thenr.ise br-hy ure you 

in there? Right? Ir is u cluss where (here is u cerruin amount of cooperurion and risk 

taking involved bur, I rhink r h r r  she had just decided rhur wusn 'r  for her und had decided 

right t u  thur second. I don ' r  know. I ~vusn 'f wirh her ull vecir bict thur rrVcrs dejinirely rvhen I 

rcmr. "oh rto". when rile! said tltut the GATE program was corning here. "no"! Orle kid 

like thut cost thut cluss ten mintires of trying ro work with her. und work it through. und 

evenbody iws jtcsr nvrriting und wuiting, I think the! were used to her rhro\c.ing cr wrench in 

rile rr-orks. I got rhurfeelingfiom rhe orher kids us they were, "Oh yes, there she goes 

cl~clin. " Brir rr.Aerr tire! c-time ir IL~US much brrrer rhan that. I don 'r  haw ~in!bod~ who has 

[hut same level oj.disr~iprion. I saw it ILY-IS definirely u disniption ri1in.y. [sic-] It's hrrrd not 

to soiind like u bug when I'm stl~ing this. Ir mude me very fnisrrated. 

Sarrative #S 

One ckuy cr cerrclin sricdenr in my French class. L-luss bvus over. and he cume rip ro me und 

scrid I reall! like !our mcrp on rhe Roman  orid. id. He goes. "Tirat's my fuvorire purt of 

hisror_v" tmd I ~L.US like. "oiz. reall_v:J" becurrsu I ,r,us u real avid hr in  srtident when I was 

in hiss$ rc,hool. I wenr to rm uli girls sclzool wirCt nlrns and we ctN had lo fake Latin und rhen 
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ut u litnchtime. That \vas q~rire interesting. We had to translate Cuesar and that and it 

was hard work I enjoyed it. It was the basis of learning a langirage . . . French Ituliun 

... that's tvhar the Romunce Lmgirages ore based on .. . I learned the way lmgicage 

functioned und the srories were interesting too. So we looked at each other and I said, 

"wow. I should try andfind my Latin books ", and he's very interested in Latin, so I 

rhoicght, "this is reully going to be interesting" And no, in the clussruom, !find u lot that 

voii come icp to nit. und \c*a~nt to know "wlzy" the rides of the lunglmge. which I never had 

bejbrr. I've never had u student being so interested. 

Narrative #6 

I remember one little thing (Itor this kid said ... I remember going on this hike in October 

tmd going up the tnoitntuin dncl it tvas un Oiitdoor Ed. trip unci there were u whole bunch of 

GATE kids with us crt the rime. You know, everyone's going up and n cotiple of kids were 

c-umplctining tltcir it was roo hard. It was not hard right, you know. I'm not even hicfing trnd 

picJing, bur the kids were. .. Some of them w e  "kotv much fiit-tlner ure we calmost ur the 

top?" That's the c*onte.rt ... un?wuF, U I I ~  kid rvus carting ... nvo kids had shovels urld they 

were cur~irrg it irp .. .und they Itati ull the safety things und I overheard one can seem to 

mother kid crsking why he hud this shovel and he said it bvus to bury the teachers uftrr we 

hod killed them when we get irp there. It was hysrerical. It was the fitnniesr thing I had ever 

heard. I remember thinking, "whuf u great rtuy ... Jiist looking at it at n different ~ c y .  " I 

know it soitntls so silly birr I remember thinking ... 

Narrative #7 

Acrrrtrlly, I dill see or hetrr tr buy in the hall~t'cr?;. He's not in the GATE pru,grum birt he's 

[sic-lyifird he's r e p  ~ # e d  I know in grude nine. the teacher has u speciul progrum for 
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him very m u d  like ro do for gified and I remember him going down rhe hull\vay and he 

rrlas curving our the bags of bulls. He said, "tllere are so many diffcrenr ways yoir can 

curry this bag ...y or1 c-oilldpirr the bag over here "... I'm jusr thinking, ir jiut rriggered even 

somerl1ing us simple [is carrying ti bag. Yoii know, most kids ~vouldn 'r  rhink ... (hey would 

rhink. "Oh, this is eusier ro carry rhis way" but to verbalize ir und think of differenr \cays I 

rliorr~lu rhar was kind of a differenr level so maybe I'm being too nui:ve in nor knowing 

enoirgh ciboirr rhem to see rhur there are very sirbrle differences. birr at rhis poinr I'm nor 

seeing nor do 1 have rtre crbilie ro see \c.hut I'm looking for. 

[ h s r  yetrrl ir \t,ould have rriggerrd differmr rilings. 1 \r.orrld've rhorrghr. "Wry 

rrr~uld volr even rliink ufdiur?" ~Vorv it's like, whou ... there's tinorher \vuy r c ~  rhinkin,~. 

rhrre's u diffrrenr. ... ~ i c  c ~ n  go through differenr rhoir,yht processes, rhe wax rhey look ur 

things is. I don ' r  \b.cinr ro suy ro ti deeper level bur. I guess it could be. bur just, rheir foe-11s 

isn't so nczrrobc. us ro. you knotv rile a n  see so many other possibilities like Grerd? seeirtg 

rite ice. He sers ir more like. more rhtm whur orher people ... seeing [he possibilities of' 

wlrere ro puss.. . 

Narrative #8 

Ir bars tin event rhut mu& me really cipprecitire rvhar sotne of these kids c.oiild do. I mmn if 

\r.us just recenrly wirh my Peer Sirpporr Grorip und we had decided ro do a program in o w  

school ~~11lrd "Lighrs On" which is tirrorin,q ur htnc.l~rime und after school. So ww had a 

disc~rssion und I said "Could some of yoir muke some posters ro advertise rhis in rlle 

school?" And rhur bvtis Thurscltn.. ar lirnchrime. und Fridq- in tire morning, I bwlked into 

n1-v oflc-e und one ofrlte gqrecf kids rvus ti1re~zd.v been let inro my o*rjc*e tind she bud mude u 

box ji)r btillors for rhe gifred. she had gotten a binder rogerher. she had a lisr made for 
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kerping truck of who rhr student rvus und whut they gor help in und what grade they 

were, fur srarisrii.ul ~mal_vsis m the end of the progrum. for keeping track of what happens 

ro kids. Shr hud btrllors mode jbr them to win a prize for Peer Support, !or being rlrrre, and 

site hud all rkis done ,c.irhout ever bring usked. Just the initiative rhur she showed and whur 

it bus done, is ,r.hm the Peer Srtpporr Team su\cl ~ h a r  she irad done, if 's picked evepbody 

rise up ro kind ofraise rhe bur and uil of a sudden. the ne-rf few days, I found her and ovo 

orlrer girls frnm Peer Support in tny room making out u poster with ull the kids pictures on 

ir to udvert~se all tltr Peer S~ipporr. And rlw! Iwre doing rhnt tc*irhour being asked und rhrv 

irud thtrr orguni:ed So j u t  the iniriutitv thut sortie kids short.. Then. an the orher Iiund. 

rlittr was LI re? positi~t) e-rperient-e. on rhc nrytrrive e-rperirnt*~, i hud student lust y u r  

~cho wus gifrrd wltu rvcis in rile regulur progrum Iusr year. uncl tnfi nor prod~rcing 

unglrin.~. .And I hml u tulk tc*irlt him cmd he said rhclt he found the novel boring that they 

were doing so I galv irim some srrutegirs und ulrrrnurives und rt-ied ro grr irim to advoccrre 

j i~r  hintsrw And husir.ully. IJii~lnd our thut I wenr w citetek wirh the teucher u fen: days lurrr 

to sue if /tat! approur-lied her und how. if otrr rulk ltud clny impctcr. and [he bottom line was 

he rr.u.s roo ictq to dr? unyrl~ing diflerenrl~. He didn ' r  wunr ro do uny cCrtru work He didn ' r  

wrmr ru do unyrhing i.kallerrgin,q. He wanted to do the leust unlortnr possible to jtesr get by. 

So I've e-rpmrirnced numerolts ustrernes with the gifrcd kids thur. yu know. just tell me rhis 

is clejiniruiy nor tr hurnogenoris groitp. 

Responding to these Narratives 

Upon hexing these stories tbr the first time. during the interviews. I was 

immediately affected by the strong penonal connections that some of the teachers had with 

gitisd individuals. Family experience had had rt huge effect on their lives. Were some of 
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these people driven to work in the fieid because of these strong emotional family 

experiences? Mentors also played a role even in an adult's life. Connections with key 

individuals had been integral in the lives of these teachers in that these people had 

indirectly informed them of the importance of gifted education. 

The notion of seeking and working on our "passions" is a notion that surfaced 

strongly in Nmative #I  but also came up in other stories in the descriptions of the gifted 

individuals and in the words of some of the teachers. Do teachers teach to their passions, 

sharing what they love about their subject areas'? Or. do teachers hide their passions until a 

student approaches them about something that triggers that interest again'? How might the 

knowledge of the students' and teachers' passions become an important element in a gifted 

program? 

In terms of our expectations of the gifted learner, Nllmtive #? is a good story fmm 

which to begin a discussion on what we expect when a child is Coded 80. labeled xi gifted. 

Are our expectations realistic*? When we address the needs of the gifted. are we addressing 

them in terms of how we see the world or in terms of how the learner sees and experiences 

the world'? The participant who shared this story made note of the fact that he had not 

realized until this reflective process just how important this experience had been in his life. 

In Narrative #3. the issue of fmiiy experience makes a clear case for extra 

understanding and. now. empathy. This teacher felt that her personal experience had been 

integral in developing a clearer sense of the gifted learner and had helped her develop the 

ability to relate to sifted students. 

Nmtive #.I is an example of an emotional story of a negative experience with a 

sifted student. There is something imponant to be gleaned from this story in terms of 
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teacher professional development. It makes a strong case for professional development 

in gifted education for all teachers who work with gifted students. which would mean the 

majority of our teachers. and for all students in the faculty of education. This teacher, in her 

mining, had obviously not been exposed to information about the social-emotional issues 

of the gifted and may not have had any education pertaining to giftedness. 

Three of the stories pertaining to school life. #5.6. & 7. present the element of 

surprise in their experiences. As the pmicipilnts shared their stories, and drew upon 

memories of insightful moments. it wm as if they were noting "aha" moments; moments in 

which they were developing insights into their understanding of giftedness. 

Narrative #8 is one of contimation of what the participant already understood and 

also the assimilation of new insights. Again. the insight seemed to surprise the teacher. 

What becomes evident in this nmtive, is that when the insight is positive. there is great 

joy. However. when the insight is of a negative nature. there is great disappointment. 

For many of the reachers this opportunity to teach in the gifted setring meant more 

than a job. There were some close personal connections. Teachers who did not have prior 

experience with gifted learners were beginning to see how these learners are different. The 

narntives of school experiences emphasized the subtle ways in which teachers were 

"coming to know" about the differences in the gifted population. I wondered if hearing 

these stories might be a way to have the adults in the school l e a  more about the meaning 

of giftedness and sifted individuals. 
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Other Stories 

Some of the other responses to this question were about insightful events or 

moments based on classroom experience. which meant that teachers were already seeing 

how they would have to think about their present teaching. 

One response focused on an observation in a classroom. The teacher commented on 

the "moment" she was tuned-in to more than the level of the conversation in the class. but 

to the direction in which the conversation was going. 

In another story. the teacher felt motivated by one student's interests, He believed 

that he would have to provide more opportunities for this child and also give her some 

more responsibilities. "She h a s  given me a different insight into these students," he said. 

One of the GATE teachers was surprised at the diversity in the classroom in the 

different areas. She referred to students beins strong in one m a  and below grade level in 

mother. Her experiences with parents were positive and enlightening in terms of 

understanding her students. "Some students are so bright but their marks don't reflect that." 

Was that the story of the underachiever? She had watched students know answers to 

questions and not know how they got to that point. Many of the students lacked the skills to 

move on in many of the subjects. 

Another GATE teacher. Bob. found the keynote speaker. Joyce Van Tassel Baska 

at the SAGE Conference insightful. 

1 liked what she said, it sort of helped focus us a little more on what they should be 
doing [which] is advanced learning but not redly bizarre and different thing ... like 
it doesn't always have to be an enrichment situation where they're doing things that 
no one else is doing but that they should be doing it at a higher level ... I think we 
have some kids that feet that they should be able to go off in all directions but don't 
understand the commitment we have to Alberta Learning where they need to cover 
the curriculum as wet[. 
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This insight pertaining to the notions of enrichment and acceleration, is a major 

issue in the gifted education field pertaining to curriculum. In this instance, the teacher was 

recognizing the need for acceleration in terms of the Alberta Curriculum. Did she see 

enrichment being used in gifted classrooms in a way that was not effective or usehl in 

terms of the students' needs? Were the gifted and regular classtooms similar in that they 

both had to address the curriculum, with only the speed in which the materid was covered 

different? As this teacher stated. 'That was a really key thing ... son of affirming what we 

thought should be done." It seemed that the staff at John Ware have made the deliberate 

choice to focus on acceleration of the curriculum. 

[t was difficult for some of the teachers to choose one moment or even that was 

. * ~nsrghttirl. They too. however. recognized the importance of their experiences in terms of 

their understanding of the sifted learners they teach. One teacher found the students to be 

"incredibly insightful and stimulating". He enjoyed watching them "devour everything they 

can re&. Rudy described a defining moment in t e r n  of the relief he felt when he found 

out that GATE students rue not "all a bunch of computer nerds that were coming in that 

were redly smun in a11 areas of their life and I thoueht would be very intimidatin_e". For 

him the issue was fear of the unknown. lust having someone help him deviate those fern 

was important. 

K.C. had a difficult time coming up with one event or moment that was insightful. 

For her it was "a process". Lrnlike some, who felt that the observation at QE was very 

positive. K.C. had mixed emotions after that experience. 

We were just observing and you don't know the circumstances around everything, 
so they were a little different ... I know that my feelings towards them have changed 
quite a bit hrn actually having them in my class ... and I think it's the myths ... or 
the perceptions that are brought with the GATE pro_pm. 
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krrider had been pleasantly surprised by the capabilities of her GATE students. 

"...They are redly high. Most kids never get there." 

Bold's educational experience in Eugene, Oregon, while doing his Master's. was a 

very positive experience. Bold also found. similar to Reeva's perception. that the gened 

attitude towards the gifted was very positive at that University. It was this experience and a 

personal relationship he'd had with a mother and her gifted son in Oregon that made him 

much innovative in his teaching approach and how he worked with teachers in his 

rtdministr~tive capacity. 

Experience seemed to have had a huge impact on the perceptions of these te~chers. 

Many of them have admitted to having very different perceptions of the gifted Ieruner 

before they actually taught them. 

One teacher referred to his defining moment as the time when he reaiixed that the 

GATE students were "just normal kids". He hadn't been aware of the fact that one of his 

c l ~ ~ s e s  was all GATE students, It was basically affirming what he believed was already 

tNe. 

The Second Part: Implications of These Insightful Moments 

Adjustments in Practice 

There was an ovedl willingness of most ofthe option and curriculum support 

goup to take on the challenge of working with the GATE students. The adjustments that 

they profess to have made in their practice. on the most part. were prirnariIy to keep the 

students challenged- 

For Rudy. the classroom experiences with the GATE students were making him 

more motivated. "Sm seeing that we can accomplish a tot more in a shorter period of time." 
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"I will probe them with questions and will take [themi down roads they haven't 

even thought of." said John. 

'They want to participate." exclaimed Liz. "lmd the other students go along with it. 

I tind that I'm enjoying it more". 

KC, wanted to find some time to do some light reading on gifted education as it 

pertained to her subject m a .  

The band teacher had created new opportunities in her program. She had also been 

much more aware of the need to address the needs of the slower students who tended to fall 

behind and those students who were redly above their age in ability. Her expectations had 

to so higher. but she didn't have to work as hard at getting her students to ~ r f o r m .  

Her attitude towards the change. and willingness to l e m  and change seemed to be 

benefiting the students. I wondered. however. how she was going to keep up this kind of 

enthusiasm if many of the music activities had to be extrd-curricular. Was it perhaps a 

possibility to offer some of these enrichment band programs as part of the option p r o w ?  

For the core GATE teachers. the implications of their persond experience affected 

their dedinp with the personal sides of the gifted learners and the cumculum delivery. 

What was interesting was that the stories had implications about these teachers' gods for 

their students. Reeva wanted her students to "get the passion" and Belle was concerned that 

her students "kept normal". Belle was also very concerned that the students learned to 

produce products that demonstrated their intelligence. Pat wanted her students to spend 

time on skills and Bob wanted the students to move to higher levels right away instead of 

waiting b until a later p d e .  It was almost as if they were making wishes for these students. 1 

sensed the "hope" in their comments. 
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Fmnie was pleased [hat she had ventured into aliowing groups of students to 

work together. whereas in the past. she had primarily focused on individual chalienge. This 

was perhaps one of the positive things about having the congregated setting where groups 

of students could work together in a challenging environment. 

Dry believed very strongly that we must match the needs of the student to the 

challeng. He was totally committed to the notion that regular programs are unable to meet 

the needs of the gifted. He was concerned about the gifted student who turned into the 

coaster. 

There were ochers. however. such as Ann. who believed that a teacher. espt?cidIy in 

m option area such as hers. must treat dl of her studen~s the s m e  and that it was up to the 

students to follow the expectations "whether they're GATE kids or not GATE kids. no 

matter whatever is going on in their house. they still have to make an rffon to meet those 

expectations". 

Ann was aiso very concerned about the pmnts' and students' perceptions of the 

marks. She was upset about the fact that GATE parents and students were very concerned 

about marks even in the options. "I will probably just fake their marks because they mean 

so much." she said. "Where they had done their own self-evduation they had marked 

themselves Iower and it's actually brought their mark down." 

. b n  was not done in her attitude. Fred also felt that the GATE students are no 

different than mybody else. except that you had to be prepared for their strong verbal 

ability with which "they try to bait other people because they're verbally slow. We dI play 

on our strengths." Fred believed that the projects that he set up in his option m a  ailowed 
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for a sufficient range of abilities to address a11 sh~dents. "How far you go with it is 

entirely up to you." 

Reflecting on the Responses 

On the most part. there was a red cffon to move beyond old assumptions and to try 

new thinzs. Obviously. past experiences had had an impact on some of teachers in such a 

way that they are accepting new ways of looking at their practice. Each teacher had 

interpreted their stories in different ways. What was apparent was that for most teachers. 

gifted education was about a new way of thinking cmd for most teachers. in order to accept 

the fact that the teaching might be different: they had also experienced a change in 

philosophy or practice. an adjustment. or a transformarion, 

Question Sb: Teaching as a Different Experience 

The Notion of Difference 

In askins the about the difference in experience teaching gifted learners. many of 

the responses addressed the difference in behavior of the teacher. The administrators and 

the GATE teachers were very specific about the demands of teaching gifted learners. These 

teachers stated that in order to address the need! of the gifted learner. a teacher would: 

I .  have to be prepared to $ve reasons tbr things because gifted learners ask more 

questions: 

2. have to stay ahead of the students and be ready with appropriate material: 

3. have to provide direction as gifted [earners tend to go off in diverse directions: 

4. have to help keep students on track while allowing them enough latitude to so  

ahead: 
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5. not have to devote as much time to Ien-mhy explanations as the gifted learner's 

vocabulary is extensive: 

6. need to be flexibIe: 

7. be more of a facilitator than a teacher, the less traditional the better. 

8. have to monitor gifted students to make sure they are actually moving on-task: and 

9. have to be prepared for constantly being challenged about everything you say. 

The option group had some very different things to say. Two of the teachers suggested 

that teachers of the gifted leaner needed to address the materid in a more challenging way. 

'The mxks matter more." was Ann's response. "1 try to create an environment of tolerance 

and respect and tell the kids that it's in their own best interest to buy into the prokm.'* 

"It's the teacher's job to give the students variety and to keep their minds sharp." said 

mother. On the most pm. i t  k c m e  evident (hat most of these teachers were uncertain as 

to how a teacher might directly modify a program for gifted learners. It became apparent by 

this statement that GATE was not viewed as the responsibility of the teachers beyond the 

GATE core proEam: 

The GATE progmm is an academic pro-gam ... GATE or non-GATE. you're going 
to have really keen students [in this class]. For the most part. [GATE is] enhanced 
work providing students with an oppnunity in that pro_- to do some more self- 
directed kinds of learning. But. students in the GATE pro_- may be gifted in two 
or more subjects. not necessarily all four. and in that regard they're no different than 
the rest of the students. 

This is how it GATE was viewed by two of the option teachers. as an academic pro, ‘ ~ u n .  

Question Seven: Considerations for Teaching Gifted Learners 

.Asking the Question 

Question seven is. "Which wouId you identify as the most important consideration 

for teaching gifted learners:'" 
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It became evident very quickly that the p u p  was having difficulties with this 

question. Responses included "identifying their suenC$x and keeping them busy," 

"providing them with opportunities to kmw...I can't imagine teaching a core subject: it's a 

whole different kettle of fish." One teacher admitted to needing to know more about what 

makes the gifted student 'tick'. before she could even begin to do my modifications. 

The GATE bmup was more explicit and certain about their answers. A11 of these 

reachers agreed and were emphatic about the need for "flexibility" in their work. It was the 

key consideration. They also felt that other considerations were important in their work 

with gifted learnen: 

1.  Teachers of gifted learners have to be open to learning methods. 

2 You have to be willing to let go of some of the things you have done as a teacher 

before. 

3. The prob- delivery is very different in that you may have to adjust as you m 

working through things with the students. 

4. You need energy. 

5. X sense of humor was an important consideration for teaching gifted learners. 

6. You have to have an open mind because if you are rigid and fixed in your thinking, you 

rn not soing to be able to take these kids as fu as they need to go. 

Dry had a completely different perception of the most important consideration. He 

believed that there wasn't redly just one. Instead. he suggested, "redly good teachers of 

d t ed  students manage to hold all those balls in the air at one time and are very aware of + 

them." Building relationships was also very important, however. Dry believed that 

relationship building without the content knowledge was not going to get a teacher very far. 



Question Eight: The Story of the Start-up Program 

Imposed Change 

"You are involved in n start-up program. Describe what that experience has been 

like."This question rksed many issues pertaining to changes within school sites. Change is 

imposed on teachers in a varitcy of ways. The change that was imposed in this school 

pertained to the implementation of a progun that involved a change in student population. 

h r n  outside the community. It also involved the hiring of four teachers for the upcoming 

year. four teachers who would be set apart as the Gifted and Talented Teachers. A new staff 

member was hired to implement the change and work to with the principal in making the 

transition xi positive and smooth us possible. Being in the transition. and looking back on 

it .  proved to be one way to develop an understanding how the change affected the 

individuals involved in the change. This question was intended to address the individual 

perceptions of the participating staff. 

Fear of the Unknown 

Lrpon hexing about the GATE p r o - r n  being implemented at John Ware. there 

were some concerns that were common to many of the staff members. Fear and anxiety 

were commonly felt emotions. There was fear about the chanzes the "new" students and 

their parents would make to the already-established culture. Everyone was afraid that the 

GATE parents "would upset the apple cart." 

The interesting thing was watching the staff reactions. explained Bogie. when the 
GATE program was first proposed. We bad a tot of staff who were very reIuccmt at first to 
have a new p m _ m  come in. I think there was fear of the unknown. They didn't know 
what this GATE prozpm would be. I think there was a fear that maybe these kids were 
eoing to chanse the school or they would come in and not be part ofthe schwl. There were 
L 

a lot of fern about whit this was o i n g  to look like when the kids arrived. 
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There was the fear that GATE wouId get more resources than the rest of the 

school community. The community issue was a large one. There was a strong tension 

between addressing the needs of the teachers and students in the gifted program. and 

keeping the balance of the staff and students happy. As one teacher put it 

We needed them to be pan of the school community which we're really proud of in 
this school overall, and so there was a lot of talk and a lot of question marks about 
how that was going to happen. The mindset of the staff was, yes they have special 
learning needs. however they are no kt ter  than any other child. no worse. no better, 
but they are individuals and they are going to be part of our school community and 
treated like any other student within the school community. 

There was a great deal of tension when the students came to visit the school last 

year and that added to the fetus and anxiety. "So they arrived on our doorstep last spring. 

and there were a few students from the GATE proEam who made comments that took back 

some teachers and some students within the school." 

Last year. when they came to visit. it was tense with the other students and I 
remember we did the orientation activities together. and it sort of felt like they were 
better.. . we don't have to do this.. .and I thought "Oh. oh. we're going to have 
problems here. 

There was already an image of the GATE parent that was starting to permeate the 

school. As Liz stated. "I was kind of nervous because the parents of the gifted students are 

ri,qhr rltcre and they expect so much from you and they will show their displeasure and 

stuff." 

To most of the staff's surprise. once the program was underway. the fern were 

alleviated. ,Most of the staff found that these fern were _munded in preconceived ideas that 

they had picked up from other sources. In fact, they found their real experiences with the 

parents and students to be quite the opposite of what they expected. 

They show up the first day of school and fmm my point of view. they were 
i n t e p e d  within the school community almost immediately. I see GATE kids 
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interacting with lots of different kids and my feeling is that they are happy here 
already. after three months. They fee1 at home and that they are part of the school 
community. 

The local kids that just came to the school were really afraid that they'd be left out: 
that the GATE kids would get all the stuff and they would take over everything, and 
I think first impressions went that way: as far as I can remember, their fear level 
was way up there. md then think the kids have overcome that. 1 haven't heard any 
kind of fear or talking about each other either way too much. 

Another teacher who was extremely nervous about the parents stated, "Instead. it 

was all positive; it was amazing." This teacher beIieved chat the feelings towards the 

parents really built up at the beeinning of the year when there was an orientation to the 

program. 'The parents were redly negative. I think they just wanted to make sure that 

everything was going to be okay." There were times when this teacher's confidence about 

her ability was low. "Maybe 1 wasn't going to be good enough to teach the program. but 

after the interviews ... the parents were really supportive and they were really happy." 

Comments like these were consistent throughout the interviews. 

1 think the anxiety levef of the staff has gone down incredibly. I think some people 
were ndly excited about a new program coming in, because it changes. you know. 
a lot of the teachers have been here for a long time and they were looking forward 
to a change. something different, something that would give them some stimulation 
too. So a lot of people really embraced the new ideas. 

The band teacher had an interesting perspective on all of this. She perceived a more 

positive attitude towards the ruts with the GATE pro-yam being at John Ware. "I think it's 

perked up the interest in the school." 

In the Midst of it All 

As this study was intended to seek information and understanding of the gifted 

experience. then I assumed that beins in the midst of it, as one of the GATE teachers. one 
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would have a real sense of the implications of a new program. These were the GATE 

teachers' reactions. 

"Very hairy!" stated one GATE teacher. I think she meant that there was a lot to do 

in the beginning stages of the implementation. "I was hired at the very last moment," There 

was tm adjustment that had to be made with the groupings for the classes, especially 

pertaining to the Grade Eights from Queen Elizabeth. Resources were a problem in that the 

teacher was not able to access enough textbooks to move the students ahead levels. 'They 

don't have a lot of textbook work. but when they need to have the resource, they don't have 

it." 

I don't think I redized how much GATE was going to be different than. what I 
guess. the kids perceived and the staff perceived. I didn't think it was that big a 
deal. Just mother program. But I think it is a big deal for some people. And I think 
some of those attitudes have come through and I think knowing is a big part of it - 
what the kids are going to be like - they're fine. 

The lack of resources was Pat's concern too. "Resources have been a little skimpy 

and it would be nice for me when I have kids working at so mimy levels. to have textbooks 

of varyins levels so I can have work for the kids at their appropriate levels. She added. "It's 

redly important that everything goes well. because you know. everybody is kind of looking 

and seeing how's this going. so we've put a lot of time in." 

Reeva called the experience "time consuming" and said that it's taken up a Iarse 

part of her life. It's been invigorating. satisfying. learning. exhausting. It was these ttvo 

comments that really made me take notice. "I feel like I've come home." she said. "It's like 

winning the lottery." She feels that this. alter twenty-eight years of teaching, is where she 

was meant to be all along. 



"It's been hectic." stated Belle. "I find it a challenge. I love the work. So the 

extra work is not the problem. It is frustrating at times but also invigorating; I find it 

extremely invigorating because of the challenge." Being a new program had its challenges. 

Belle remembers that 

there were some people who didn't particularly want us here. You know, fear of the 
unknown and having these special kids in a special program so we were always 
trying to do a balancing act between appeasing and doing what we wanted to do for 
the program. and not looking too separate to the rest of the school so it was a bit of 
a tightwire dance we were doing. 

The Role of the Administration 

Being an administrator hiis its challenges at the best of times. The three leaders in 

the school had tremendous responsibilities. especially because of the new pro_gri. What 

was it like being part of this process? 

Bold. the assistant principal. commented on the start-up in this way. 

It was very excitinz when we started off because had some time to plan rather than 
this just happening in a two-month period or whatever. ... There wasn't any 
leadership from the School Board that was happening and we realized that the 
leadership was going to have to come from ourselves primarily in this building and 
we better get on with it. We worked on how we were going to help get this 
awareness and acceptance across to the students thnt would potentially be corning 
here. How do you work with the parents? We had a strong staff that was open to 
some of these things ... 1 think as a group we were pretty much together 
phiiosophically: that we wanted an integrated approach. 

Bold continued. "I'd have to say that I felt that this p m _ m  and undertaking, to me, was 

actually quite an exciting challenge and that I felt that we had the combination of people 

that we could make it work, 

With regards to fears about the parents. Bold commented 

I've had some parents come to me and say how happy they are and how appreciate they are 
that we would listen and try to adjust the p r o _ m s  for options when it was possible to 
adjust and. I've actually found that I was braced to possibly have a fair amount of criticism 
but actually I found that it has been the other way around. There's been so much 
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appreciation form the GATE parents that it actually has been a very rewarding md 
fuifilling experience. 

Dry, the GATE coordinator, described his experience in the GATE start-up pro, =m 
as being 3 "wonderful experience; it's been very invigorating. 1 really enjoy the work. It 
gave me an opportunity to some things that I really Like to do, like, I love reading.. . I like 
reading theory. I like applying its insights. I enjoy that kind of ... l'm a curious kind of 
person and I love that kind of stimulation so 1 felt like I'd gone to Nirvana and I was 
putting it rill together - it was wondehl. 

One of Dry's biggest concerns was related to parents' unhappiness with other 

expriences they'd had with gifted education. It was important for him to talk to these 

parents and listen to their concerns "in u very meaningful kind of way." I redly liked doing 

that. I enjoyed doing that ... even though many of them were very angry. and had dl kinds 

of issues and concerns. I Iike that because ... t could still bring some hope to it. 

As emphasized by Dry. communication was also a huge issue. 

think we found ways of helping parents feel as if they were not only Listened to but 
they have m open channel of communication that allows them to talk to us and have 
their needs met. or have their kids' needs met promptly and effectively. 
Another crucial part of this whole business was finding teachers who could do the 
pmgram. 

A special effort was made on the part of the administrative team to hire teachers 

who understood the complexity of this special pro_-. They convinced the Board to pre- 

post the positions tbr the GATE pro_pm prior to the regular staffing process. which gave 

them more control over the hiring procedure. 

We've tried to be upfmnt with our agenda. to be clear with parents when they ask us 
questions. what our expectations are. what our vision is. and for instance. the document 
(yetlow John Ware GATE p r o ~ m  Booklet) .. .We have told. have said. that we are going 
to be meeting their (srudents') needs. that we are going to do everything we can to reach 
this vision that we have for their kids in the p r o p m  and I think they believe us because 
we-re wdkinp our talk. .. The challenge became one of creating a community here for those 
t GATE) kids. 
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Dry was very aware that teachers were afraid of the prozsam. He knew that 

teachers lacked the confidence and he also knew that some teachers carried with them 

prejudices about gifted education that "happen with regards to people who don't know 

gifted and talented kids very well." What's interesting, he said, is that many of those 

teachers now m very excited to have those kids in their classes. 

Dry was aiso fully aware that there are some teachers who were still having a 

problem accepting the pro,- in terms of it being "different". 

There're still some people who are concerned about differences between the GATE 
program and the regular p m _ m  both in terms of resource use and pro-gimming. 
But t think part of it's because they just don't understand why there are differences 
and what the implications are for both the GATE program and the regular program. 
There some parents who were upset about the GATE p m _ m  being here. You 
could easily replace the GATE kids with kids from some racial group. you'd have 
the same effect. 

Staff perceptions of the new program. specific to the administration, reflected the 

appreciation and respect for this _pup at the school. Fred's comments were indicative of 

the feelings of the staff. in general. 

Struting up this program, I think, while you stand back and say. OK. maybe 
everything wasn't perfect. I know that the people involved. like the administration 
and the teachers directly involved in the GATE program. worked incredibly hard for 
the entire year prior to this p m _ m  actualIy opening up in the building. They made 
such an incredible effort to communicate and communicate well with anybody and 
everybody who was going to be involved - parents. staff. students - to ensure that 
the transition would go as smoothly as possible. The people involved have a real 
solid belief in identifying and meeting the needs of the people that this progrim is 
for as well as being very conscious fo the needs of the people who were already 
here in the building. And I think that whole communication process was crucial. 

One of the GATE teachers appreciated everything the administration had done for 

her and the rest of the core goup. "We've got lots and lots of support in doing what we're 
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"Very easy, smooth," commented Rudy. when referring to the start-up. "[The 

administration] has been well-versed on all of this, the aspects of GATE. and they have 

planned very well. The transition has been great." 

I think it's been a smooth transition: I think the kids tit in quite well ... I think that it 
was the preparation Fannie and Dry put in. Dry was constantly over at QE. 
constantly getting information about what are the things. what are the parents 
concerns. the concerns QE had about the kids coming over so that we could try and 
alleviate problems. Talked with Nellie. Talked a lot with the kids about what their 
needs were. what they were wanting, making sure that we got some good GATE 
teachers with some experience.. . 

It is obvious that the staff was very appreciative of the time and energy that the 

administration put into the entire transition. Comments were generally very positive and 

supportive of the administrative staffs effort-s and accomplishments. 

Another Perspective 

There was some frustration about the start-up but no one felt so negative about the 

experience xi one teacher. ",& a teacher on staff. I would say that any time you start 

something new the Board needs to give you more time and more money. It's just bizarre." 

noted this teacher. She was obviously unaware of the funding that had been issued to the 

school for the new progrim. Was she feeling that she was needed more resources in order 

to make a difference? 

This teacher also referred to the staff as being "over-stimulated. tired. overextended, 

over-expected-of people." Contrary to this opinion. these images did not emerge as strongIy 

as she perceived them to be present. There was certainly some mention of the time issue by 

some of the other teachen. particulrrriy with regards to the GATE teachers who felt the 

added responsibility of the program delivery. but this teacher's perception that. "no one is 

having fun anymom" did not seem to be shared by the majority of the pmicipants. The 
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staff at the school seemed extremely positive about the GATE Probpm and was 

aenenlly very accepting of the changes, s 

Question Nine: Notions of GiAednm Outside the GATE Population 

A Question of Identification 

Question nine addressed the probable existence of gifted students in the regular 

program, students who were Coded 80 but. for reasons unknown, were not in the Gifted 

and Talented Program. Teachers were asked: a) Do you teach other students who are 

Coded 80 (Gifted) but who are not in the GATE Pro_gnm, and b) if so, how has the 

experience of being involved in the GATE Pmgram changed the way you work or think 

about those students, if at all? 

Most of the teachers couldn't be certain if they had Coded 80 students in their 

regular classes. Interestingty. even if they weren't sure. there were some guesses as to 

which students I might be refening to. 

"I don't know if they're coded or not." said one teacher. "But I do know that some 

of them are very high; they pet outstandin_e academic awards. I see the results of their 

work ... Some of them surpass the GATE kids." 

"1 don't know. They have behavior issues that are coming along with this. So 

whether it's because they're not challenged and they're holding themselves back or they are 

just out and out lazy, I'm not sure." 

"One has become quite the behavior problem in the class." The teacher stated that 

she had attempted some uf the GATE strategies. 
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"I think I'm more appreciative of their special skills," acknowledged one of the 

teachers. "Sometimes, you know. they are a little bit louder than others because they're 

bored and now you can appreciate it ... You see that they are neat kids." 

He really prefers self-learning and I've given him the assignments and let him plug 
away at it. In fact. it's the only way he gets any work done. I've done some 
enrichment. ... But it's back to the same problem - how do you offer an enriched 
pmgnm and keep everyone moving forward and not lose some? I find that I've 
done some different stuff with them but not like I would do in a gifted cIassmom. 

Teachers had a variety of ideas as they responded to how their teaching practice had 

changed from being involved in the GATE pro-m. 

"My expectations are higher." admitted one of the GATE teachers. "We talked 

about that at interviews with some of the parents.'' 

"I think it's changing my teaching practice." answered another. "Not to force them 

into a situation where they have to do work that they already know ... to provide them with 

work that still stimulates them." 

I don't go out of my way to do anything particularly special. However. on the 
assignments I give I let them know that I'm looking for more ... that I expect more. 
They know that intellectually they have to take it tirrther, as h a s  they can. as 1 do 
with any student. I try to take them to the limits of what they can do and beyond 
that. intellectually. academically. smotiondly. 

You might give them harder problems. you might give them some puzzles. you 
might give them some additional challenges. You might give them some kind OF 
additional challenges ... and you have to show them why.in fact. they have to do 
[things]. - I think maybe it's made me realize that they're not necessarily being rude: 
you are more inclined to think it's just because they want to question things so 
much. but also they do have to be taught how to do things and follow processes as 
well. 

"It's just looking for ways to build choice into an assignment. If a student comes to 

me and says. "I'd like to do this now" or "I'd like to go in that direction". "Yes. of course. 

why not?" This teacher was open to ideas. if the student initiated the ideas. 
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"I have some new topics and new focus that I'm using this ye&' stated another 

teacher. He felt i t  was also important for these "kids to go out and do heir own 

enrichment ... come up with their own research." 

Some teachers felt that they had always addressed the needs of their brighter 

students. "I just think I noticed their potential before, " admitted one of the teachers. [so it's 

no surprise to find out that [siclis really smart. I know [he's] really sm art... but he's got 

some socid thines going on and some esteem and effort things going on. so I didn't need 

myone to point that out." 

I deal with them the same way I deal with anybody else. deal with each child 
individually and I knew who my 80's were tlnd I think just expecting and knowing 
that they could provide or produce. kind of expecting them to produce a little bit 
bener than they were: not letting them get away with stuff. Just because they're 80's 
doesn't mean they're not lay. I expected them to do at least equal to the other kids. 

"I've always rewarded those kids with enrichment activities." commented another 

teacher. Enrichment. and more work. was a reward'! Did the students see i t  that way in his 

class'? 

"It wouldn't make a difference because a couple of years ago I created my own 

program that accommodates different learning styles ... different levels. different ends of the 

spectrum." How does accommodating relate to modifications for giftedness'! Is it rtn 

effective way of dealing with gifted learners? 

Wlat became evident was that some of the teachers were beginning to re-frame 

their thinking about working with their brighter students. They were starting to think using 

the language of the gifted world. Others. however. felt that they adequately addressed chis 

issue and believed that the necessary opportunities were in place. 



Question Ten: Thoughb on the Congregated Setting 

Common Ground 

The responses to the question, "What are your thoughts at this time about the gifted 

congregated setting?" proved to be mostly positive in terms of the structure that was in 

place at John Ware. At least. from what this staff understood about the smcrure, and from 

living it in their school. all were quite positive about how it had been set up. 

It has its advantages provided you have the right mix of staff that are able to really 
connect together with their projects and are really in tune with this kind of 
combination of being sensitive to what the kids' socid-cmotional needs are ... and 
keep the students moving progressively. ..the kids should not feel isolated from the 
broadened mix of kids in the school and at the same time they have times in the day 
when they can move ahead on their own program pace. 

The majority of the staff seemed to be in qreernent about the structure. specifically 

with regards to providing a chance for the students to mix with the rest of the school 

community. Since "keeping them normal" was one of the GATE teacher's gods. this 

structure would certainly play into that objective. 

"Well. for the options. I think it's good to have everybody together because that's 

not the core subjects." 

I think it's also important that you inte-gate them in other subjects so that they're 
not totally always sepmte. That the kids see them as regular human beings because 
I think they think that these kids are all pniuses and stuff so it's good for kids to 
realize that they are just normal kids but that their thinking or learning abilities in 
some areas are a little different than the average. 

I wouldn't want to see a whole school of gifted because thin!! then there is the 
chance for them to become very disconnected from other peers in the area. in the 
community. So I think it's important to have them Iike they are now. 

.Ann questioned the "specid" designation that gifted education has been given. 

I remember being resentful that these kids were getting more time and more money 
because what really makes them that special'? There are lots of kids who need a lot 



of attention. Maybe instead of a GATE pro,om we should have a neglect 
program and all the children whose parents work twelve hour days and leave them 
alone after school everyday and then bitch that they're not getting good marks, that 
they're not home helping them with their homework. maybe all those kids should be 
at a program whether they're smart or not. It's too complicated. I'd rather look at 
some kids who were struggling and help them. 

Another teacher wanted to be asked again two years from now. once he'd had some 

experience in the program. 'Their class sizes are twenty or below. from what I'm seeing. 

Why should the regular program have thirty plus in their classrooms? The issue of equity 

has become a "sore spot" in the minds of a few of the teachers. 

Belle's concerns seemed to be directly related to the perceptions of many regarding 

equity and the subject of gifted education. 

When you tell people you have a child who is LD or IOP or has a learning disability 
of some son they all have this very nice respectful . "Oh. that's too bad." but when 
you tell them. when 1 used to tell them [my son] was gifted. they hdd a different 
reaction right away. It's like an elitist label and really. it's a learning difference. 
right'? So. looking back on the troubles he had in junior high and senior high. fitting 
in. getting along with his peers. and stuff like that. I would promote a congregated 
setting to anybody. 

Reeva addressed the need for trained teachers in gifted. 'They nerd teachers to 
teach them who know how they learn. And I think we're asking too much of regular 
class tr~chers to do all of this because they didn't get the uaining when they were in 
school. 

Remembering a group of gifted students in a panel discussion. Reeva quoted some of the 

students' thoughts: 

"We don't want to be a teacher's assistant." 
"We don't want to be the peer tutor." 
" We want to learn at our own pace." 
"We want a chance to learn and not be held back." 

The answers to the concerns of equity and eIitism were also found in much of what 

Fmnie and Dry had to say about gifted con~gegiited settings. Fannie suggested that the 
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main reason for having such a program is directly related to the need for something that 

regular programs are unable to address and implement. 

I don't think teachers are trained enough in differentiation in a regular pro, -rim at 
dl and I don't think there's an understanding of what gifted is in the regular 
program at all - not necessarily here right now but in schools in general. So. eiven 
the situation of today.. . I believe it's absolutely necessary for these kids and that 
they are benefiting immensely from this pro, ~ m .  

Dry's thoughts emphasized this point. 

Our opinion is that most kids who were in the regular p r o _ m  who are gifted and 
talented whether they've been identified or not, their needs are not kin, 0 met. 
And ... it's really important to them to have a place where they can go to be with 
like-minded. intellectudly like-minded people who they can talk with and with 
whom they can be themselves without all of the prejudice or socid pressure that 
ems dons with being in the regular environment. - 

Dry believed referred to teachers in regular pro-pms who were able to meet the needs of 

the gifted and other special needs students as "God. and that they can walk on water." 

Dry acknowlsiiped that they have created an "artificid world for h e  GATE 

students in their regular classrooms. and that mixing both the reslar students and the gifted 

studen~ together for the options provided the opportunity for the two groups to Learn h r n  

each:' think the kids need to tlow between the two." 

Generally. the staff seemed to agree that the "con~egated" structure worked for 

them and they believed that the structure was good for meeting the needs of dl of the 

students in the John Ware community. 

Question Eleven: Taking a Good Bard Look 

Sharing 

It became obvious as the interviews pro_pssed that concerns and comments were 

being shared not only through this question. but dso throughout the interview process. 
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Having this as the last of a series of questions. participants tended to view this question 

as a chance to summarize what they'd idready discussed or add onto their earlier 

statements. Perhaps it was a chance for some participants to "findly say what they'd been 

meaning to say" about the Program but hadn't had the chance: a chance to get it out to the 

public. 

wondered if some perceived the little interview space filled with [he participant. 

two tape recorders, and me. a safe environment'? Was there a sense of trust already in place 

that made the panicipants feel more comfortable'? Did anonymity play a larger role than I 

had initially thought in this retlective process? 

A Question of Fairness 

Only one teacher voiced considerable resentment about the pro_enm's existence. 

35 kids in a class! I think they are fantastic teachers who are doing a ton of stuff but. 
I think a lot of kids would be doing much better if there were 14 in the class and the 
reacher had an hour a day of planning no matter what. 

As she continued to speak it became obvious that her feelings stemmed from confusion. 

The more we talked about gifted kids. the more it sounded like they could be this. 
they could be that. they could be this ... I was running out of kids that didn't fit in. 
Every kid I could think of drnost fit in there somewhere. Idon'r h o w .  It seemed to 
me in the detjnition of which kids they are that they were kids who have 
extremities. so what are we doing'? Trying to round them out? It seems to me that 
everyone has directions that they could be doing if it was just individualized for 
everybody. ... all kids could benefit from more attention ... I don't know. 

The teacher continued in this manner. wondering what it dl meant. She moved into 

wonderins about her own children and their possible giftedness. and back again. "MI kids 

are kind of uneven*.. she said. "Maybe if they were more extreme I could see that they 

would be sutferinp from lack of somehing ... I haven't seen examples of that but I can 

.. 
imagine that-. . 
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This teacher had voiced concerns that advocates of gifted pro~nms have heard 

before. Reeva. one of the core GATE teachers was perfectly aware of the negative views 

and lack of support for gifted programs. 

It's always been that way with special education because you have fewer 
kids ... "Well. how come you've only got 23 kids if they're gifted?" I know the 
reactions from the teachers in my old school. like one teacher in my old school. "I 
don't believe in programs for the gified. you know." I don't think other teachers 
understand at d I.. . they call them an elitist program because I think they think we 
don't do any work: that the kids just l e m  in spite of us. I don't think they have any 
idea . . . how much work there is. 

Some of the other teachers did realize how hard the core teachers had worked. but 

perhaps they just had not had the opportunity to tell them what they had seen. until now. 

Whether they'd ever voiced this to the teachers was quite another thing. 

Just that I would like to say rereal credit is due.. .I know that the parents of those 
students are very happy with fhe program. The kids that are in the pro, a m  are 
really happy. and you have to give credit to the adults in this building who worked 
so incredibly hard to ensure hat it would work. There was a lot of support from the 
CLC. a lot of support from the principal. assistant principal - the leadership team - 
and the teachers who teach that p r o g m  are just giving their all and then some. 

"I think they made an excellent choice on the teachers that are in there." commented 

another teacher. Had there not been an opportunity previously to share not only concerns. 

but also positive comments about the pro_enm? Or is that something we don't do as 

teachers'? Do our discussions revolve around 'What's wrong" more than "what's right" 

about things? .Are we always trying to fix things: to make things right? i\rz teachers 

problem-solving individuals'.' 

In the Core 

It was mote than just being accepted as a prognm that concerned the GATE 

teachers, There were some issues that concerned them that only teachers who are working 

in this situation could comment about. 
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"I think we need common planning time." commented Reeva. 'That's the big 

thing. is the time right now, Then, we could do cross-cunicular but I think that if we did 

have one prep a day where it was common. where we had our own time, then we could plan 

if we wanted to." Reeva did admit that this was essential especialty "when you're starting a 

new program.. .we need to plan the rest of the year." 

What became obvious was that the GATE teachers had felt that they had not realty 

had enough feedback about their work, Were they going in the right direction*? The most 

uncertainty came from the two teachers who were more "content" knowledgeable than 

"gifted knowledgeable. 

'This year is just an experimental yew.. . I can't even say what the quality of our 

work is: I would know that better next year. We're dl learning as we go." admitted klle. 

Bob was also uncertain of how he was doing, "I don't really have a pod  handle on 

what I'm doing or what's really soing on." 

What bothered Bob most was the way the other teachers in the school "Iook at the 

gifted kids and think ... they are so different. And I wonder if we kind of got that stigma - 
too ... I don't know if they thought that it meant that we were gfted." 

As the conversation moved deeper. Bob revealed that he saw the administration 

making -'a real effort to make sure that we always do the same thing as everybody else. bur 

we SO desperately need time together ... It is a special program and we do need extn time 

rogether," .As he continued. the notion of what makes GATE "special" became an issue 

that affected him deeply. "I think ours is definitely special." he s a i d  "and [ think the 

administntion has been a little hesitant to acknowledge and say [that]." 
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Were these GATE teachers feeling that they had a burden to carry'? Were these 

teachers having to justify their existence, as a GATE program alone? Did they not have 

someone at the administrative level who could advocate for them'? Were they setting the 

support that they needed to make the p r o _ m  work the way they visualized it? 

Status Quo 

What became obvious during the responses to this question was that many of the 

staff that were not in the GATE core -goup believed that things are going very well. They 

dso did not see themselves as really being part of the program. Instead as two teachers so 

aptly put it. they were redly in the "peripheral". These "periphed" teachers believed thac 

the program was very "successful". 

"It's been a great success so far. I like what I see." 

"It seems to be going successfully," said another. 

"I wouldn't change anythin?. I like what 1 see." stated another. So. how would this 

teacher feel if some changes did occur'? What if the GATE teachers were listened to and did 

set more resources or were given some extra time*! Would these teachers feel differently 

then:' As another teacher put it. "I think as long as we keep going the way we are going it 

will be a positive thing in our school." Was this a statement about the limit5 rhat teachers 

were creating in their minds about what they were going to accept and what they were not 

eoing to accept at their school? 
b 

Concerns about next year were surfacing. 'The one thing I do worry about is 

overcrowding in the school which will happen when we have the GATE pro_- in zndes 

7.8 & 9." 
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At the time when the interviews were conducted, the principal was concerned 

about this issue also. "Lf all our kids stay, there's no room for new kids. I have to open up 

other classes." she said. 

Gifted LD 

One of the concerns that came up frequently during this question was the 

uncertainty about how to address and help the "Gifted and Talented Leaning Disabled 

students who were in the program. Dry explained the problem as one they are attempting 

to come to terms with. 

I think the gifted and talented LD represent a unique population ... All gifted and 
talented kids move through the cumcuium. the work that they produce is deeper. is 
richer. they're dealing with the curriculum much more quickly for the most part; it's 
demand in^ just ro tun alongside to keep giving them stuff that challenges them. If 
you add into the mix that very challenging group who. in some respects. rue running 
along very quickly with the rest of them. but in other respects have needs that are 
huge - social emotional needs. learning needs - that demands probably double the 
effort that it would just to teach the 80's. There should be some kind of special 
recognition given to pro_erdms that deal both with gifted kids and LD kids.. .That 
group was ignored for a long time. It was if it didn't exist at all ... and that's a real 
challenge for us here ... how we're going to do deal with that enterprise because 
those ;ur: the toughest ones to ded with. 

A11 of the GATE core teachers agreed that this was an issue for them as well. 

We were not prepared for them. the gifted LD. And this is goins to sound really 
awful and I don't mean to offend ... but I just think that we are not getting the 
support that we should for these kids. l l e y  are so critical and they could suck all 
our time up because they need someone with them virtually all the time and that's 
just not possible when you've got basically a regular size classroom happening. 

A lot of people think it's an oxymoron. [gifted LD], but a lot of people don't 
understand it. So. I'm going to find it interesting at the end of the year to see how 
these kids do in this. which is an inte~ated setting for them. 

Closing the Gap 

This may have been a site slightly sqmented by philosophies or knowledge at this 

time. hut what became apparent upon deep reflection and analysis. was that great efforts 
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were being made to understand this experience: to place it within the walls of 

understanding that teachers have created around themselves. They were walls that had kept 

them safe and unchanged. until now. 

"I would really like to know more abotit it, " remarked Liz ...." how they teach 

humanities  more time to sit and chat about that." 

K.C. started to retlect on her involvement. and she wondered how she might help to 

close the gap that had been created between the GATE program and the regular program. 

I would probably like to learn a little more about them especially if am going to 
stay here a little bit longer and dealing more with them. and maybe there are some 
things I can adapt in my class to maybe help them. It would be interesting to talk to 
the [options) and see what they are doing within a group because it's always been 
sort of core groups but I know that with drama, or band. or art. that there might be 
some things in there that need to be addressed or maybe professional development 
within that group and even just sharing of ideas and observations that might be 
useful ... I'm thinking that maybe we should be doing more for them in the options. 

The following discussion reflects further analysis of the data that has been pursued 

through the explorition of themes and concepts that have emerged. 

A Leadership View of Reflection and Learning 

Fmnie and [ had had a brief discussion about the meaning of retlection as it pertains 

to teacher professional development. It was a discussion that was generited from her 

comments about the teachers in this school and about their involvement in their [earning 

organization. 

... how I feel learning organizations should be ... always looking at what they're 
doing und how they can make it better. And pan of it's because we're focused on 
our school Development Plan and our goals for the school. So. thin3 that we do. 
we start to look at "Do they align with us:'" ... We've built in a culture where 
whenever we do anything. we reflect on it ...j ust a natural thing to do. that we just 
don't go and do things md when they're done, and not think about them and how 
they further us ... I don't think that teachers would actually call that reflection. in 
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terminology, but that's what they're doing. ..we just don' t hold onto the fancy 
lingo. 

Retlection was definitely part of this school's learning process. Fannie admitted 

that having GATE in the school has stimulated more reflection. Teachers may not say. "I 

was retleccing on that experience, but "things have triggered thought that have come back 

[to her] ." 

Now [ understood why Fannie agreed to do this scudy in her school. At the time 

when we had first spoken. months previously, had had no idea that she felt so strongly 

about this type of process. 

What we don't do in schools is give people a chance like this, to stop and take stock 
of where they are. with these new changes in their daily work. We don't redly take 
the opportunity. md very rarely get the opportunity one on one to do that ... and I 
think that's the problem with the way schools are structured. and teachers' time is 
dlociited. There's just not time given to them. even professional development 
days .... the gift of professional development ... because that' s reflection time. 
professionid development time. stuff that gets put aside because there's so much to 
do. 

And my thoughts were. "Fannie. I couldn't have said it better myself." 

Digging Deeper 

Usher and Bryant r 1989) discuss research about adult Learning in terms of 

participation. Since the issue of responsibility to the progam and levels of commitment had 

emerged. I believed that by seeking understanding of this _pup in terms of their 

participation in the GATE experience might be a useful and meaningful exercise in the 

analysis. From the interview data. I produced a document about each of the participants that 

retlected the individual's involvement in term's of the GATE prozm. The categories that 

were attended to were: 

I .  Background and Experience 



1. Philosophy of Education 

3. Noted Changes of Philosophy or Understanding of Gifted Education 

4. Perceptions of the Gifted Learner 

5. Rotes and Responsibilities in the School 

6. Perceptions of Others' Responsibilities 

7. IssursofConcern 

8. Images of the Startup Pmgam 

These individual documents became Portraits of the individuals. It was my 

understanding oftldult learning and teacher professional development. especialIy that 

pertaining to the importance of unders~anding one's own philosophy, that lead to my 

decision to distribute these ponnits to the participants at the sense-making session. They 

were to be contidentid. private documents that I truIy believed would be useful in terms of 

the individual reflection and how one sees oneself both m m individual and as a member of 

rt larger group. or lcming orsanization. 

The Portrait Becomes a Picture of a Staff 

Past and Present Come Together 

Upon reading the Portraits. what became most evident was that a large number of 

statements made by the participants were clear and emphatic statements about their beliefs 

and understandings of education. These were comments that were stated with a specific 

language. Participants used words like "It is important that". "just because"." I think. you 

have to. if we. "teachers should". and "you have to", thus. I believed that it was important 

to take a closer look at the deeply-embedded beliefs that these teachers held onto. Was 

there something to be Iearned about these individual teachers? Was there somethine to be 
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learned from sharing the phiIosophies these teachers held about education'? How did the 

new program impact on their belief systems? 

Teacher Philosophies 

What became clear upon reading the philosophies at one time was that, first of dl, 

there were an enormous number of statements to read through. I wondered how many 

conversations in education would bring about such passion and intense description of 

teacher beliefs. Did the subject of gifted education move to the core of teachers' identities 

and views of the teaching world? If so. that would have meant that if these beliefs were 

challenged by something such as an imposition of a pro_gram. it could have been fairly 

traumatic for some teachers. This was probably the case in at least one of the teacher's lives 

at John Ware. The purpose of this study redly was to develop understanding so I derided to 

withhold judgement and seek out the differences in philosophy. 

Gifted education, it seemed. was right up there with religion in the group of 

"sensitive subjects". As one teacher put it. "You could easily replace GATE kids with kids 

from some ncial group and you would have much the same effect." It was difficult for me 

to think of many subjects in education. or issues that affected teachers day to day. that 

teachers couldn't dialogue about freely and not take too personally. But this subject was 

personal. "It [is] part of me. [I was] fated to do it. commented one of the GATE teachers. 

The personal side of the gifted issue became most evident through the narratives. the stories 

by which many had arrived at their own understanding of gifted education and of 

giftedness. 

And. when asked about insi$tful moments. more than one participant answered 

with "the eood one or the bad one?" The fact that a study of a field of knowledge within the 
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educational domain could bring out stories that contained such "passion" said something 

for the subject matter. Amongst this staff, the ones who feIt most passionately about the 

need for gifted education were those who had developed a substantial knowledge of the 

field and those who had strong personal connections. through past experience, with gifted 

learners or mentors in the field. 

There were 3 few teachers on this staff that redly did not see the reasoning behind 

the difference in programming. ,Many believed that equity was an issue. One staff member 

felt that "Kids fall t h u g h  the cracks who are gifted. and conversely. all kinds of kids fall 

through the cracks". "GATE students rue luckier because of the way the probmm has been 

set up. vs. students with learning difficulties," voiced mother. Another stated. " You look 

for things that are going to intellectually challenge and stimulate them, but that's the s m e  

with any t y ~  of student no matter what level they are at." "It doesn't matter if the GATE 

student is in GATE or the student is on some other [PP or has 3 leaming difticulty. "As 

long us an individual has the desire to learn. they can [earn. and they can learn whatever 

they need to learn." "I don't believe in having separate assignments or sepmte programs." 

Many of the snff members. especially staff who teach the options, did not want to treat the 

GATE students differently. and made the distinct choice not to tind out who was in the 

GATE prozmm when they received their class lists at the beginning of the year. It was 

obvious that this change in the schooL had teachers questioning and re-visiting their 

philosophies and beliefs about education md learning. 

Participants noted the varying attitudes throughout the educational fieid and among 

their peers outside of the schooi population. The administrators. particularly Dry and 

Fmnie, had felt some pressure about their involvement in the GATE pro_gam. As one of 
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the administrators stated, it had been perceived by many that they "had zone to the dark 

side". This pertained to the changes Dry and Fannie had gone through from supporting the 

inclusion models for specid needs students to the acceptance of the model of gifted 

education in their school. 

Changes in Beliefs 

Whether teachers beiieved in the differences between the general population and the 

gifted population. depended greatly upon their past experience, beIiefs about learning, and - 
their experiences in their present school situation. Many found it difficult to accept that 

there were differences in teaching gifted. Instead. these teachers continued to beiieve that 

they would be able to meet the needs of the gifted iemer in their classroom. 

1 don't think it's changed my practice too much: I chink I've always taught in a way 
that would cover the entire gmut from the brightest individud who is superior to 
the rest of the kids to the person who is struggling the most. 

"It's looking for ways to build choice into an assignment." 

"I build in modifications, GATE or not." 

"Eve~one's gifted in some fashion whether they're coded as 80. There's gifted kids 

in every class." stated one teacher. "1 don't want to generalize." 

There were a number of teachers who remarked that they were not fond of 

veneralizing. Were these teachers afraid of labeling these students? Did labeling make a = 

statement on who they thought they were as teachers'! As people? 

Some teachers noticed thinzs about the new students in their schooi and. as a result. 

they noticed some changes in their own thinking about gifted education. 

"It's chans~ed my motivation." remarked one teacher. "realizing their potential, 

seeins that they cm accomplish a Iot more in a shorter period of time." 
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"I'm more appreciative of their special skills." stated mother. 

One teacher vividly described her experience, "I know my feelings have changed 

towards the gifted quite a bit just form actualIy having them in my class and I think its the 

myths or perceptions brought in with the GATE program." 

Some of the teachers were feeling relief about the new program as they had 

developed many preconceived notions that they beiieved through their experiences, were 

not true to their situation. Many of the teachers voiced their earlier conceptions of the 

GATE parents. As one teacher stated. "I was nervous about the parents of the gifted, that 

they will show you their displeasure. and they expect so much of you.. .instead it was all 

amazing. all positive. 'They were srarting to question the myths about gifted education 

because of their own experiences. 

One of the teachers noted that she'd never had a student want to know "why" about 

the subject before." Another noted that the difference in the teaching and learning in the 

classroom. "If you walk into the classroom. it's not so much the teacher teaching the whole 

class: it's them learning h m  other ways than lecturing." "I didn't want to know who was 

GATE md who wasn't." said another. "1 didn't want to treat anyone differently ... it didn't 

matter to me. but the whole thing's gone really well ..." "I thouzht last year at the stm. 

there were going to be hassles. scheduling probtems, or student problems. I have not found 

that the case. Time and experience had allowed some of the teachers to re-think their ideas 

about the sifted program. I wondered just how deeply some of their beliefs were really 

embedded. Was it possible that for some of these teachers. the idea of gifted education had 

not even been part of their thoughts previously. and it was just a matter of understanding it 

and assimilating the notion of sifted education into their own realities'? 



Seeing the Gifted Learner 

As I looked through the transcripts I asked myself: How did the participants 

describe gifted learners throughout their interviews? Was there something to be learned 

from these descriptions'? What did these quotations say about their conceptions of 

giftedness and their perceptions of gifted learners? 

It seemed that the question of difference was also addressed in terms of the 

definitions and assumptions about gifted learners. With regards to dealing with these 

learners in a classroom situation teachers were obviously torn between understanding 

siftedness in terms of treatment of the individual and treatment of the cumculum. It seemed 

that they had heard so much about the characteristics of the gifted learner that they were 

holding up these traits. waiting for them to reveal themselves. Rather than accepting what 

they had heard about the @tied lemer and what others had said about cumculum 

modifications that were necessary for these students. they waited for the proof. Again. this 

connected back to teachers trying to fit these new notions of education into their already- 

formed belief systems. 

There was quite the range of understanding of gifted learners. Many teachers spoke 

about their extensive v o c a b u l ~  and vocd skilis and many spoke of their ability to catch 

onto things quicker. Many spoke of the gifted in terms of needing a challenge in order to 

keep them from boredom. Those teachers who spoke positively about the gifted learners 

chose words like "sensitivities" and "complex" and "exceptional" in their descriptions. 

Others characterized the gifted learners as socially bizarre and socialIy different. 

They used words such as "bizarre", "needy" and "different". They described the sifted 

learner as wantine "to bait people who were verbally slow" and "shock the other kids." 
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I decided to check for descriptions that suggested that gifted learners were "more 

than" the other learners in some way as perceived by these teachers. Some of the 

descriptions included: a) greater depth in their ideas. b) higher academic levels of 

achievement. c) higher levels of understanding of abstract ideas d) feel things more deeply 

and with much :_rater richness. r) more verbal, 0 exceptional ability, g) :eater 

vocabulary. h )  curiosity beyond others. il more willing to chdlenee. j) sees things more 

deeply. k) louder than others. and I )  wider focus on subjects. 

The gifted learners were also identified as being different because of what they 

didn't need as much a)  repetition, b) explanation. c) encouragement. d) supervision. and e)  

from-the-front instruction. 

was What I also found was that rhere is a belief by many that the regular pro_ 

more than likely not meeting the need% of these young people: that there was a need for 

them to be moved into tl learning situarion where their needs were better met. 

What I've noticed from many reports of kids who will come into the program is that 
the reason they get on the bus in the first place to come to our propam is because 
they weren't being challenged enough at the school where they were. Very few of 
them feel LS if their need% were being met ... suffering from a lack of challenge and 
spending a lot of their day not redly engaged in serious work. 

There was a basic belief in place at this school that the school was able to ofFer a 

program that was different from regular programs. 

Images of a GATE Program 

Metaphors can be powerfuI in the process of identifying assumptions of which 

teachers may be quite unaware 1 Russell. Munby. Spafford & Johnston- 1988). The 

language that teachers use to tocisscribe their practice may uncover and aniculate their 

*'puzzles" as they attempt co make sense of their own practical experiences. 
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There were numerous images that emerged from the data. many of which were used to 

describe the gifted learner. 

One of the most interesting images of the gifted learner. described the !earner as 

someone who "pmchute[s] down in the reality of my class just for brief tidbits of time". 

The image sug~esred that, first of dl, he was not Iiving or surviving in the real world. It 

was also an image that suggested that he was like a soldier from another counuy who had 

fallen from the sky. defeated. To suggest funher that he would only stay for "brief tidbits of 

time" made me wonder why the teacher felt that he was not "Lpunded". 

Two images came up that were circus-type images. both referring to the same basic 

idea. First of aI1. the good teacher of gifted learners was described as being nbie to "manage 

tu hold ;a11 bails in the air at one time" while a GATE :eacher described their situation as 

being much like a "highwire dance". She used this metaphor when referring to the 

balancing act between appeasing the community and not looking too separate as a program, 

and king obvious about what they were doing: doing what [hey needed to do to make the 

program mly special. These images tend to produce very different emotions and fears 

about the fife of a GATE teacher. Was being involved in GATE much like being in a three- 

ring circus'! Did they feel that they were putting on a show all the time:' Was the image of 

the GATE attempting to juggle all hose balls at once an image that these teachers could 

live up to:' 

One of the issues that had surfaced from the interviews was that there was a 

perception emerging th rn  the teacher population in this school that the G A E  reachers 

were gifted; at Least that is he perception of one of the GATE teachers. She had certainly 

mentioned her unhappiness with this perception and felt that it is unfair. What did labeling 
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a teacher like this imply'! Was there something to be [earned from this concern in terms 

of the "gifted label"? Was there something to be learned from this in terms of the 

expectations that were hanging over the GATE teachers' heads:' 

Teaching in the GATE p r o _ m  was also perceived as a "Whole different kettle of 

fish. Was teaching GATE so different that the other teachers really lacked understanding 

of it.? Was there a mystery surrounding the GATE program? Was it so different that the 

other teachers couldn't relate'? 

GATE teachers were dso described as '"running with their passions" and "running 

much faster to stay ahead. Perhaps these images are useful in understanding the 

movement of the GATE teacher. Was it possible that they felt that they were runnins n 

marathon to make this pro_- work'? Were they running to keep ahead of the lemers'? 

Was the lack of time beginning to take its toll on these teachers:' Or, perhaps. was there 

such an adrenaline rush associated with teaching the gifted'? 

Seeing Other 

The teachers were very up-ti-ont about what their own responsibilities were within 

the GATE structure. They dsa revealed some ideas about how they viewed others' roles 

and responsibilities. These views were individual perceptions and not necessarily shared 

views of the people mentioned. 

Parents were mentioned numerous times during the interviews. In this school. the 

parents were viewed as inteqd to the community. They were involved in the education of 

their chilciren. "When ask them, they come to meetings: they are interested and they 

appreciate you phoning them." 
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"I found parents to be excellent and helpful," stated another. "Parents are redly 

willing if their child is having uouble ... what can they do to help?" 

Parents have shared their concerns about their children openly. As one teacher 

articulated. 'Their parents talked about how the pressure is off them.. .when they make 

mistakes. people redly notice them because they're so smart." "Parents tell us  how they're 

feeling about their kids' experiences." said one of the administrators. The parents were seen 

as informants and as individuals wio were. in essence. sharing their child's educational 

experience with the school. 

Teachers' Views on the Leadership Responsibility 

.Again. as was noted in the tirst-level analysis. some of the most signiticant images 

to emerge from the data were the teachers' perceptions of the administrative tern and the 

role these individuals have played in the planning and implementation of the program. 

First of all. there was the overwhelming support for the work Dry and Fannie had 

done in preparation for the prozam's implementation. It was noted that Fannie. the 

principal. "redly cares about kids". The "_ground work done by Dry and the administrative 

ream helped avoid the misconceptions of the GATE students and parents. G A E  students 

were integrated quickly into their existing school community. There was the 

acknowledgement that the administration had worked 

incredibly hard for the entire year prior to the pro,pm actually opening in the 
building. They made such an incredible effort to communicate and communicate 
well with anybody and everybody who was going to be involved - parents, staff. 
students - to ensure that the transition would go as smoothly as possible ... The 
whole communication process was crucid. 

The staff also considered Dry and Fmnie to be "well-versed on all of this. the 

aspects of GATE. and they have planned well." 
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Concerns and Comments 

Either issues of concern emerged for the first time or new issues emerged from this 

second-level analysis. The GATE teacher had the most concerns about the progm 

particular to the delivery of services to the students. Most of the concerns were mentioned 

wirh sugpstions for change. For example. with the concern for extreme diversity in their 

classrooms. there was the suggestion that ability grouping be considered. The lack of time 

was noted by dI of the GATE teachers as a concern that they felt was part of being part of a 

speciul program and part of a nrlv prozram. There was a concem about the stigma attached 

to GATE md the perceptions of staff towards both students and staff. This was part of a 

bigger problem. they believed. that concerned the administrition not outwardly showing 

support for the "specialness" of the p r o e m ,  AII of these concerns seemed to point towards 

a sense of isolation on the part of the GATE teachers. 

I'he interviews had revealed a _pat deal about the impact of the GATE pro, a m  on 

the individuals in the school. For this site, these considerations for gifted education 

progunrning were their insights. 

The Sense- making Session 

manning 

The objective of this "groupgathering" was determined in colIabontion with the 

principal. An asenda was set up that allowed for reflection upon the nw data in the 

Lsming History. I also produced documents pertaining some of the further analyses that I 

had produced- 

[ had given the participants their Learning Histories three days in advance of our 

meeting. Included in the folder was the booklet that the GATE coordinator had produced 
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about the John Ware program and a handout from the Calgary Board of Education that 

describes the GATE proz-am to the general public. I decided to leave it up to the 

participants to choose whether or not they wished to use any of the other documents I made 

available at that time. This included the foIlowing handouts: Portraits. Philosophy of 

Education. The Gifted Learner, and Issues of Concern. 

It is a strange place to be. in the place of an outsider. I understood that my view was 

through the eyes of a researcher who has privy to the complete interview data bank and I 

wondered if the Learning History would show them what I had seen. But. I also knew that 

the participants had privy to their own experiences. tacit knowledge. and ongoing 

participation in the phenomenon we call 'Teaching the gifted". This combination. the 

combination of "researcher and researched. I believed. had the potential to  veal deep 

. . 
insights of 3 phenomenon we were dl in the midst of trying to understand. 

.An agenda that had been planned in advance with the principal included xiking the 

participants to review the documents in relation to two questions. "What might we want to 

retlect upon further and consider with repards to our GATE program'?" and "What are the 

implications for further learning at rhe John Ware site:'" The principal had asked that 

teacher reflection be motivated by questions that they were able to think about. I had 

accepted her suggestions readily as I believed that this session was truly intended for the 

participants and I had to be cognizant of their needs and desires. As researcher. who had 

acquired the role of "facilitator". I continued to try and create opportunities for our 

collective learning and zrowth- 



Reflecting Back on the Experience 

The three hours went very quickly. and surprisingly, they were very quiet hours. 

The talk was constant. but low-key. Everyone took the process very seriously, I thought, 

and aside fmm one of the participants losing his wedding ring and one of the participants 

having to run out of the room very quickly as a result of an emotional reaction to a 

"happening" in the session. things went smoothly. 

Making Sense of the Sense-making Session 

Data from this part of the study was collected by: 

I .  Ongoing private nt'lections of the teachers throughout the morning: 

2. Audio-cassette tape recording of the final p u p  comments; and 

3. Comments on a questionnaire that was tilIed out at the end of the session. 

The taped comments were based on the reflections of three _mups. each of which 

had a set number of questions from the Learning History to retiew and discuss. These are 

the comments that came from these discussions. 

Group One 

The first _mup was asked to discuss the back-mund and experience questions, 

includinp those first few questions in rhe interview pertaining to professional development. 

Because teachers artend conferences primarily for individual teacher needs. this 

m u p  felt that the school might want to set involved in a modified teacher exchange - 
prok= with. perhaps some teachers in the United States. for a few months, where they're 

&3dy involved in these types of pro-guns. Perhaps. they thought- some of the magnet 

schools may have something to offer. share ideas? 
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After a brief discussion about professional development, the p u p  actually 

began to discuss other ideas and suggestions pertaining to the GATE program. The p u p  

felt that there needed to be better placement decisions about options for the GATE students. 

From this comment a discussion grew. 

One response was "It may not redly be in their best interest to just let them get 

away with havins a pre-conception and we might want to just put them in that option 

There's a tension that exists between prescribed cumculum and enrichment and that 
tension is there. Parents want their children in the GATE pro,onm to be familiar 
with the regular cumculum. They don't want my gaps. At the same time, those 
parents and the kids want to have exciting, interesting, things to work on. So. 
sometimes they have to do stuff that's boring; not that it's tedious or repetitious. but 
it still has to be done. And we can do dl sons of work on passion ... at the same 
time. 

Some of the teachers found being "cumculum-bound" very frustrating. The 

constraints and restrictions of the regular program are causing some difficulties. There were 

too many demands and stresses to do some of the things in the GATE proz.ram than in the 

replar classroom. Teachers in GATE were concerned that the kids weren't getting enough 

of the content because of the mounts of discussion generated in a GATE program. The 

administration of the new cumculum took rt lot of time. 

It was noted that GATE teachers were noticing differences in the way that the 

GATE students lean in that some studena do well being facilitated by teachers while 

others need more structure. It was suggested that these differences be built into the 

It w s  suggested &at there was a need for teachers outside of the GATE program to 

actually visit the GATE classes to really see what was going on there. This was in response 
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to their peers stating that they really had no experience to draw from in terms of really 

understanding how the students work in the core classes. A suggestion was made to have 

staff meetings in classrooms. with teachers giving brief presentations about the things in the 

mom that pertain to their cfas prior to the business end of the meeting, The purpose was be 

primarily to "get a picture of what's going on in that class so that the staff has a picture of 

what was goins on with that teacher's life and what it looked like". 

Group Two 

The next :goup focused on the "different experience" of tcaching in gifted learners. 

Being a t'acilitntor was UI important role as a teacher of the GATE students. It meant 

allowing students opportunities and time to discuss assignments and where they were 

soing. Flexibility was noted as an important factor in teaching rhese students. It was noted 

that the students like an expert teaching them. tt was noted that parents have mentioned 

how much they want structure for their children in terms of the learning experience in 

GATE. They were concerned about their students' adjustment to their hizh school 

experience. 

While these teachers had been discussing the gifted Ieamer and the "different 

experience" I had approached them prior to their -goup presentation. and asked them about 

the option areas and how the needs of GATE students who were talented in these areas 

were being addressed. The two option teachers in this _goup felt that they needed to address 

the students as they came to their class and assess the students according to their own level 

nther than a standard. One possibility that was noted pertained to the correlation between 

creativity and tntelIigence and that some of the more creative students may actually be 

gifted but had not yet demonstrated their potential in their other classes. The teachers - 
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suggested that i t  was part of an on-going dilemma. The dilemma that they referred to 

pertained to the "regular vs. GATE" issue. The question, one teacher noted, was "Are they 

really different in the drama or art program from the regular kids?" 

One option teacher's response was: 

The dilemma really is. if we're looking to provide exceptional opportunities for 
students in the option proem. then the money and the physical space to do some 
of those things needs to be present. If we're talking about providing more advanced 
or enhanced opportunities for any of our students, we start running into our age-old 
problem of time and money. etc. 

Another teacher responded: 

If we could just change the structure of the school in some way so that we have 
events throughout the year so that we provide some experts to come in and 
teach ... kids who have an interest in that area . . . p  erhaps take a week from the school 
year to really focus on students' interests. 

The teacher thought for a moment and admitted that there are the cumculurn constraints to 

consider again and time becomes a huge factor. "How do we find time in the cumculum to 

address these things?" 

The option teachers in the group noted that they believed that they were already 

addressing what rhe GATE proberam mandated, the individual learner needs of the students, 

and they stated that this had been their mandate dl dong. The program had nor been a big 

msition for them. It was suggested that if it was in the vision of the school. if GATE was 

seen to be bigger. encompassing more. then it might not be a bad idea to look into more 

specialized options such as a performing arts option. 

Group Three 

The sroup decided to discuss what the teachers could be doing ongoing with 

professional development. how they were going to help themselves in the future. It was 

noted that continued talk was necessary. It was suggested that professional development 



occur in the tbrm of meetings "just to discuss how things are going". It would be 

interesting. they thought, for the teachers in the options to rdk to the GATE teachers to see 

how they were interacting with the students in theircourses. GATE students, they thought. 

should be involved in a variety of activities. not only those that they are strong in - in order 

to be well-rounded individuat~ The issue of groupings came up, specific to differentiation 

and its challenges. How do we p u p  them together so that they can get the most of their 

talents'! 

The start-up of GATE was discussed in terms of the effective, positive points, 

I .  Meeting with p i n t s  tor IPP meetings 

2 .  Having a coordinator in place to help s t m  the program 

3. The staffing process 

4. Staff professional deveiopment in preparation for the pmgram: time to d i d o p e  

an3 set ideas. yet work towards school's own vision of GATE 

5.  Students' visitation to John Ware prior to startup 

6. Professional development by university staff from the Centre for the Gifted. 

7. Frequent meetings and communication with parents 

8. Principal's ability to get resources 

The gmup pointed out that one "negative" about the start-up had been the SchooI 

B o d ' s  lack of involvement and lack of support in helping to impiement the proz.nm. The 

principal and the GATE Coordinator. teachers recopnized. had turned this problem into a 

"positive" and were determined to make this work. 
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With regards to the congregated setting, it was agreed that the structure in place 

was working and they were pIeased with i t  It was d s o  mentioned that because John Ware 

had prided itself on achievement, this was a good school in which to have the GATE 

p C O c ~ -  

It was acknowiedged that GATE was an important program the gifted studenrs as 

they wanted to be in a setting where they were able to learn with others like thernseives. It 

was acknowledged that gifted students did not wish to be teacher's aides and helpers for 

their peers. The group felt that the program could be improved upon by having the students 

more involved in the IPP process and have them more responsible for IPP process. 

Further Discussion 

I asked the entire group if there was anything else that they needed to say about the 

program and where they were at as a group right now. 

Fannie suggested that she really didn't have a clear picture of where they should be 

heading with regards to future professional development. Considering the potential zmwth 

in the program next year. she needed some direction or suggestions for future professional 

development in terms of dealing with the ~ o w t h  of the propam. 

I responded, saying that [ believed that there wits plenty to consider in the Learning 

History documentation, I also believed that a number of issues had been raised at the sensr- 

makine session. I believe that the principal's reaction was just a natural reaction of a caring 

administr~tor who is respecthl of those she works with, I did, however. elaborate on her 

thoughts to the rest of the stat'f. and suggested that irthey had anything more to offer at that 

time with regards to considerations for the implemenration of gifted pro&mrns that it would 

be useful to know. 1 offered the option of writing the information down if teachers wished 
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the privacy. One participant immediately offered his thoughts. He was emphatic about 

the positive effect that the GATE program had had upon the John Ware community as a 

whole. He believed that it had "enriched" the school. and that the students and teachers in 

the regular program would be the ones benefiting from the experience. His perception was 

that everyone was benefiting from the program in greater ways than he had ever expected. 

"1 feel richer for the program being in this school," he stated. "and I think that the vast 

majority of people probably do also." 

"I would like to see if we could take the Teacher's Convention time to do some 

professional development that pertains more to our situation." suggested one of the GATE 

teachers. She wanted to see more professional development pertaining to the specitic needs 

of the John Ware situation. "It might be possible." she suggested. "to piggy-back on times 

that other speakers might be attending orher conferences". As she continued. what became 

apparent was that she felt there was a need for practical professional development that 

would meet the needs of the entire staff specific to the implementation of the new pro, oram. 

And yet. she was also concerned about the nature of the professional development and how 

important it was to not have fellow staff feet that the ideas were being "forced down their 

throats". 

There was a concern by one of the teachers that not dl of the staff could participate 

in this research study. She believed suongly that the rest of the staff. including the support 

staff. should have been involved in reviewing the written data. 

The participants were given the questionnaires at that point and the session ended. 
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Reviewing the Written Data 

The personal tetlections that teachers wrote about and placed in the little boxes 

revealed some interesting thoughts thrtt were mostly written in question-form. Not only 

were teachers "thinking about" their pnctice: they were wondering about things and 

questioning their assumptions. 

Many of the re tlections psnained to the narratives that were presented in the 

session. It seemed that listening to others' srories produces reactions that make people think 

about themselves and how they reIate to those stories. These are some ofthe concerns that 

were voiced in these private reflections: 

I .  Teachers redly do try to reach out to all students but the reality is that it is not 

possibie to "catch them all". 

7. There was fear about not being able to reach the underachievers who are gifted. 

3. What did "reaching your potential" mean in terms of a profession'? 

4. How do teachers draw out stnd understanding the "true self' in our students. 

that which is beyond what we see as an outward reactiona? 

5. How do teachers attend to the rmotiondhhavioraI needs of our students:' 

6,  How might teachers ms la t r  and connect the "importance of passion" to our 

lives as teachers:' How might we share this notion with our students? How 

might we help students tind their passions? How might this affect the career 

choices students make:' 

7. How might we help students deal with the "responsibility they feel for the 

world"? How might we help them become more "responsible for themselves'?" 

8. How might teacher attitudes impact on students' perceptions of themselves? 
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There was a distinct desire to learn more about gifted education, and the need for 

professional development and personal growth were emphasized. One teacher was 

concerned about his teaching abilities and. yet he focused on his hopefulness and desire to 

Iearn more for his students. 

There was the acknowledgement that the staff seemed to be 'Thinking about" their 

learning processes. and this may have been. suggested one teacher. because the focus was 

also on student thinking processes and because there was a desire to focus more on the 

students' needs. 

Teachers were beginning to think of ways in which the options could be 

supplemented. or enriched by the addition of new ones. It was suggested that the options to 

which they were referring should have less students in them than the options present and 

that they should be more focused. The objective of different options could be more 

exploration of idem and themes. It was sugested by some of the staff that the entire school 

population would benetit from such an option program. and not just the GATE students, 

One of the teachers was interested in the changes that might have been experienced 

by the staff from the beginning of the program implementation t h u g b  to the present. She 

was curious about the connection about the openness of teachers' towards the program and 

teachers' seif-concepts or "perception of their own intellectual capacity. -Were individuals 

who felt confident more open to new ideas. change etc.?" she asked. 

I received two very lengthy responses with regards to the changes that these 

teachers perceived themselves as having impiemented in their teaching. One was concerned 

about his involvement with the GATE students and he now saw himself becoming more 

actively involved in their learning in the future. The other teacher saw herself bein, = more 
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sensitive to their differences in her classroom situation. She believed that she needed to 

be more tolerant and respecthl of her students, 

The principd and the GATE Coordinaror each had comments to make about their 

involvement. What was crnphasized again and again through their reflections and the 

language with which they communicated their ideas. was that these two people were very 

committed to their work, to the staff, to the students. to the entire school community, and to 

the GATE program. There was n great sense of caring and obligation that they klt towards 

the people involved in  their school. 

Reflecting on a Process 

The Questionnaire 

With regards to the interview questions. dl of the participants felt that they "sot sf' 

the issues that they were dealing with in the GATE program. One teacher commented by 

saying that the questions "made me retlect on how I'm teaching and understanding my 

feelings about the GATE program". One teacher stated that the questions were helpful in 

ret'lectinz about past experiences. The questions helped another teacher "uncover" the 

issues. It was important tbr one teacher to see how the issues md information all came 

together. One teacher believed that now that he w s  more "seasoned" with GATE students, 

that his answers would be more insightful. The questions were seen as "pertinent" and 

having "pulled out' good information. One teacher felt that the questions were asked too 

early in the prob- and that only now the "colors" were starcins to show up. I believed 

that this teacher was considering the differences he was beginning to see amongst the 

smdents. 
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As participants read and listened to others' answers to the questions. they were 

thinking a variety of thoughts. One teacher found the experience "insighthl" and 

"humorous". Many of the teachers appreciated hearing that there were commonalities 

among the thinking on staff while there was an acknowledgement at the same time that the 

differences amongst the staff were also great. especially pertaining to their experiences with 

gifted students. One teacher noted that it opened new perceptions and helped him compare 

his thoughts by stimulating ideas. Another noted that it was "-pat to see dl perspectives". 

There was a new level of understanding about the "whole picture". This teacher felt that she 

understood more about the process that the core staff had gone through. Many of the 

participants commented on the enjoyment of sharing and listening to ottters* opinions and 

prrspecrives. 

One participant commented that the staff "actually saw things more similarIy than 

the comments appeared to suggest on the original mscripts". Another also noted that he 

felt that some of the responses were "interpreted differently or taken differently without 

understanding i t  within ia content". Were these participants suzgesting that the Learning 

History was not a fair way to illustrate the data:' 

I asked h e  participants if they found out anything new or surprising as they 

reviewed the data? Their comments were varied again. but many of them focused on the 

personal experiences of the teachers as told through the nmtives. One teacher was 

surprised to hear how many of the teachers had gifted children. Similarly. another teacher 

w i  surprised that teachers had had fmily histories of gified individuds. Another 

wondered, "what percentase of choices we make [as tedchers] are based on the kids we see 

or our personal perception of the kids we teach:'" Some were surprised at the diversity of 
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experiences. One teacher was surprised at the level of openness and acceptance of the 

staff towards giftedness while another acknowledged the differences and suggested that the 

sharing itself was a great learning experience. "Support for GATE feels more alive!" 

commented one teacher. "Most everything," was the comment from mother in response to 

what was new or surprising. 

When asked if there was mythins in particular that was comforting to hear about. 

the general consensus was that it was nice to hear the positive tone amongst these staff 

members. The level of commitment was more positive than the group had anticipated. It 

was mentioned that perhaps there had been some change in the perceptions. even since the 

interviews had taken place. and there was appreciation that the option teachers were feeling 

more positive about the program. For some of the teachers. just the knowledge that both 

positive and negative aspects of the implementation were commonly understood and shared 

had been important and comforting to them. 

This knowledge and the sharing of perspectives ranked high on the most positive 

aspects of the study. Also seen as positive aspects were "talking about everything with 

colleagues." "the opportunity to speak out and be heard.'' and being able to "reflect" and 

just think about these things. The "opportunity for retlection" was mentioned a number of 

times on the questionnaires as a very positive aspect of the process. and learning about 

GATE was dso mentioned. One teacher liked "thinking about our thinking" and another 

enjoyed the personal enrichment. 

The nezative aspects of the study were dso asked for. Two teachers missed being 

away h m  their classrooms for the day even though they found this experience beneficial. 

X number of teachers felt that the rest of the school. including the support staff. needed to 
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be involved in the process because they felt it was so important. One teacher was 

concerned about his privacy. Another teacher was worried about sharing her thoughts "and 

would hate for anybody to feel they've been slighted." Most of the teachers noted that there 

was nothing negative about the experience at all. 

All of the teachers found the experience useful and enjoyable. They mentioned how 

much they enjoyed learning from each other as they shared their experiences. Many found 

it extremely informative. 

Most of the teachers believed that other schools. especially those wanting to 

implement a gifted program. would benefit tiom this study as opposed to "having to start 

from scratch". Again. many emphasized the importance of sharing this information with the 

rest of the school. 

I appreciated the numerous wishes o f " p ~ I  luck" pertaining to my research studies. 

Other comments made me realize that the staff and I had formed a very positive 

relationship during the course of this process, 

Final Concerns 

I believe that it is my lack of confidence as a beginning researcher. and my 

perfectionist tendencies. that made me so back to the participants one more time to ask 

them some questions pertaining to the teaming History and the other documents that they 

had received. I wondered if they had served a purpose. Had I given them too much 

information? Had I given them enough information in the Learning History? How did they 

view these stimuli for reflective practice and what were their perceptions with regards to 

their usefulness? Once again. they were asked a few questions in the tbm of a 

questionnaire. 
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Specifically. what purpose did the Learning History serve'? What were some of 

the initial thoughts that had gone through the minds of the participants as they read through 

it? One participant stated that it was interesting for him to see how his thoughts fit into the 

whole picture. into the context of the "whole". ;Most teachers liked seeing the diverse 

responses to their shared issues of concern and many commented that they felt better 

knowing how everybody else felt. One teacher commented on the obvious differences 

amongst the staff in commitment and knowledge that the Learning History had revealed. 

Another teacher was disappointed by some of what she had read. "I thought how similar 

some were and how remarks signified old, inj7e-ribit. ideas about gifted and it made me 

shake my head." she wrote. 

Teachers found this process infornative concerning the implementation of the 

prognm and again. there was the acknowledgement that this program had meant a lot of 

work for people was aIso mentioned. 

The time factor was an issue for one participant. She believed that her thoughts on 

gifted education had changed since the interview. now that she had had some time to work 

with the students. 

With regards to teachers' practice. many felt that just sharing ideas was imponant 

while one teacher stated the importance of receiving feedback and looking at things through 

different eyes. The Learning History was useful in helping teachers examine their teaching 

prictice. which was imponant in order to improve. "Seeing the big picture" was important 

in terms of teaching pmctice. mentioned one teacher. While another. commented that the 

Learning History captured who he was as a learner and a teacher. 
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There was a sense of cuing about those who were new to gifted education by 

one of the teachers. She hoped that this experience had helped them and made them realize 

that perhaps they may already be doing some of the things that are suggested by experts in 

gifted education. 

What stood out was the impact the process had made on the "community of 

teachers" at the school. As it was stated by one of the teachers. T o  be aware of how 

colleagues express ideas and s h m  experiences helps to feel a special commonness." All 

agreed that seeing and sharing other perspectives was a valuable experience. and the 

Learning History. as one teacher so aptly put it. k a m e  a document of their "collective 

wisdom". 

With regards to the collection of information the teachers had received on sense- 

making day. it was noted that much of the information would most likely be usehl for 

future reference. Another teacher noted that the materials helped to spark ideas and 

thoughts. that it "helped [the teacher[ to seek out materials [he] needed to read in order to 

increase his awareness level. 

The namtives were seen as "powerfuf' tools for retlection. One teacher found it 

interesting ' lo hear red-life experiences to apply to theories". Another appreciated hearing 

red-life scenarios that were not from a published book. It seemed that the sharing of 

personal stories had had a major impact on the staff in tern of creating understanding 

runonsst the teachers. They were also "very powerful" in representing how each of the 

teachers create meaning. both as individuals and as a community of teachers. As one 

teacher said. "stories represent who we are and what we believe to be true." 
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Conclusion 

The intent of this chapter was to analyze the data that emerged and the data that was 

created by the study's reflective process. The multiple methods used for analysis produced 

an overall thick description of the experiences particular to these particuIar teachers in this 

particular site. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Summary and Discussion 

purpose 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and discuss the data findings and 

analysis in terms of the objectives of this study. This discussion will include a summary of 

the considerations for gifted education that emerged throuzh the reflective process. dl of 

which the participants deemed as imponant to them in their work in with gifted students. 

Since gifted education seems to be lacking in qualitative studies especially that pertaining 

to the experience of teachers of gifted Icmers. I believe that the insights gained by this 

srudy are imporrant to rhe field. just as they are important to the slte in which this study was 

situated. Conuasts and comparisons to other work in the field of gifted education are also 

presented. 

With regards to the theoreticaI frarnework of this study. I will discuss the 

implications this research has had on the view of the school as learning organization. [ will 

refer to the conditions under which this study was conducted and the perceptions of the 

leadership role pertaining to this site. 

Finally. I will summarize and discuss the role that reflection has played in this 

school-based research project: offerins some insight into the effectiveness of reflection in 

terms of this study and its initial objectives. Also. 1 wiII discuss the implications that this 

study might have on future research on reflection. 
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Gifted Education Programming: Implementation of a New Program 

Key to implementation of this gifted program was the administration's commitment 

to the prognm which included a) hiring appropriare staff. b) getting a financial 

commitment from the School Board. c) developing a positive working relationship with 

new parents. students and school staff through extensive communication with all parties 

involved. and d)  seeking a variety of professional development opportunities for 

themselves and teaching staff. The school was basically responsible for its own survival of 

the implementation. 

Anxiety seemed to plague the staff once the implementation was announced. 

Teachers were fearful of both the students and the parents. Another major concern was that 

the school community would change dramatically. These anxieties affected teachers' self- 

concepts and ovenll contidence about teaching. Teachers were wondering if they could 

-'live up to" the expectations of the new parents and students. They wondered if they could 

match up to or stay ahead of the giFied students. 

Borland ( 1989) susgests that it might be that advocates of gifted education who 

need to take responsibility for parental reactions and for such anxieties. He reminds us of 

dl the warninp that experts voice about sified children who are not identified or children 

who are not in appropriate learning situations. By selecting only a few to gifted pro_ms.  

we add to this the stress of competitiveness and overall pressures accompanied with gifted 

=rams. Pro, 

For many of these teachers. the interview questions moved to the heart of their 

notions. or philosophies. of zifted education. What did the gifted label mean to them in 

their classmms'? Some were questioning such issues as the existence of the GATE 
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program. For these people. the issue of equity was _munded in their deep philosophical 

beliefs about education. This is similar to Smits' ( 1988) study in which conversations with 

teachers of gfted education moved between particular instances of teaching to more 

universal statements on good education. hmbrose ( 1998) points that worldviews factor 

more than we seem to think in our acceptance of gifted education. The metaphors that 

emerged from this study. spcit'ically those describing the gified learner, produced insights 

into teachers' worldviews and their perceptions of giftedness. 

There was a constant tension. or balancing act. expressed through the interviews 

related to the integration of the GATE program in the existing school community: that 

balance of accepting change and still holding onto what had worked in the past and making 

every effort not to disrupt those thing. This tension created some separation amongst the 

staff. between those in the GATE p r o w  and the others. The gap seemed to have been 

directly related to the nature of the individuals' roles in the school pertaining to gifted 

education and how these individuals perceived their involvement. An assumption seemed 

to have ken  made that there was to be the intense involvement of a few - the 

administr~tion and the GATE teachers - and the "periphersl" involvement of others. those 

in the "option" ma .  

The differences amongst the staff created some discomfort especially for the GATE 

reachers who found that they feit as if they had to justify their existence and they were 

concerned about the other teachers' perceptions of themselves. The tension between the 

notion of -'different" or "special" and the integration of the gifted students and the new 

program into the school had been somewhat stressful for these teachers and had made them 

feel somewhat isolated. [t was suggested by one of the teachers that _geater advocacy from 
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the administration was critical to the overall success of this "special" and different 

p rop t -~ .  Logically. this should come from the GATE Coordinator (Borland. 1989). 

The impact of the implementation differed for teachers depending on a) the roles 

they performed in the school. b) previous formal education pertaining to special needs 

and/or gifted education. and c) personal. past experiences the teachers had had with gifted 

individuals. There were also correlations between teachers' roles. specialized education. 

and experience and attitudes about giftedness. These attitudes could have a direct affect 

upon the opportunities for overall success perceived or experienced by gifted leaners 

(Gallagher. 1994: Hennessey. 1997: Kanevsky. 1997: Mmhall. Rmirez. f linske. & Veal. 

1998: Olenchak, 1994). 

Understanding of giftedness and acceptance of the program directly related back to 

personal. insightful events of individuals. Consistent with the work of Clandinin and 

ConneIly (2000) the nmtives became important aspects of the learning process. Personal 

stories of pifred individuals surfaced through this reflective process. most of which were 

about family members. The retlsctive process brought forth emotional reactions to these 

insightful moments. which is supported by Brookfield's ( 1991a) study of insightful 

moments in adult learners. Contact with sifted individuals. or through self-evaluation is a 

strong factor in understanding and acceptance of the notion of Gftedness (Besin & Gagnk. 

1994). 

Mmy of the perceptions of those teachers who were just experiencing the notion of 

sifted education for their tint time. emerged out of the participants' descriptions of gifted 

Iemers. What was noted was that when these insights were of a positive nature. and 

seemed to enlighten the teacher of the positive attributes of a gifted individual. the insight 
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tended to include the element of surprise. This is similar to Rohrer's ( 1995) findings in 

her study on teacher conceptions. She found that the gifted students were described in terms 

of their "brightness" and "spark". Further to that. however. if the insighthi moments 

pertaining to school experience were negative experiences, the experiences were more 

emotionally described and included words of negative connotation to describe the gifted 

learner such as "bizarre" and "off the wall". 

These definitions may also be indicators of the level of caring towards the gifted 

students and their specific needs (Elbaz. 1992). As one of the participants pointed out, it 

may very well be that society in general does not view giftedness as a '*special need. 

Compared to the needs of other special learners. gifted students may not generally be 

perceived as students who need special status and the difference may not be accepted as n 

special need because there seems to be no "deficiency" noted. 

The GATE teachers were far more explicit in their descriptions of how teaching the 

gifted learner is different from teaching the regular student. This makes sense since a) they 

are constant1 y in need of accessing this information as it is an integral p m  of their everyday 

work and b) they are more knowledgeable about teaching the gitied learner. 

The GATE teachers acknowledeed that their concerns were different h m  the 

others' due to their responsibilities in the "special" pro:m. They shared specific concerns 

such as a) the lack of collective planning time. b) the lack of available resources for the 

purposes of program acceleration for the gifted. c )  the need to address the diversity 

mongst their students with ability-:muping, and d) the need to address the notion of 

enrichment as it relates to mandated cuniculum. 
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What had become evident throughout the course of this study was that the option 

teachers were a lide conhsed hour their roles and responsibilities in the GATE 

impIementation. This confusion was named the "option dilemma'" during the study by one 

of the teaches. Option teachers seemed uncertain about what it memt to teach gifted 

Icamcrs. and how it would impact on their teaching. It may be as Tomlinson ( 1996) 

su_ggests thnt gifted education is suffering from an identity crisis because experts in the 

field of gifted education have not rffectiveIy conveyed "how" and "what" to do with gifted 

learners. however it also seemed that perhaps this conflict had more to do with the 

teachers' perceptions of their roles in the school pertaining to the gifted program. 

One of the main topics of discussion thnt emerged tiom the reflective process was 

that of "finding one's passion", Teachers wondered how they might help students find their 

passions and work on projects related to their passions. It was sensed that many of the 

teachers had passions that could be vduable to the school and students if they were shared. 

There was mention of the need to tlnd those passions in terms of helping students makc 

cmer choices. 

It might very well be that the perceived "opt~on dilemma" in this school. and the 

"passion" issue could be addressed in terms of sifted education and tdent development. 

Treffinger { 1998) emphasizes the importance of nurturing talent. imagination. jud_ment. 

and ethical conduct among students as well as the recognition of knowledge and 

competence. He believes that in developing students' talents in the m is essentiai to 

human proogess and would ulrirnateiy lead to a more positive quality of life for these young 

people. He directly addresses the issue of passion in the ColIowing statement: 

I propose that talent be detined as the potential for significant. creative contributions 
or productivity in my domain of inquicy. expression. or action over an extended 
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period of time. Talent emerges from aptitudes and sustained involvement in 
areas of strong interest or passion. It is not simply a narud endowment or a gift. (p. 
753) 

In support of this consideration. VanTasxl-Brtska ( 1986) suggests that we must allow 

gifted students to be exposed to the arts as they piay an important role in the development 

of a gifted individual that the core courses are unable to offer. Because "passion" is the 

motivation for creativity (Pyryt, 1993). and if we are to consider creativity to be an 

important element of the learning experiences of the gifted child. we must allow gifted 

students access to those passions and place them in situations that are intrinsically and 

extrinsically motivating (Hennessey. 19971. 

,As teachers examined their own beliefs about teaching, they began the process of 

"re-framing" their role and responsibility within the school. Teachers began to think about 

how they might transfer their knowledge of gifted education into their regular classrooms. 

Teachers emphasized the importance and need tbr continued dialope amongst all of the 

reachers in the school. with the inclusion of the remainder of the staff. in order to develop 

better understandings of their gifted proem. This supports the notion (Dettmer, 1985: 

VanTisel-Buka . Avety. Little. & Hughes. 1000) that havins a gifted program in a school 

can have positive ripple effect on general programs. 

There was a shared concern about the lack of knowledge amongst the school staff 

about the social-emotional development of gifted individuals. Teachers felt ovenll that this 

concern seemed to be hampering teachers' abiiity to deal with student's m e  selves and it 

was noted that teacher attitudes might be impacting on the students' perceptions of 

themselves. There was also a concern. specifically from the GATE teachers. that addressed 
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confusion about meeting the needs of the Gifted LD students (Baum, 1944; Olenchak, 

1994). 

Overall. teachers seemed to be in agreement with the fact that more professional 

development was needed in order to address these and other issues pertaining to gifted 

learners. but what became apparent was that many of the teachers were uncertain as to what 

types of professional development specific to gifted education might be useful to them and 

many of them were uncertain as to where they might find such professional development. 

The "considerations" that were noted pertaining to the program, its implementation 

and delivery, were the practical everyday issues that concerned the teachers. The teachers 

felt that these were important issues. however. what emerged from the questionnaires and 

private reflections. was that these were not the main topics of concern for these teachers. 

What became apparent was that "getting to know the gifted learner." and working through 

the attitudes of the teachers. were the major concerns at this time. These teachers were also 

very concerned with maintaining positive relationships with the other individuals involved 

in their school. 

Implications for Gifted Education 

Teachers own the responsibility of providing a learning environment that builds on 

the students' capacities for learning and creating. Teachers have a moral and ethical 

obligation to the gifted students in terms of their difference (Alberta Learning. 1000: Elbaz. 

1992: Gallagher. 1997). Gallagher ( 1997) contends that we will benefit as a society if we 

attend to the needs of our gifted. And as for the individual students. if their needs are not 

attended to. not only do they run the risk of falling into the trappings of underachievement 
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(Rimrn, 199 1). they also may suffer socialIy and emotionally in the long run (Colangelo, 

199 1 : Silverman, 1997). 

It might very well be that in order for p m _ m  like GATE that are integrated 

within regular school programs. gifted p m ~ m  may have to adopt different worldviews 

and accept the realities of their situations in order to sustain their programs. Ambrose 

( 1998) contends that an educator who adopts one single philosophical perspective in 

education can become insular and therefore. he suggests, that educators consider the diverse 

perspectives even within gifted education. But. not only are the programs at stake. As 

noticed by this study. relationships amongst staff are at risk too. Programs that are 

inte~pted such as this GATE pro_- wit1 have to promote collaboration and mutually 

beneficial integrations of gifted education and regular p r o c e n g  (Ambrose, 1998: 

Tomlinson. st al.. 1996) in order to keep relationships amongst staff positive. At the same 

time. it will be up to the GATE teachers and GATE Coordinators to continue to advocate 

for progrdms in order to ensure their continued existence if this type of interface should 

become part of a school's Life. At present there seems to be a concern for the survival 

[Tannenbaum. 1998) of gifted pro_grarns. as described by Renzulli ( 1999) as the 'Time 

bomb of gifted education". 

In rlrc Piiblic Inreresr. (Tomlinson. et d.. 1996) a study of the interface between 

gifted and regular teachers supports this notion. Tomlinson, et al. claim that collabontion 

amongst the fields would a) facilitate balancing the mles of equity and excellence to the 

benetit of 1111 students. b )  reinforce the reality that we share many of the same goals. and c) 

macimize the strengths of both generalists and specialists to the benefit of the total school 

community. Shore and Delcoun 1 1996) agme that such didogue would create a base of 
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"common ~mund" from which understanding of the differences may evolve. They 

suggest that this process would be advantageous in that it would emphasize those 

educational practices that are not good for gifted students. 

Borland ( 1996) contends that continuous self-examination is necessary to the 

survival of gifted programs. He suggests that if we avoid such criticd examination, gifted 

education runs [he risk of becoming an example of fanaticism. Studies in gifted education 

such as this support Borland's concerns. Gallagher (1996) a p e s  with Borland in that he 

too believes that experts in the field of gifted education must be more self-critical. however. 

Gstllagher suggests that much of criticism of gifted cducation is rooted in ignorance. 

Gifted education needs more research endeavors of the qualitative. interpretive 

nature tTomlinson. 19961 in order to add to a field that is lacking in description of the 

oifted education experience. Such research endeavors would produce readable, and perhaps C 

some reader-friendly studies of gifted education that could address the issue of ignorince of 

the sened public and of our educators. As noted by the teachers in this srudy, knowledge 

of ochers' experiences in the tieid penaining to propiam implementation could have helped 

them with their program. These teachers were curious about other teachers' experiences. 

Qualitative research endeavors in gifted education could connect prognms for the Sfted, 

open up dialogue between sites. and perhaps create a system of support that could in 

essence produce a suonger presence for giftcd education. The possibilities for future 

qualitative research in gifted education m endless. and at this point. perhaps necessar?; for 

the survival of gifted cducation. 

Considering all the energy that has been placed on creating a smooth transition for 

the impIementation. and convincing peopie of the importance of gifted education. I wonder 
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why school boards, particulariy the Calgary Board of Education, considering all of the 

recent school closures. hasn't considered the possibitity of a separate gifted site. One would 

think that such a consideration would benetit students and would certainly eliminate the 

problems attached to program integration. 

School Leadership 

Creating a Climate for Reflection 

As stated in Chapter Two, in order for a reflective process to occur in a work setting 

as a form of professional development. there must be a climate for learning that includes 

openness to diversity. respect for individuals. a desire to collaborate, time for collaboration 

and dialogue (Fullan & Hargreaves. 1992: Knowles. 1984: Senge. 2000: Sergiovanni. 1000: 

Spmks & Hinh. 1997). School effectiveness is affected by the climate that is created by its 

leaders and by collaborative planning and implementation (Hiemstn, 1991 ). 

The leadership in this school site consistently supported this research endeavor. 

When I first met the principal. she had mentioned her interest in Senge and so it was 

fortunate for me that I ended up doing my research at her school. This principal valued 

retlection as professional development and she believed that collaborative efforts were 

critical to a true learning environment. She also believed that teachers did not get enough 

time in their everyday lives of teachers to be part of these types of activities. which she 

labeled as professional development. 

The time that was dlocted to this study. for interviews and for the sense-making 

session. and the financial commitment that was put into place. were indicative of the 

commitment this leader had towards her staff as individuals. towards staff development and 

towards the success of the new GATE prozm.  The principal's commitment to GATE was 
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also demonstrated by the work she had done with the GATE coordinator in preparation 

for the implementation of the program- The principal, together with the new GATE 

Coordinator, created a climate of deep concern and caring for the students and staff at this 

school. Both had taken Book 7 to heart, which was a demonstration of their ethical 

concerns as well. These two administrators represented a powerful, ethical. and caring team 

(Noddings, 1996: Smyth. 1989). 

The principal's leadership support. I believe. was critical to the overall success of 

this project. For this research to proceed. an environment of openness and trust had to have 

been in place. It became obvious throughout the study that the staff believed they could 

discuss issues freely and openly without fear or risk or job loss, They perceived the 

principal LS a caring individual who worked hard for them and for the entire school. This 

principal set the tone in the school for this project and she became a steward of the learning 

process (Senge. 2000). 

The School as Learning Organization 

tn the model of the learning organization as described by Senge (2000). the 

assumption is such that teachers and studencs are centrai to the school. "Disciplines" are 

intended to help with deaiing with dilemmas and the pressures of work and therefore, 

Senge. et al. (2000) believe that reflection can help workers deal with change and also 

facilitate change. This was clearly the belief at this school. A retlective structure was put 

into place that was reflective of the notion of the school as learning organization. Not all 

five Disciplines were attended to directly. however. the essence of the learning organization 

-attending to. and takinp notice of the individuals, and then moving into meaningful 

diidogue and understanding -suggests that this reflective pmcess included that of Personal 
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Mastery, Mental Models and Team Leaning. Concerns for students, other staff, and 

parents exemplified the notion that this school is cognizant of the interdependence of all of 

the systems at play in creating a school that learns (Senge. et al.. 2000). 

The intent of the Learning History (Roth & Kleiner, 1999) combined with the 

humanistic. democratic worldview associated with the strategies and general beliefs of 

Leming organizations a., professed by Senge. et al. (1994.1999.2000) promoted an 

approach to staff development that had positive implications for teachers. Reviewing data 

together and having conversations around such data promoted professional collaboration, 

bondins. and empathy. The process focused on the "teacher" but had immediate crucial 

implications for the students. Thee was dways an underlying assumption that the 

conversations and retlections were deeply connected to practice and student interests even 

though personal aspects of the teachers" lives were an integral part of the process. 

There are definite connections between this approach to Ieming about teaching 

practice and the assumptions underlying that of Action Research. There seems to be similar 

roots in the origins of "organizational learning" and "Action Research that make one take 

notice and realize that learnins is similar never mind where it happens. It makes me realize 

that there are similarities between the training of adults in business and that of education as 

both are places of work where learning takes place. To facilitate group work and 

professional development throu@ such a process as was used in this research project, one 

might go about a similar process in any adult workplace with some adjustment made for the 

actual context. 

In order for such a process to  cur in another workplace. however. it is suggested 

by this study that it would happen effectively only if the leadership is amenable to the 
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process and if there is a demonstration of attitude and commitment towards the project. 

both financially and of time. 

"Schools that learn" are also schools that focus on continuous learning [Senge. et 

al.. 2000). Therefore, a process of retlection cannot be a one-shotded throughout the year. 

In order for continuous growth to occur, there must also be opportunities for continuous 

reflection. This is particular is always a challenge in schools due to time constraints. 

However. I would suggest that schools adopt not only entire school-based retlective 

models. but also smaller "retlective" emups throughout the school staff. It would also be 

advantageous to have those groups heterogeneous. or combinations of subject areas in order 

to move beyond the known and shared insights into the unknown. novel and insightful 

notions of practice. Research (Greenwood. 199 1 ) informs us that we learn and are 

tmstbrmed much more effectively. and more creatively. fmm experiences where there is 

access to dir:rrsi@. 

Accepting the notions of a learning organization can be motivating and supportive 

for school leaders. Leaders are able to follow guidelines and suggestions for growth and 

growth processes. and they are able to move the focus away from outcomes towards human - 
relationships and assessment. For leaders who do not see this is as being a critical element 

in the make-up of their organization or community. the notions of the learning organization 

are not going to k inviting. I believe that this view of school can be especially positive and 

inviting for teachers as it has the potential to create valuable and effective connections 

between them and others in their school. and most importantly. with the  students. 

This approach to learning is also compatible with Borlmd's ( 1989) model of 

program planning and needs assessment. A needs assessment. he states. helps a school 
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examine its goals, intentions and resources, He contends that such processes are 

necessary and that they should be of s reflective manner. Even though such assessments iue 

intended to occur prior to the implementation of a program, such a process would be of 

value at anytime because of the natural changes that tend to occur in schools from year to 

year. This type of approach also focuses on the needs and desires of a particular site. its 

students. staff. and parents. and resources. rather than the general notions of what gifted 

education should be about, 

Reflection 

Reflection as Insight 

The question proposed by this thesis was. "Can reflection give valuable insight 

into programming considerations?" It is obvious by the wealth of insights gleaned by 

this structured. intentional reflective process in which the participants of this study took 

part. that retlection can produce insights. 

Were the insights valuable in terms of pro_pm considentions? The study proved 

to be informative but how valuable this information truly is may only be answered by the 

future actions of the teachers and reactions to this research in the field of gifted education. 

It did emphasize the need for further professional development and continued dialogue 

amongst the "gifted teachers and those who were considered "regular." or option teachers. 

The study offered the _matest insight in terms of the implementation of this gifted p r o m  

into an already existing "reylar" site. and the teachers' reactions to the change. In turn. the 

study was valuable in terms of informing us of the need to know more about aduIt learning 

and development pertaining to professional development and the effects of change on 

teachers (Fullan & Har-paves. 1992). 
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This study was based on the data collected h u g h  teacher retlection in response 

to specific questions asked by the researcher. When asked about the effectiveness of the 

questions. participants felt that the questions seemed to "get at" the issues that concerned 

the teachers: as one teacher said, the questions did a good job of "Itncovering." his 

thoughts. Tacit thoughts. especially attitudes and perceptions, came to the surface. One 

teacher commented that she "had never articulated that before" while another teacher stated 

that she was thinking about something "now that I'm talking to you". both referring to the 

opportunity that this reflective process had allowed both of these individuals. They were 

abie to think about and take notice of things that they hadn't been completely aware of 

prior to the interview (Schon, 1983). 

I believe that these teachers viewed this initial reflective activity. the interview 

process. as a dialogic process. that of a conversation (Clandinin & Connelly. 2000). Rather 

than keeping strictly on topic. the responses became creative: divergent and descriptive. 

Participants also found themselves thinking aloud and questioning what they were thinking 

t Lee & Barnett, 199.1). Insights that emerged from the reflective process were those that not 

only informed the individuals of the practical elements of their practice, but dso informed 

them of the roots of their ides. In rum. many teachers moved into a process of 

transformation. Reflection became the identifier of considerations for gifted education 

programming. beliefs about gifted education. and movement towards change. 

h g e r  and Colton ( 199.1) refer to five attributes that are desirable for retlective 

decision-m&in,o. One of those attributes is efficacy. a teacher's understanding that an 

activity was successtrul because it was well p[anned and that he has made a difference in 
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some way. It is sugsested, then. that teachers who reflect upon their work are hoping 

that they will make a difference in some way with their students. 

An important aspect of reflection pertaining to this study was that it helped the 

group to move beyond the individud issues and into a consuuctive, productive process. - 
Unlike that of nanzltive inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). the voices were not just put 

out as a final document: instead. the voices were taken notice of and through critical 

retlection (Brookfield. 199 la: Mezirow. 1988). the individuals attempted to create meaning 

for themselves through dialogue (Habemas.1992; Osterman & Kottkamp.1993). 

The Learning History 

What happens when individual reflections are written up in a document that is 

meant to seem like a conversation amongst its group members and then ''made 

public" for further reflection? How might a document similar to the Learning History 

as described in Dance of Change (1999) impact on a group of teachers? 

Developing the Learning History proved to be a manageable method of analysis that 

I. as a novice researcher. found to be one way to avoid the 1000-page question 

( Kvale. 1996). or in this case the 350-page question. I was immediately forced to focus in 

on the data in a systematic procedure. The document that was constructed was not a true 

Learning History: instead it was an adaptation of such 3 document. Because of the need for 

anonymity of the participants. the document could not reveal the true nature of the 

conversation nor could it concern iwif with specific situations and characters. It did. 

however. present a number of perspectives on aII of the questions peninins to the 

experiences of the participants. The Learning History provided an opportunity for the 

interview data the prim- data collection and primary reflections. to represent each of the 
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individuals and make their statements known. [t is a rare opportunity for teachers to 

have equal voices in the everyday workings of our schools. Reflection allowed for as equal 

representation as was possible within the limitations of the Learning History concept. 

The participants found the karning History document to be an excellent source of 

information from which to retlect. It provided them with a "base." or starting point for 

reflection and discussion. They enjoyed the element of multiple perspectives and found that 

acknowledging others and working through their differences was a positive experience. 

Some teachers commented about how this process provided them with the opportunity to 

"see." allowing them ro further understand "where others were coming ti-om." One 

recurring response on the questionnaires was that being exposed to others' ideas and then 

reflecting upon them helped teachers stimulate new thoughts and ideas (Brooktieid. 1995). 

In this study. the tensions k a m e  more emphasized amongst the group because of 

the initial interviews and because of the construction of the Learning History. in which the 

intention was to emphasize the differences. Through these reflections, teachers were able to 

identify and examine their own role and responsibilities. others' roles and responsibitities, 

and also concerns that they had about the pro:nm's implementation and delivery. 

Retlcction was a process by which these teachers became more aware of their 

cornrnonalicies. differences, and their "specid bond'. 'The results from teaming 

organization efforts include noticeable improvements. but. more important. they include 

breAthrou$s of the mind and heart" (Stnge. 2000). Not oniy did the reflective process 

help teachers identify their own concerns and issues penaining to being in the gifted 

p rogm.  it also helped them see other pers~ctives. thereby noting differences and 

similarities amongst the staff. The Learning History emphasized the differences and it was 
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that diversity that created connections and developed understandings amongst the staff- 

This is similar to the study of Mondngon (Greenwood, 199 1) where diversity proved to be 

a positive aspect of the collaborative reflective study. Beebe and Masterson ( 1997) discuss 

this in terms of the natural progression in group dynamics and &goup communication. 

The private reflections written by participants during the sense-making session 

revealed that there was a mix of reactions to the diversity amongst the staff. As one teacher 

noted. he was surprised at how much more informed he was than the rest of the staff. 

Contrary to this statement. another teacher noted that she was surprised at how much the 

staff shared concerns. This reinforced the notion that adult learners perceive same situations 

very differently depending on their own experiences md their perceptions of self 

(Brookfield. 1991b: Mezirow. 1991: PaImer. 1998: Robertson. 1997: Snyder & Fromkin. 

1980). 

The sense-making session proved to be a time for acquiring a deeper understanding 

of the Learning History through discussion. and it  dso proved to be a time for 

understanding. acceptance and problem solving. The teachers seemed to want to move 

forward and produce recommendations for further consideration. 

This process of reviewing the data through a reflective process involved that of 

"mental models" (Senge. et d.. 1999.2000) and what Heron ( 1996) refers to as "mutual 

gazing". Heron states that in order for p u p s  to malie sense of experiential data there must 

be four steps in the collaborative process: a) radical memory and framing at the point of 

perception (interview process). b) recording the data and representing it as it is being 

processed c I reporting the data in a summarized form. and d) identifyins the similarities 
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and differences among the data and seeking meaningful patterns. Since all of these steps 

were taken, this study is con-pent with his model of "Collabontive Inquiry". 

Collaboration is about communicative action (Habermas. 1991). the exchange of 

qument  and reasoning among equal citizens. Collaboration in terms of school 

development isn't about allowing everyone in a school to have a say in a decision; it is 

about dlowing members of a group. equal in status to work through a dialogic process in 

order to come to some understandings that concern them and to decide for themselves what 

problems they need to solve. Habermas refers to this process of democratic dialogue as 

communicate action. This focus is a move away from topdown decision-making in which 

teachers feel that they are unable to act upon their own professional judgment. 

Reflection supports the notion of deliberative democracy and that fair decisions are rooted 

in an ethical process of understanding. In terms of adult learning, active participation is key 

to my learnins experience (Brooktield. 1990: Knowles. 1990). In this school. during this 

study. the reflective process allowed participants to freely voice their opinions and thoughts 

on a variety of topics. specific to GATE and the implementation of the proem. The 

Learning History was developed in order to offer a fair representation of the participants 

and their thoushts. The sense-makin9 session proved to be 3 democrdtic opportunity for 

participating staff members to actively participate in a learning activity. 

Reflection and Adult Learning 

tn terms of adult learning theory. retlection was a way for the adults in this research 

project to learn. move to change. and fee1 that they had a zeater understanding of their role 

as teacher as they worked through discussions that were practical and theoretical. These 

notions are consistent with adult learning theory (Brookfield. 199 la: Mezirow.199 I). Adult 
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learning theory dso notes the importance of past experience. which was supported by 

this study. 

Critical retlection was a major component ofthis study as participants were asked to 

reflect upon their practice and the practice and experience of others, thereby motivating the 

participan~s to ltFsess their already-formed beliefs and assumptions (Brooktield, 199 La; 

Mezirow. 1991). Retlection became a way tbr these adults to make sense of their lives by 

assimilating other experiences and others' experiences into their background and 

experiences (Mezirow. 199 1 ). 

[n particular. the namtives. which were presented odly. induced numerous private. 

reflective responses by the participants. Some of the responses were in the forms of short 

stories pertaining to the teachers' own experiences. Heron ( 1996) refers to this type of 

reflection as "pondering" upon a story as one stands back and thinks about how the story is 

about oneself. Other stories were reacted to with surprise and disbelief. Many of the 

responses were introspective and retlexive. in that responses moved the participants to 

critically reflect upon the story md see how it connected to their own lives (Brookfield. 

1995: Stanase. i987). One respondent srated, "Nmtives are very powerful in representing 

how each of us creates meaning. both as an individual and as a community. Our stories 

represent who we are and what we believe." 

For many. this p ropm implementation was viewed as an imposed change. and for 

others. who had been hired for the GATE program. it was viewed a5 a real challenge and 

invigor~ting new experience. The reactions were varied. These diverse reactions dI confirm 

that teacher personal and professional development is deeply connected to the 

implementation of change (Fullan & Harpaves, 1992: Wideen. 1992). Even within a 
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particular concept of change. there may exist notable. differing perceptions of change 

amongst a group of people. The diversity of reactions towards change by experienced 

teachers suppons the notions of adult learning that profess that adult individuals assimilate 

their understandings of a new situation differently due to prior knowledge (Brookfield, 

199 lb: Mezirow, 1991: Nias, 1989) and also that adults will react differently to changes at 

work based on the stage in which they are in their life (Oja. 1989). 

Many teachers had undergone changes in their attitudes towards gifted education as 

the study progressed. This was noted by the responses to the questionnaires. These teachers 

had undergone transformations (Mezirow. 1998) as they began re-framing (Handy. 1989) 

rheir roles in the school pertaining to their involvement in the GATE proznm. This re- 

framing, which usually involves questioning old beliefs and assumptions. had not been an 

easy process for some of the teachers as it questioned elements of their identity (Brookfield. 

I99 13: Mezirow. 199 I ) .  For some it was a confirmation of who they were and what they 

truly believed about their role as teacher in this situation. Internal pressures seemed to have 

a significant effect on the learning of these adults (Knowles, 1983). 

Some teachers who had experienced noted chanses in their thinking began to 

consider possibilities for modifications in their teaching and p m ~ m  delivery for the 

sifted. There were wonderings about what the GATE teachers actually did in their 

cIassrooms. There were questions about how some of the teachers might revise some of 

their units. Others. however. remained "stuck" in their present beliefs. and others feIt that 

the implementation had no effect on them so the issue of change was a non-issue. These 

reactions are congruent with Sike's ( 1992) study of teachers and their reactions to imposed 

change in their schools. He tbund that experienced teachers react to change in the following 
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ways: a) carrying on as if nothing happened, b) splitting off into groups or "grumbling 

cliques" c) resisting and sabotaging, d) leaving or adjusting their job descriptions in order 

to deal with the change. and e) &gasping the opponunity. Sikes states that we must be aware 

of the fact that adults react differently to change depending on their ideologies and 

philosophies, their life experiences, their aims and purposes. the contexts and conditions in 

which they work. and the cultures of their schools. 

Re tlection helped teachers think about and describe their thinking processes. 

Teachers were thinking about their thinking. Many of the teachers commented on 

"knowing" something because of the reflective process. This is similar to the findings in 

Smits' (Carson & Couture. 1988) study of teacher reflection and the implementation of 

programs for the gifted in which reflection helped the teachers in "corning to know" about 

gifted education. 

What I believe was significant in terms of the individual reflective activity was how 

the participantsfelr while going through the interviews. Many appreciated being able to 

voice their opinions and be listened to. One participant felt that the interview process was a 

"special" opportunity in that i t  was unusual going through such a process in the everyday 

goings-on of a teacher. The number of questions asked in the interviews was probably one 

factor that determined the length of the interviews. but it must be noted that the individual 

responses were lengthy. Participants elaborated on questions. offering stories. queries, and 

discoveries. and seemed to enjoy the opportunity to "talk" about their "lived experiences" 

c Vim Manen. 1990). I believe that if the interviewees had not wanted to participate. and did 

not value the process. they would not have eiven such extensive answers. 
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Limitations of this Reflective Process 

Time was a limitation in this study in that too much time elapsed between the 

interview sessions and the sense-making session. The Learning History became more 

historical. even though it was still useful. however if I were to pursue this process again. I 

would want to collaborate with the staff on the document sooner. Some of the participants 

noted that the interviews has occurred early in their experiences with the GATE students. 

and they felt that their insights would have been more valuable had the process taken place 

later in the year. 

Part of the problem. I believe was with the number of questions I used in the 

interview process. Thereby. the time ro manscribe the interviews was lengthy and 

expensive. Initially I had someone begin the typing but because of the length of the 

interviews. the process became expensive. I ended up doing my own typing, which was 

time-consuming and exhausting. 

Probably the most dit~ticult decision I had to make tls a researcher had to do with 

choosing the segments from the interview data If I were to compose a Learning History 

again. I would include a group of teacher participants to assist me as co-researchers to work 

through the data. With more active participation in the process. participants might find the 

Learning History more reflective of the true nature of the key issues and elements of the 

participants' experiences. On the other hand. the element of "objective outside? might be 

considered an asset in such a process. The outsider role was important to the studies 

developed by Osterman and Kottkamp ( 1993) and may very well be an essential element in 

this type of professional deveiopment. 
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hitially. the intent was to develop a document that more closely resembled the 

Learning History as modeled by Roth and IUeiner ( 1999). When I approached the principal 

about responding to the responses, she asked that I allow the teachers to be more 

generative. allowing them to participate in their own questioning and meaning construction. 

I then felt the tensions created in the collaborative efforts between schools and researchers 

(Smits. 1988). We want to be respectful and still hold onto our intentions throughout a 

research process. Since certain elements of the Learning History had been a source of 

anxiety anyways. I allowed that decision to stand. In retrospect. I believe that it probably 

went in our favour in that the findings were ultimately less researcher subjective than they 

could have been had I chosen to add retlective notes of my own to the document. 

The element of risk is a reality when working with _pups. especially in a retlective 

process such LS this that involves panicipants' honesty and sharing of opinions. A few 

teachers who had fears about being "found out" and about "feeling embarrassed" about 

what they had said in the interviews approached me. This was an element of this process 

that could be difficult to deal with. and therefore. every consideration possible for 

anonymity and concern tbr individuals' personal and professional lives must be part of such 

research endeavors ( Palmer. 1998 1. 

The collabontive sensemiking sessions required time and patience. and as noticed 

by the participants. more than a half-day was needed for our tinal session together. I would 

suggest that more time be set aside for such a session or that special times be set aside for 

collaborative sessions throughout the year. [t is seldom that te~chers truly get a chance to 

discuss matters of consequence together in a systematic process such as this. Clearly. many 

educrttors. especially leaders. will be already saying under their breaths that such time and 
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financial support are hard to find. As indicated by this study, if the intent is there, and 

leaders fight hard enough to make them happen. it is quite possible to see these processes as 

possibilities. It may very weit be that leaders will have to insist on such commitments from 

school boards in order to make these staff times a reality. 

The insights that were gained from this focus on reflection can be said to have been 

valuable. but perhaps only to this site. To generalize would be against the notions of case 

study. and so I emphasize that from the feedback following the study. the process was 

valuable and enjoyable to this particular group of teachers and administrators in this 

particular school. 

Imptications for a Researcher 

Reflecting on a Study of Reflection 

AS I have researched the process of retlection and have also had the opportunity to 

work through a reflective process with a group of teachers. I feel that I have "come to 

know" much about who I arn as a teacher. researcher and adult learner. Having focused on 

the act of retlection has helped me understand the processes of learning that I have valued. 

and it has also forced me to question old assumptions and beliefs. I have come to realize 

that many others in the field share my respect. for the coliabotative. reflective process and 

that retlection holds a place in the tieids of inquiry and professional development. 

I have learned much about the roots of many of the concepts pertaining to 

retlection. As a mentor once said to me. '.every concept has a past". and it is within that 

past that I realize that there is a strong correlation between my understandings of 

developmental drama and the processes of collaborative professional development. It is that 

strong emphasis on the creative. collaborative processes of learning and the celebration of 
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diversity and life experiences that draw me to both. In this project I have worked 

through a process of the human condition (Heron, 1996) that is creative and insightful. I 

have experienced it as the adult learner. I have gained knowledge. some of it practical, and 

some of it technical. I have been critically reflective and at times retlexive. It has also been 

emancipatory (Mezirow, 1988) in that it has allowed me to learn what I needed to learn in 

order to reach my goals. I have assimilated old with the new. and for it. I have been 

transformed. 

1 have felt an incredible tension (Handy. 1989) as researcher working through the 

process that I believe may be a natural part of the ongoing tension researchers feel when 

working on collaborative projects such as this: where there a group is moving through a 

process and a researcher is documenting the entire process. There were times when I 

wanted to simply be the objective observer. and yet. there was the issue of working through 

the sense-making session with the participants. I found myself becoming a "hcilitatol-" of 

the reflective process in a manner that I had found familiar but not at all what I had 

expected when I first planned this process. 

It was impossible to not feel as if 1 too was as much a part of this as the participants. 

In the final questionnaire. some of the reactions to the process were personal and many 

teachers thanked me for the experience. Some even mentioned how nice it had been to meet 

me. Perhaps the relationship that i'd formed with the :pup was partially a factor of the 

phenomenon that was being researched, In researching the "thinking processes" and 

"knowing" of a group of human beings. as they reflected. I are reminded of the beauty of 

the spontaneity and creativity of lived experience. I was reminded of the need for trust and 

honesty amongst human beinzs, and I was reminded of the utmost respect that I have for 
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the community of teachers to which I belong. I was captured by the insights and stories 

of a teachers' lives. all of which I too am familiar with. and I know that I am changed for 

the better. I only hope that I have given their stories and insights the justice and fair critical 

reflection md understanding that they deserve. 

Implications for Research on Reflection 

Just as teachers want to make a difference for their students. certain forms of 

professional development aspire to making a difference for teachers. It just may be that the 

type of reflection model upon which this study is based could be considered a process for 

intervention. The study's purpose was to help teachers come to understand their situation 

and in so doing, change had transpired. As Bryant ( 1996) suggests. retlection has 

intentionality: it is not purely mental and abstract. Reflection. Bryant contends. always 

involves action. 

Retlection is a valuable method of gleaning data for research purposes. but we must 

as researchers. be aware that reflection is purely the e-rpression of the language of memory, 

of deeply-felt beliefs. md of feelings about something. It only represents the memory of 

actions and intentions: it is not action itself. I believe that because this study has informed 

us about the practice of teaching and because its underlying assumption is that it has and 

will move individuals into further action - it has been transformational - then. I believe, 

that it does belong to the field of ucrion reseurcli (Carson & Sumara. 1997). 

Retlection allowed the participants of this study to "see" themselves and others with 

more clarity and understanding. The study produced a collaborative portrait of their 

individual and coiiective past and present experiences. Together they shared in the process 

of producing future considerations. When conducting research on retlection, one must be 



aware that such studies dways have a temporal aspect (Van Manen. 1990). Reflections 

are always of the past, and dways consist of only what individuals can remember or choose 

to remember. 

In light of this insight. however. we must also be cautious about this view of 

professional development considering what we know about adult ediicurion and reflection. 

In both, we are reminded that adults make choices about they want to learn and adopt as 

part of their world (Kitchener & King, 1990). To suggest that all professional development 

practices. specitic to reflection. will be productive and enjoyable for everyone involved is 

perhaps being a little naive. However. as adults gain new insights they may also experience 

the loss of familiar paradi,ams (Robertson. 1997). Retlection may be the key to working 

through those transformations. 

It became obvious that the story of this school and its teachers had begun well 

before the impiementation actually took place. What emerged from the interviews were 

stories of the implementation and also in-depth stories of teachers' pasts. The individual 

insights into past experiences became JS critical. if not more critical. to the process of 

learning about gifted learners and gifted education as their in-school experiences and 

school-planned professional development. 

It was realized by this study. that four reflective opportunities were especially usefuI 

in the process of learning and should be considered when structuring activities for 

reflection amongst staff. These were a)  individual interviews. b) reflecting on a written 

document that summarized the results of the interviews. c) the sharing of participants 

personal stories of insight. and d) p u p  dialogue for sense-making: as one participant said. 
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"bringing it all together". All of these activities proved to be very effective in moving 

teachers to learning about their teaching practice in their situation at this school site. 

Schools can benetit greatly from school-based professional development, 

especially opportunities based on the reflective process. I believe that teachers presently 

practice reflective cl~sroom action research daily in their teaching lives. Reflective 

procedures and individual assessments of performance are mandated for teachers and 

special needs students. However, schools do not have processes and procedures in place to 

work on school-based coilabor~tive efforts. Specific to issues that educators have to deal 

with. it would be of benefit to create opportunities for :pup reflection that help teachers to 

understand the differences amongst their peers. These efforts. as noted in this study. may 

help teachers find ways to work together. even if they have different interests and 

philosophies. In turn. such coliabontive elTons may move people to change and to develop 

solutions to problems. Students are bound to benefit from such collaboritions. 

Teachins addresses the notion of caring (Noddings. 1996; Wendel & Heiser. 1989). 

but it also involves the element of reasoning. It is about knowing "what kind of dent you 

want to make in the world" (Brookfield. 1990. p. 19) for the students. It is about 

questioning the effect that you are having on students and their leaning. Reflection helps 

teachers address the reasoning behind their actions (Argyris. 1982). 

Foster ( 198s) susgests that In our efforts to contribute to the "systematization of 

knowledge and our desire to make 3 difference. we are frequently content with describing 

the world as it is". The change asenr. he notes. should constantly be looking for advances 

beyond the descriptive level. These efforts would be conzuent with that of Action 

Research (Carson & Sumwa. 1997) and maybe even that of Participatory Action Research 
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(Kemmis & McTaggart. 2000). Perhaps, in terms of collabontive reflection, it may be 

beneficial to return to the origins of Action Research: return to the mots of organizational 

learning and Kurt Lewin's focus on the coflabontive. group processes of learning. 

Collaboration is about seeking meaning and understanding about phenomena from the 

participants in rl particular community as they are living their practice (Carson & Suman. 

1997). These "knowers*' provide what they believe is truly important to know (Srnits. 

1988). This case study supports this notion. 

Since retlection is a way for individuals to express themselves about their work, it 

may he that by attending to individual differences through individuals' strengths in forms 

of expression. we might discover new and exciting forms for producing and analyzing data. 

Researchers might also consider the notion of presentation (Heron, 1996: Richardson. 

1000) and begin to adopt new methods of description and presentation beyond the present. 

predominantly form of structured language. Expressions of an. drama. and film might be 

included in those efforts so that researchers and teachers alike may follow their passions 

(Pyryt. 1993). 

Reflective processes may have taken on a variety of forms over the years. but the 

focus of its intent seems to have shifted. This shift is exemplified by the suggestion of 

many experts in the field of adult learning and teacher professional development that we 

address school-based professionaI deveiopment in terms of the learning organization 

(Conzemius & Conzemius. 1996: FuIlan. 1995: Sparks & Hirsh, 1997). Just as the focus has 

moved from product to service in business and industry. so has the focus of reflection in 

education moved from addressing outcomes to the process of learning and human 

development. In doing so. reflection takes on a vduable roIe in the professional 
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development of teachers. By investing in an ongoing reflective structure, schools avoid 

drive-by (Joyner. 2000) staff development, 

Senge (2000) suggests that by making schools more of an environment that 

promotes learning and by developing communities that support learning of all ages. we 

address the issue of lifelong leming. Perhaps part of our fascination with the learning 

organization {Rose. 1996) is being able to learn and grow for as long as we wish. even at 

work. And now as I reflect on the idea of continuous growth. I wonder if we are also 

attempting to capture youth again in our workplaces; to be able to be in that place of 

wonder and excitement that we remember from our own schooling? Is it an attempt at 

giving permission to adults to engage in serious playful learning that is both creative and 

useful? 

In order to allow a process where teachers are able to l e i  and feel that their 

opinions md pa t  experience and knowledge counts. there must be more research and staff 

development opportunities such as the retlective pmcess experienced by the paticipants of 

this study. At the center of this understanding is the recognition that the teacher-student 

relationship is key to school effectiveness. There is the recognition that teachers are adult 

leaners who consider schools to be their place of work. Reflection is recognized as an 

effective way in which adults learn together. a process of learning that values diversity and 

collaboration. Most importantly. retfection attends to the cognitive and affective notions of 

human development (Leithwood. 1992). 

Teacher retlection promotes connectedness between the "lived experience" and 

adult work ( Bivins-Smith. 19961. It is a holistic means by which the needs of the adult 

learner are addressed within the domain of the Ixger system of the school organization. 
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Reflection promotes understanding of reasoning and other viewpoints (Marsick & 

Walters. 1996). It is perhaps the most effective way in which we can address our collective 

need to learn (Uhl. 1995). Reflection promotes connectedness amongst professionds and 

addresses the need tbr "learning schools" ( Loucks-Horsfey. 1995: Senge. et al.. 2000). 

Retlection provides opportunities for individual and collective learning that is 

indicative of "Schools That Lxm" (Senge. 1000). Once we begin to provide such 

opportunities for teachers within the structures of our school. then. and only then, will 

srudrnts benefit fully from the "collective wisdom" of our teachers. 
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

Research Project Title: Teacher Reflection as insight into considentions for Gifted 
Education P r o p m m i n g  

Investigator: Molly A. Hashman 

This consent form, a copv of which will be Gve to vou, is onlv mrt of the p m e s  of idormed consent. It 
should give vou the basic idea of what the research is about and what vour participation wilI involve. V 
vou would like more detail about somethine mentioned here. or infommtion not included bere, vou 
should feel free to ask. Please taka the time to m d  this carefdv and to understand anv acromwnving 
information. 

I .  You have k e n  zkcd to take p m  in a study [hat will involve teachers who m, or will bt. involved in the 
C a l g q  Board of Education GATE (Gifted and Talented Education) program. Your experience is crucial 
to this study in that. through refection. we should gain pertinent infomtion about considerations for 
gifted education programming. The data thu is gathered fmm the participants will be analyzed for 
ongllng themes in order to c x ~ c t  vduable ~niormation. 

2.  You will hc: asked a wt of questions during an interview. You will be supplied with the questions prior to 
the interview so that you w ~ l l  have time to reflect upon your answers. You will m ~ r t  with the researcher 
at an a ~ ~ e e d  upon tlrne that IS convenient to you. The tirst time you mrvt to he interviewed will take 
~pprorimatelg half an hour to forty-five minutes. The second time you meet with the researcher will be 
primarily to revlew the doc-urnentation from the first m t l n g  and revise anything you wish to change. 
You will have the opportunity to review a summary of the dam A brief questionnaire will k given to 
you to ask you a h u t  your involvement in the study. 

. This is purely a voluntary project. Even if vou voluntrrr. you artt free to withdraw at any time. If for any 
rrmon the ~nten'tewer w~shes ro end the interv~ew 31 any point. she my do so. 

4. Them should k no physical or mend discurnfort due to this interview. ff you feel stn.s.wd about 
answering any of the questions. p l c w  let the researcher know immtdiately. You have 3 right to r r f w  ro 
givc answers if ).ou so choose. 

5 .  Your ~nvolvement ~nclucles answering questions. You will hr ;ludi+tapt!d and hand-written norts will 
also ht. talien. 

6. There are no risks that arc hlarmtly obvious ar this time- This research study will hopefully benetit the 
teachers who arc involved in the study. the students who ;m: taught by these teachers. and others who itre 
~nvolved in teaching gifted lemets. It is quitc possible that this study will also benefit others who arr 
considering using teacher retlrrtion as infomtion for considerations in other pro-mms. 

7 .  You wtll k asked to c h m x  3 pseudonym or a number to represent your data. At no time will actual 
names be wd .  The key listing the identities of the subjects will be kept x p m t e  from the data in a 
locked tile accessible only to the project rrxarcher. and it will be physically destroyed by shrcddin_e 
thxr yeam after the project is completed. Only the proj t~t  researcher and project supervisor will have 
access to the tape recordings obtained during Itre duntion of the project and the interview tapes obtained 
during the duntion of the project and the intemiew capes will be erased three years after completion of 
the data analysis. Participants will have access to their own interview transcripts and will have the 
opportunity to delete. expand or change any information that they have provided. 

Y. You w~ll  be contacted hy phone or fax at your school if there artt any changes to the schedule or if there is 
any information that you should receive pertaining tr, the study. 

9. There m no tinanchl cosrs relartxi to paniciparion in this study. 
10. The results of this study will he uxJ for a hfarer-s thesis and may be presented at professional 

conferences and published in ducstional joumls. Only pseudonyms and _ p u p  summaries will be u x d  
in an! puhlic dissemination of the mearch findings. 

Your s imture on this form indicates that vou have understood to vour satisfaction the information 
regardine: participation in the research project a d  agree to participate as a subject In no way does 
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this waive your W riphts nor release tbc investieators, sponsors. or involved institutions from 
their I d  and o m f s s i o d  rrsponsibilities Y w  are fm to withdraw from the stndv at any time. Your 
continued rmrticipotion sbou# be as informed as vour initial consent, so you should fed Cree to ask for 
clarification o r  new idorm;rtioa throughout vour participation, If vou bave further questions 
concerning matters relatine to this =rch please contact: 

Mollv Hpshman at m - L .  or Michael Pvrvt at 1,27799 

If vou have any quatiam concerninn your riehts as a k b l e  mrticimnt in this research. please 
contact Mrs. Patricia Evnm R e a r c h  Services Oftice, Room 602 Earth Sciences Teleubane 120-3782. 

Participant's signature Date 

Invetigator and/or Delegate's Signaturn Date 

.4 copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep far your records and reference. 



Agenda: Staff meeting, John Ware, Tuesday, October 24,2000 

1. Introduction: 
Student at the University of Calga~ ,  working on a thesis program 
in Educational Research. 
[Teacherl:Have been teaching since 1979 in Calgary and Edmonton. and have worked 
in classrooms from ECS up to and including high school. 

2. Purpose of this study: to develop a greater understanding of teaching practice, 
specifically for 

To look at "retlection" as a way to learn about practice 
To see what insights may come out of such retlection as it relates to our 
understanding of gifted ed. programming. 

Title of mv research is: Teacher Reflection as Insight into Considerations for Gifted 
Education Programming. 

3. Process: 
Read the information in the package that we are compiling (Jane has it already md 
will make individual copies) which will include such things as Request for 
Volunteers. Information for Volunteers. Participant Consent Form. and list of 
interview questions. ( 1  am ethically bound by these documents with the University 
ofCalgary and by theCBE) 
1 will meet with you individually to ask you a set of questions. They are dl fair1 y 
open-ended and depending on the individual's experiences. could promote long or 
shon answers. What I m seeking are answers that relate to your practice through 
incidents1 stories so that they become your personal. unique answers. I hope that 
you will answer 3s honestly as you can: knowing full-well that we have not as yet 
developed a relationship ... knowing that I I an outsider. I am NOT here to judge. 
but to LrNDERSTAND. 
Interviews will be audio-taped. which is a fairly common practice amongst 
researchers. Tapes will be kept in my possession. 
You will choose a pseudonym which I wilI use when transcribing the information 
into written form. 
I will meet with you bnefl y so that you will be able to look over the document that 1 
compile h m  our inrerviews. 
We will have a session when dl of the information is presented to you as a :pup. 
You will be given time to reflect upon this document at that time. 
After that session. which may be cailed a sense-makin? session. you will be asked 
to fill out a brief questionnaire about your involvement in this study. 
Everything that I compile from ow work together will be analyzed in terms of 
common themes. questions. issues. etc. that would be of use to others teaching in 
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Gifted Education. It will become my thesis, which I hope to complete and defend 
by this spring. 

1. You will be able to get ahold of me by phone if you so wish to ask any questions about 
the process. I have left my cell. Number, which only I can access. on the Informational 
Sheets. Also. you may get ahold of my supervisor. Michael Pyryt, at any time too at the 
Git'ted Centre at the University. 

5. You will have substitutes who will come in to relieve you during the period that we 
meet. Interviews will happen on the mornings of Nov. 2 1-24. Hopefully this will be a 
good time for all of you. relative to what you have to contend with now, with report 
cards, interviews, ttc. 

6. With regards to the research questions: I want you to have them ahead of time to look 
at and feel prepared. But. I want that balance of preparation and freshness. What would 
be a reasonable amount of time for you to have the questions'? There is no studying 
involved: i t  is about your teaching .... 

7. Are there m y  other questions?? 

Thank you!! 



Appendix C 
Correspondence 

January 17.2001 

Dear Participant: 

Thank you again for your participation in this project. Enclosed you will find a copy 
of a transcript of your interview. You will notice that there are some underlined portions. 
These se-ments represent your answers to the main questions that you answered during the 
interview. However. before these answers are compiled into a document for the staffs 
review, I m giving you an opportunity to review this on your own. Please feel free to write 
on this document. Feel free to cross out any portions that you wish to see disregarded, but 
dso. please note and underline any portions that you feel should be shared with your fellow 
staff members. The main objective is to create a document that attempts to create a deeper 
understanding of gifted education as it pertains to your particular settins. 

Please do not be alarmed with the grammatical structure of your transcript. 
Remember - it is a transcript of a conversation. not of a written piece that you were able to 
edit. 1 am looking for the deeper meanings within the writing. and not judging the written 
structure. 

The written document will be structured in this manner. I will write the question md 
oive several answers to that question from the information that has emerged from the z 

interviews. No names. not even pseudonyms, will be used. Here is an example of the way 
that it will be structured: 

M a t  is it about vacation time that you love the most? 
I reully ger ii cirunc.e ro see nty children. And they ger to see me bvirhour u pen lrnd tr pile of 
pupers to murk. 

I L-uri torget uboirr work for u rvltile. 

I c-(in fincilly curc.h up on my ~l.icry-Jrme pltms* ... Perhups 1'11 i ~ e  rhef iul  irnir ne-ri Jecrr. 
Do !o11 rilink the kids noriced rhcrr rcr missed our on some rhings for rhejinal cram? 

So. the question will be asked and numerous responses will follow. In this example you can 
see three separate responses. The information in the response may not appear exactly as it is 
written. in that the phnscs may appear throughout a longer conversation. and the segments 
that rn chosen do refer back to the issue being discussed. You will see from your transcript 
that portions have been underlined. Three dots will be used between these se-ments in the 
final document *(...) to show that they do nor appear consecutively in the interview 
transcript. 
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t will be available at John Ware to discuss your responses and have you return 

your transcripts to me on the morning of Friday, January 26. 1 may also be conmcted at 
-- - (cell) if you would like to discuss anything to do with your participation in this 
research project. Before the 76'. please take the time to complete the form on the back of 
this sheet. If you think this is sufficient for your response. and you feel that you do not need 
to meet with me. just place the transcript and form into the envelope that is provided for 
you. seal it. and return it to me or to Jane. Please note that I may be contacting some of you 
after this response if some things require clarification from you prior to further analysis of 
the documents. 

Thank you again for your time and effort. I am hoping that you already feel that the 
John Ware community is benefiting from this project. 

Sincerely. 



February 20.200 1 

Dear panicipants. 

Here is your copy of the Learning History that I have put toge~her from your 
interview transcripts. It is the first of the documents that you will be reviewing on Friday, 
February 23. when we get together for he sense-making session. [t is yours to keep. so fee1 
f ee  to write on directly on it noting your comments, questions. and insights. Please 
highlight (or underline) any portion that really sets your attention. 

The document is lengthy and that is why I have decided to give it  to you a few days 
prior to our meeting. You will receive some more information pertaining to the interviews 
when we itre together for your review and feedback. 

[ look forward to seeing you later this week. Thank you. again. for all of your 
suppon. 

Sincerely . 

Molly Hashman 



Appendix D 

AGENDA FOR SENSE-MAKING SESSION: FEB. 23,2001 
WITH JOHN WARE STAFF 

And Molly Hashman 

As part of the research project: 
Teacher Reflection as Insight into Considerations for Gifted Education P r o g m i n g  

8:45-9:00 Images of a program: What do you mean? Find the thing that the images 
are rekmng to. 

9~00-9: 30 Self-portraits 

Self-reflection 
Using these portraits. The GATE documents. Sc The Leming History 
Questions: 

What is implied or suggested in your portrait about your involvement in 
the GATE program? 
What implications might this have on your future teaching'? 

9:30-950 Presentation of narratives (from the transcripts) 

950- lO:-IO Group Reflection 
Identify the key things that stand out in these documents asking: 

Questions: 
What might we reflect upon further and consider with regards to our 
GATE pro-mm? 
What are the implications for funher learning at the John Ware Site? 

10:40 - I 120: Group reporting and discussion 

1 120 final questionnaire 



Appendix E 

FINAL FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 
Study: Teacher Reflection as Insight into Considerations for Gifted Education 

Programming 

Researcher: Molly Hashman 
Supervisor: Dr. M, Pyryt 

Thank you for taking part in this study. In order to get some information with 
regards to your thoughts about your involvement in the process, I would appreciate 
your immediate response to the following questions. 

1. The interview process: 
Do you feel that the questions "got at" the issues that you were dealing with as a 
teacher involved with the GATE program? 

2.Reviewing the data: 
a) What were some of your thoughts as yw readnitend to others' answers to the 

questions you had been asked? 

b) Did you find out anything new or surprising? What was that? 

C) Was there anything in particular that you found comforting to hear about? 



3. a) What do you think was the most positive aspect about being involved in this 
study? 

b) What was the most negative aspect about being involved in this study? 

4. a) Was this an enjoyable and useful experience? Comment if applicable. 

b) Do you see the process as being useful to other schools? 

5. Other comments: 



March 5,2001 

Dear Participants: 

[ would like to thank you again for your continued support for and with this research. There 
are a few questions that I would like to ask each of you about the process. I hope you do not 
mind taking a few minutes more of your valuable time. Please return this sheet to 
[Fannie] by Friday, March 9,10:00 A.M. as I will be corning by at that time. If you wish. 
you may fold and staple it so that no one may see your answers. I apologize if some of you 
have answered these questions in some form previously. I am seeking some specifics to 
some of the reflective stimuli I used for this project. Thanks, Molly 
........*...........*.........*..*.*........*..**....................................................*.... 

What were your initial feelings and thoughts as you read through the Learning 

History? 

Please comment on its usefulness in terms of "learning about". . . .or "informing" teachers 

about their practice or others' practice. 

How useful was it  in terms of helping you understand others' perspectives on issues 

concerning the school a d  the intezntion of GATE? 

Any other comments about the Learning History? 

What do you think about the other information you were given? Useful? 
Unnecessary? 
(The GATE information booklet, Images of the GATE program. other handouts) 

Did you find the narratives useful during our sense-making session? Please explain 
Any urher rhough~s a[ this rime'! 



Appendix F 

Reflections 

Reflecting back on the research process. there were many times when i felt the onsoing 
rensions of the researcher. Ling's poem best describes that tension. 

There is something I don't know 
that I am supposed to know. 

t don't know what it is 1 don't know, 
and yet am supposed to know. 

And I feel I look stupid 
if I seem not to know it 
und not know ~vhctt it is I don't know. 

Therefore I pretend I know it. 
This is nerve-wracking 
since [ don't know what 1 must pretend to know. 

Therefore I pretend to know everything. 

I fee! I know what [ m supposed to know 
but you can't tell me what i t  is 
because you don't know that I don't know what it is. 

You may know what 1 don't know. but not 
that I don't know it. 

And I can't tell you. So you will have to 
tell me everything. 

R. D. Ling, Knots 




